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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Office Correspondence Date  August 11, 1941

The Files  Subject: 

Frora Mr. Coe 

•

After correspondence Mrs. Hamlin (see letters of May

25andJune4,1941)theitemsattachedheretoandlistedbelovbe

cause of their possible confidential character, were taken from Vol-

ume 242 of Mr. Hamlin's scrap book and placed in the Board's files:

VOLUME  _242

Page 11 - Confidential Telegram to Governor Black at Atlanta, trans-

mng President Roosevelt's letter to Secretary of Treasury
apropos of Federal Reserve's enlarged powers to adapt their

facilities to National emergency.
PageTelegram to all F.R. Banks from Mr. Morrill re S. 320.

Pace 55 - Letter from Gov. Harrison to Gov. Black re necessity for
appropriate action to keep open any member bank licensed by the
Secretary of Treasury to open after the bank holiday.

Page 61 - Confidential - Some A B sI Currency Inflation.

Page 79 - Confidential - First draft of Joint Resolution to provide
for the issuance of currency by clearing house and other asso-

ciations of banks in the U.S. and for other purposes (Marked

Confidential)
Page 95 - (X-7356) Condons of membership which will be prescribed

for State banks hereafter admitted to membership in the Federal

Reserve System.
Page 101 - Confidential - Tentative draft of Order Requiring Return

Sf Gold as revised by Treasury Department, March 17, 1933.
Page 102 - Intercepted cablegram from Mr. Beller to Mr. Musher.

Page 109 - Data re vacancies on Federal Reserve Board.

Page 110 - Data re restrictions of gold.
PageConfidential - Tentative draft of Executive Order forbidding

the hoarding of gold coin, etc.
Page  Proposed amendment to F.R. Act, Section 10.
Page  Outline and data concerning Banking Holiday.

Page  Data re performance of contracts payable in gold.

PaYes 17,2_& 121 - Confidential - Tentative draft of March 22, 1933 re

return of gold to F.R. Banks.
Page 124 - Text of Proposed New Condon of Membership Requiring

Maintenance of Proper Ratio of Capital and Surplus to Deposits.
(Draft)

Page 127 - Revised draft of executive order.
Pace 128 - Instructions of Secretary of Treasury during Banking

Holiday.
Pace 129 - Memo to Board from Div. of Examinations re Report on In-

vestigation D.A. Jones et al., Fiscal Agency Dept., F.R.Bk. of

Chicago.
PageConfidential - Tentative Draft of March 25, 1933, re direct

lI. ns by F.R. Banks.
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•

Pages 133 & 137 - Confidential - Revised draft of Executive Order
forbidding the hoarding of gold, etc., March 25, 1933.

Pages 134 & 136 - Suggestions by C.S. Hamlin re above proposed order.
Faze 122 - Suggested changes in S. 245 based upon recommendations

made by the F.R. Board in its report of March 29, 1932, to Comm.
on Banking and Currency.

Paqe 138 - Data re modification of Section 2 of proposed executive
order forbidding the hoarding of gold coin, etc.

Page 139 - Confidential statement re amount of gold and gold certifi-
cates returned to F.R. Banks.

Pages 140 & 141 - Gold order changes.
Page 1L2 - Memo to Mr. Wyatt from Mr. Hamlin re value of gold bullion

turned in.
PageExecutive Order - Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin,

Gold Bullion and Gold Certificates.
Page 145 - Resolution by F.R. Board requesting the F.R.Bk. of N.Y. to

furnish them with all information re return of Great Britain to
the gold standard.

Page 1A2 - Memorandum on Gold Clause.
Page 151 - Letter to Hon. K. Kellogg from Board, Treasury, and

R.F.C. re forming new bank.
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Incoming Telegram

Received at Washington, DC

Atlanta Georgia May 25 3:45 Pm

Black - Washinton

Copy of message requested follows:

"Washington 230 P March 11, 1933

Black - ,tlanta, Georgia

(Confidential)

For the confidential information of yourself and your Board of Directors I

am quoting below a letter which I have just received from the President of

the United States and I beg to express the hope that in addition to other

considerations you will have this letter (in mind in transmitting to me ap-

plications of member banks in your District for permission to open for

business. I hope also that in wiring such applications, you will please be

good enough in each case to advise me specifically, as requested by telegram

yesterday, whether in your opinion it would be reasonably safe in the circum-

stances for me to permit the full opening of the applicant, having in mind

the proclamation of the President prohibitinc; the payments of currency by

any bank for hoarding purposes. In the interest of expedition and in order

to enable the prompt opening of as many member banks as possible, please

forward applications as received, indicating only your opinion on the

specific question asked above. Similar request has been made of the Comp-

troller's Office with respect to National Banks. The President's letter

follows:

'Wirch 11, 1933.

:Ay Dear Secretary:

1 am informed that the Directors of the 12 Regional Fed-

eral Reserve Banks are concerned over the question of the

VOLUMI 242
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immediate valuation to be given to the assets of member banks,

National and State. I recognize that a drastic or strict esti-

mate of values on a liquidating basis would prevent many banks

from opening which could and should be 100 percent opened if

their assets were reasonably valued on a fair going basis.

'I am convinced that the Directors of the Regional Fed-

eral Reserve Banks should take a fair and equitable basis

for loan valuations rather than a forced liquidation basis.

It is my desire that Federal Reserve Banks will proceed on

the sane fair and equitable basis in respect to loans to

member banks, the purpose of which is to procure currency

for State banks which are not members of the Federal Reserve

System. Cooperation on the part of member banks in this re-

gard is essential.

'No citizens expects the directors to be infallible.

111 we can ask is that they use honest, and, under the cir-

cumstances, fairly liberal judgment. It is inevitable that

some mistakes will be made. It is inevitable that some

losses may be made by the Federal Reserve Banks in loans to

their member banks.

'The Country appreciates, however, that the twelve

Regional Reserve Banks are operating entirely under Federal

law and the recent emergency bank act greatly enlarges their

powers to adapt their facilities to a National emergency.

Therefore there is a very definite obligation on the Federal

Government to reimburse the twelve Regional Federal Reserve

Banks for losses which they may make on loans made under

these emergency polars.Digitized for FRASER 
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'I do not hesitate to assure you that I shall ask the

Congress to indemnify any of the twelve Federal Reserve

;Jankci for such losses. I am confident that the Congress

will recognize its obligations to these Federal Banks

should the occasion arise, and grant such request.

Yours very sincerely

Franklin D. Roosevelt'

W. H. Woodie

7ohns 5:15 Al
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Confidential

Le-4-414,

SOME A. B. CIS OF CURRENCY INFLATION
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F. In Conclusion  11 - 12
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SOME A. B. CIS OF CURRENCY INFLATION

Confidential

April 25, 1933

A. Definition:..
For the purposes of this summary "Inflation" is understood to mean an arti-

ficial increase in the amount of currency, either paper money or bank

deposits or both, with a view to forcing an advance in commodity prices

through monetary manipulation, with the hope that thereby business activity

will be increased, with subsequent return to prosperity. "Contrclled" in-

flation really means that those who sponsor such measures believe that once

the price level is restored to some more or less indefinitely predetermined

point, it will be possible to stop the processes already set in motion

without any bad economic after effects.

On the other hand, "normal" business recovery after a depression is almost

always marked first by an increasing demand for goods based upon a gradual

using up of existing inventories, combined with confidence in the future

of prices. An increase in the volume of industrial production is usually

closely accompanied by an advance in the price of basic raw commodities and

by some improvement in industrial stock prices, although some small lag in

raw material prices is sometimes observed. However, the prices of finished

goods usually continue steady or downward for several months after the

volume of industrial output has increased, because of fixed contracts,

traditional prices, and sales resistance, due to the fact that the buying

power of the ultimate consumer is not immediately increased by the upturn

of business activity. Barring war or changes in the monetary system or

base, a "normal" wholesale (average of all commodities, raw and finished)

price recovery after a depression might be perhaps 10% or 15%, and it might

require from one to two years to witness even this much of a recovery.

B. Aim of Proposed Legislation:..

The avowed aim of the legislation now being pushed through Congress is not

merely to "stabilize" prices, but to bring about quickly a substantial in-

crease, the immediate goal discussed being at least 50% above present

levels. Many believe that an even higher figure should be aimed at.

C. Sugqested Methods for Raising prices:-
The proposed legislation would for an indefinite period suspend all constitu-

tional and present legal processes, and would give to the President of the

United States sole power in conjunction with the Secretary of the Treasury

to manipulate our currency and credit within very broad limits, which pre-

sumably could readily be changed by further amendments ad libitum. The

proposals embody the principles of most schemes commonly discussed, the

gold standard having already been abandoned both externally and internally:-

1. Federal Reserve Banks are apparently to be forced to buy new

government bonds up to $3,000,000,000.

2. An issue of 33,000,000,000 of new paper money without gold

backing is authorized.

3. The present gold content of the dollar can be debased up to 50%

at the President's discretion after "advising" with foreign

governments on the matter.

4. Attempt is also made to inject a substantial amount of new silver

into our currency.
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But whether or no nternal pricesare at once raised proportionately, reducing the gold content of the,
dollar means not only an immediate pro  rata scaling down of alldebts and interest payments owed to us by foreigners, but ultimately
a repudiation of all public and private debts to the extent of the
debasement, quite irrespective of the time when the debts were in-
curred or subsequent changes in ownership of securities, and without
regard to the merits or necessities of each particular case. This
means that the savings of the thrifty will be confiscated to the ex-
tent of the depreciation.
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2.

The following brief comments are in order on the Administration proposals

for inflating the currency:-

1. With respect to the purchase of government bonds by Federal Reserve

Banks, more than 1,000,000,000 was purchased in 1932 with no ap-

preciable effect whatever on the price situation, because of the

fact that the time was not ripe for such action. Although this

measure may be the least unsound of the various proposals, it is

dangerous, and creates a wholly artificial market for government

obligations -- short-time securities having sold recently virtually

without interest at a time when the government fiscal situation was

grovc.ing increasingly worse. Once the Federal Reserve Banks are

loaded with government securities, they become almost inevitably

"frozen", since substantial sales would too seriously depress the

entire bond and security market, and the banks consequently become

quite unresponsive to the real demands of industry and trade.

2. It has been stated that our Civil War was financed by greenbacks. As

a matter of fact, however, the maximum issue was limj.ted to

$450,000,000, as compared with a $3,000,000,000 initial issue pro-

posed in the present Administration bill. Further, even during the

Civil War the government paid maturing obligations in gold. Also,

every dollar of debt incurred by the United States government during

the Civil War period, even at a time when prices ranged from 100%

to almost 200% above "normal", was ultimately paid off in sound gold

dollars over a period when the general price level was slowly declin-

ing until it was only one-third or one-fourth the level prevailing

during parts of the Civil War period -- and this notwithstanding the

fact that most of the "wealth" of half of the United States (the

Southern States) had been destroyed for a generation by the war.

Even now we have had more than a 100% increase in paper money issues

as compared with times of full business activity; and through the

normal flexibility of our Federal Reserve System, as well as through

emergency legislation passed during the past year, we already have

available facilities for putting out almost untold billions of ad-

ditional paper currency -- tied, however, to the gold standard.

3. As to debasing the standard of value up to 50%, no one can say what

the result would be on prices. If no more currency were issued it

might have little effect on internal prices. At a given time there

is no definite quantitative relationship between the amount of the

monetary medium and the general price level. When, however, con-

fidence is lost through fear of further debasement, prices might

increase out of all proportion.

4. With respect to increasing the amount of silver in circulation,

bimetallism has never worked in any country in modern times.

Silver for
cance as a

commodity.
sults from
clans from

The public

the past generation or more has had no more signifi-

monetary medium in civilized countri.es than any other

The present drive for the rehabilitation of silver re-

an aggressive attempt by silver producers and politi-

the silver states to get a bounty for their product.

has been much misled on this point, China and the

Orient would be harmed rather than helped by an increase in the

price of silver.
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D. Common Assertions in Favor of Currency Inflation Made by  Thos
e Who 

Favor Such a Policy 

Such arguments as the following are usual, and an attempt is here m
ade to

give brief factual answers thereto, as stated in question form:.'.

1. Will employment be increased and the lot of the working man m
ade

better?
Answer: 

Some immediate stimulation of industrial activity would no dou
bt re-

sult from artificial price increases, because people would begin to

buy raw materials ahead as well as some finished products. This

means, however, that at a somewhat later period there will 
prob-

ably be relatively less buying, accompanied by some relapse in

prices and industrial activity. Further, the purchase of commodi-

ties, if this type of inflation becomes pronounced, is due to a

"flight from money" rather than to any substantial amount of new

consumption. Finally, when prices and the cost of living are

raised first, while wages, salaries, and all types of fixed 
in-

comes lag behind, it has been the universal experience that th
e

real purchasing power of the ultimate consumer, as distingu
ished

from the "money" which he receives, is decreased rather than 
in-

creased, particularly if the price advance is rapid or pronounced.

In Germany, for example, in the year 1921 less than 3% of a
ll workers

were wholly unemployed, but by the end of 1923 28% were unemployed;

also, little more than 5% were partially employed at the earlier

period, while 42% were only partially employed at the later date.

The "real" income of the German industrial population (1913 - 
193.4

100%) increased from 1920 to 1921 up to an average index of 90, and

then gradually dropped to an average of 41 by November, 1923. The

wages of skilled workers in 1922 and the first half of 1923 had

advanced relatively scarcely a third as high as the general price

level, and the wages of unskilled workers, also, had advanced

scarcely half as far as prices. Further, industrial production per

capita of total population, after increasing for a year or two,

dropped pretty sharply to little more than half of pre-war in the

late stages of inflation. Finally, during the last year of the

inflation we find that the 2!E capita consumption of such basic com-

modities as wheat, potatoes, meat, etc., had dropped to around 60%

of the pre-war 22r capita average, while the consumption of all

things but the hare necessities had fallen off much further.

It should be noted in this connection that because of the cessat
ion of

many normal business activities during the long war and in the period

immediately following, as well as because of the loss of rolling

stock and equipment following the Versailles Treaty, a greal deal of

industrial activity was abisolutely essential in Germany during the

inflationary period, just to enable the people to keep alive and

carry on. There were, in other words, many great long deferred and

unfilled demands for basic necessities. Such a condition of under-

building and rundown plant, etc., does not now exist in any com-

mensurate degree in the United States.

Our own experience during the Civil War and the World War indicates

that in periods of rapidly rising prices the salaried man, the

average wage earner, and the receiver of fixed income, suffers ap-

preciably because of the decrease in his real purchasing power. In

periods of great business activity, overtime and supplementary work

•
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of different sorts may help to alleviate the natural lag in money

income; but such relief is scarcely to be expected during a period

of artificially stimulated price advances.

2. Will corporate profits be increased, and at any rate will stock prices

go up?

Answer:
There is no question that for a time the profits of some corporations

will advance, probably due more to inventory appreciation than to

increase in volume of sales. Ultimately, however, unless the income

of the great consuming public increases more rapidly than prices in-

crease against them, and under the circumstances this would seem to

be a physical impossibility, fewer goods can in the long run be sold.

This would indicate that even though the "dollarn profits of corpora-

tions might for a time increase, there would be great likelihood of

a shrinkage in the real, net earnings as depreciation of the currency

proceeds. Obviously, therefore, appreciation in stocks would be due

more to a flight from the dollar than to enhancement of the real

earning power of corporations. Further, even temporary increased

gains either to the corporation or to the stockholder are likely to

be largely confiscated through special or higher government taxes.

It is rather significant to find that during the inflationary period

in Germany from 1920 to 1923 shares on the stock exchange did not by

any means appreciate to the extent indicated by the general whole-

sale price level. On the contrary, using in each case 1913 as a

base, we find that the stock price index at the beginning of 1920

was only 13% of the general wholesale price index; during 1921 this

index worked up gradually to a maximum of 27% of general prices,

and then declined almost steadily for a year or more until a low

point was reached under 5% of the wholesale price index. This in-

dicalBs a relative drop as inflation proceeded, amounting to more

than 80%. British stock prices, by the way, had a downward tendency

for about a year after Britain suspended gold payments in 1931.

3. Is mir debt so heavy that it is necessary to debase our currency in

order to meet our debts?

Answer:-

To my knowledge no country in the world has abandoned the gold stand-

ard and debased its currency except under conditions of war, over-

whelmingly heavy foreign payments, or an impossibly heavy burden of

national debt. When Britain abandoned the gold standard in September,

1931, every dollar of gold in the country was pledged to foreigners,

and the per capita national debt was four or five times as high as in

the United states at the present time. Except for a brief period in

the summer of 1931, also, the United States now has in the control of

the government and the Federal Reserve System, more gold than at any

other time in history, around 35% of the total central monetary

stocks of the world.

Short-time industrial and private debt is normally self-liquidating,

and its average time outstanding is not more than a very feW months.

The total amount of such short-time commitments, duplications

omitted, is probably not more than $35 - i40,J00,000,000 at the

present time, and changes in the price level do not normally have a

major effect on the capacity to liquidate such obligations.
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The total long-time indebtedness of the United States is carefully
estimated at approximately $105,000,000,000, of which $36,000,000,000
is public debt (521,000,000,000 national, and more than $15,000,000,000
state and local); about $40,000,000,000 represents real estate mort-
gages, of which $8,500,000,000 is rural and around 31,000,000,000
urban. Other corporate longtime debt of all kinds amounts to approx-
imately $30,000,000,000, of which some $10,000,000,000 or
$12,000,000,000 is on the railroads, most of which was issued before
the period of high prices. From $5,000,000,000 to $10,000,000,000
more is on public utilities of all sorts, while the balance is on
miscellaneous industrial and financial corporations.

The security market, through depreciation in listed quotations, has
already for a long time recognized the enormous shrinkage in the
principal of this debt, and of course many, perhaps most, of the

original individual holders have already taken their market losses.

There is no reason whatever why any of the national debt needs to
be repudiated on the present price level.

With respect to the balance of the long-time debt, after a careful
study of the subject I do not believe that more than 15% - 20% would
have to be written off at the present price level. Quite possibly
the amount would be somewhat less. This would mean a maximum of
perhaps $15,000,000,000 - $20,000,000,000 for writedown, all of which

has been much more than recognized in the market. This can be com-
pared with an estimated national wealth at the present time of more
than $250,100,000,000 -- certainly not an insuperable figure; and
the total annual interest on all long-time debts now outstanding on

American property probably does not exceed $5,001,000,000 per annum.
Further, our insurance companies, savings banks, and institutions are
in the main holders of only gilt-edged investments. Hence the write-
down of their securities after readjustment would be very much less
than the general writedown, possibly not as much as 10% on the
average. Again, any serious depreciation of the currency inevitably
decreases the market price of gilt-edged securities, whether corporate
or government, because of the fact that the interest is payable in a
fixed sum of dollars which have continuingly less purchasing power
in terms of goodsas prices rise. It would not, therefore, take very
much price appreciation through currency debasement to put our fi-
nancial institutions in an even worse condition than they are at
present; in fact, any artificial manipulation of this sort would
probably begin immediately to work against their soundness,

It has further been claimed that our banks would be strengthened by
currency inflation. As a matter of fact, however, since all good
banks are in general holders of only first grade securities, and
since their stock exchange loans are now negligible in amount, all
the better institutions would be hurt rather than helped; while only
the mismanaged organizations which invested in low grade securities
and common stocks could conceivably be helped.

It is rashly asserted that the unfortunate debtor class must be helped,
while the "plutocratic" creditor class should turn over its property
to the debtors. As a matter of fact, however, on long-time account
most people in the United States are creditors and comparatively few
are debtors. Every life insurance policy-holder is a creditor, as
well as every savings bank depositor and every individual investor
in public or corporate bonds. Every institution of learning with an
endowment is a creditor. Only 40% of our farms are mortgaged (about
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2,500,000), and probably only a minor proportion of our urban owned

residences (perhaps not more than 5,000,000). Further, only a

minority of these mortgages are even now of unmanageable proportions

as compared with present property values. Already foreclosures on

rural real estate and on small urban homes have virtually stopped,

and the Administration has proposed sweeping measures to take care of

the necessitous mortgages of both farmers and home owners by making

credit easier and scaling down interest and principal. It is esti-

mated by competent authorities that only a very small percentage of

our first mortgages on real estate will fail to come through, pro-

vided our price levels do not go much lower.

In the main, the bulk of our debts have been incurred either by public

bodies or by large corporations, for which there are already many

legal facilities and safeguards afforded. Those in real difficulties

have usually taken long chances. Debt is not wealth, and our over-

heavy indebtedness had a good deal to do with promoting the exces-

sive speculation of a few years ago, culminating in our present de-

pression. The few strong rather than the many weak do most of the

long.-time borrowing. The small borrower, typified by the small home

owner, whose income depends primarily on wages or salaries, under

any substantial degree of inflation would probably find it even more

difficult to save the money to pay his interest and debts, because

the rising cost of living would tend to consume his "lagging" in-

come and leave him an even smaller balance than at present for fixed

charges. Rightly understood, it would seem preposterous to jeopard-

ize the well-being of the average citizen in order to make it easy

for municipalities to be extravagant and to put a premium on careless

corporation finance.

4. Has Britain benefited by abandoning the gold standard?

Answer:-

It is commonly asserted that Britain saved herself by abandoning the

gold standard, and that we are therefore justified in doing likewise.

The facts of this matter seem to be about as follows:

Britain was forced off the gold standard because foreigners were in a

position to withdraw all of her gold. She did not, however, take any

steps to declare a new standard of value or to debase her currency.

Nor did she increase the amount of bank notes outstanding, which now

stand at almost exactly the same point as at the end of September,

1931. Prices rose within two months about 7% after Britain abandoned

gold, and have since slowly fallen, recently standing a little lower

than at the time the gold standard was abandoned. Industrial produc-

tion in the third quarter of 1932 was a little lower than in the

third quarter of 1931, with a somewhat greater drop in the fourth

quarter of the past year as compared with the corresponding period

in 1931. Exports for the year 1932 were in value 37% under the year

1929, as compared with a drop of only 40% 1.n France and 41% in Ger-
many. Unemployment within a year increased 300,000, or 61014 14%,

and in February of the present year was still close to the peak.

Industrial stock prices were in March,1933, little higher than in

November, 1931, and the trend was downward from the fourth quarter

of 1931 until past the middle of 1932. Also, since the low point in

1932 London stock prices have recovered scarcely 30% as compared with

a recovery during the same period of around 50% in our own indices.
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British industry and trade have never fluctuated as  violently as in 

the United States, and there was some measure of stability, broadly

interpreted, during 1932. This was  probably due in substantial

measure to the new tariffs which led to manufacturing at home a

number of commodities formerly imported.

More important in the British situation, however, is the fact that a

strong coalition government of both parties was formed, public ex-

penditures were drastically reduced, the budget was kept in close

balance, and a large proportion of the public debt was refunded on

a lower interest basis -- made possible by confidence in the balanced

budget and by the retention of British gold at home.

5. Will depreciation of our currency give us a foreign trade advantage?

Answer:-

Obviously England, and Japan in particular, gained some advantage in

foreign trade through depreciation of their exchanges, which acted

as a temporary stimulus to exports and a temporary barrier to im-

ports. However, most countries have been progressively increasing

tariffs and restrictions against important exporting countries which

have abandoned the gold standard. Quite obviously none of our im-

portant export markets would permit us to gain an artificial ad-

vantage through the depreciation of our own currency. On the con-

trary, as has always been the case, they would put up further

tariffs and trade barriers. With all countries of the world off the

gold standard, a progressive race for trade advantage through de-

preciating currencies is merely p, progressive race for fiscal suicide.

Incidentally and contrary to popular misapprehension, although our ex-

ports to the United Kingdom (Great Britain) decreased in value 57%

between 1930 and 1932, yet our imports from Great Britain decreased

in value 64%. during the same period. This indicates that deprecia-

tion of her currency did not help England so far as the United States

is concerned, but that on the contrary she found it desirable to

continue to take our products because of their lower prices.

6. Is a rising price level necessary to prosperity?

Answer:
It is asserted that we must have rising prices in order to "make pros-

perity". The fact is, however, that in what we assumed was our most

prosperous period, 1920 - 1930, the general trend of prices was al-

most continuously although slowly downward. It is not commonly

realized that our wholesale price average in 1929 was about 7% lower

than for the year2925. Further, it is not commonly realized that

over the long period 1815 to 1933 the general trend of prices was

downward during 75 out of 118 years. The only long period of general-

ly rising prices in the United States not occasioned by war was be-

tween 1897 and 1913, during which period everyone was complaining

about the depreciation in purchasing power of bondholders and those

on fixed incomes, labor was continuously striking for higher wages

to take care of the higher cost of living, and various states were

appointing commissions to investigate the causes for the high cost

of living. yet the advance in this 15 year period was only around

50%, or a simple average of 3% per annum. There is no question that

all classes of the community gain most from a stable rather than

from an advancing price level, and since the middle of last summer

prices in general in the United States have been approaching stabil-

ity.
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7. Has our economic condition progressively become so acute that nothing but
"inflation" could stop the so-called "descending spiral"?

Answer:-

It has been popularly asserted and grossly exaggerated by politicians
and lobbyists, that conditions in the United States have continued to

grow increasingly and threateningly worse over the past months. Many
business men whose stamina has weakened under continued adversity,
have joined the popular procession in this manner of thinking. The

known or readily ascertainable facts, however, point to a much differ-

ent conclusion:

As of the middle of April industrial production and factory employment

for a period of nine months had averaged higher than at the low point

last summer. Prices of many important raw materials have also
averaged for the past nine or ten months as high, and in some cases

higher than last summer's lows. Some commodities have even been
reasonably stabilized since the autumn of 1931.

Wholesale prices in general have declined only mildly since the middle

of 1932, and during the first quarter of the present year have held

reasonably steady. The prices of industrial stocks and of virtually

all bonds for nine or ten months have averaged very substantially
above last summer's lows. Notwithstanding the closing of many banks,
the banking situation in general, particularly in our great financial

centers, has unquestionably been much improved as compared with a

year ago. Our unemployment situation, while severe, has not been

growing worse at the rate popularly asserted. Many of those reported

as unemployed have long since found their way back to the land with

relatives or on their own initiative; while the organization for

unemployment relief has functioned infinitely better during the past

year than in earlier periods. With the summer months ahead, the

fundamental outlook had become much more favorable.

Further, adjustments between debtors and creditors have been going on

rapidly, and realities have been faced by business men with a view

to reducing their costs to the minimum and going ahead from present

levels. The farmers, also, have reduced their costs of production,

and were it not for the misrepresentations of propagandists, the

suggestion of an "uprising" of the farmers would seem almost ludiu.

crous to those who really know farming sentiment. Finally, drastic

governmental economies, both national and local, are in process of

being worked out, with consequent restoration of confidence in our

public finances being revived.

Economically speaking, for the first time in several years the country

was very obviously getting ready to go ahead under its  own steam,

provided there could have been freedom from interfering legislation.

The assertion that the entire country would have to go through "bank-

ruptcy" unless the currency is debased, is not only contrary to fact,

but preposterous. The national government itself goes through bank-

ruptcy when it repudiates all of its own contracts and promises, and

forces repudiation of all private contracts. Such policies as are
now being recommended would, unless we are to prove the one historical

exception, plunge us into ultimate chaos the like of which we have

never yet experienced.

8. Will the President use the proposed powers for inflating our currency if

granted?
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Answer:-

It has been commonly asserted that the President will not use the

powers granted under his proposed legislation, but that he wishes

to have such authority conferred upon him for "bargag" pur-

poses either with politicians at home or with foreign countries.

Such assertions would seem to be contrary to the known facts.

Although the Democratic platform called for the maintenance of a

sound money and our then standard of value, there has been in the

last few months an enormous propaganda for currency debasement and

"managed currency". The ideas in the beginning originated largely

abroad, particularly in England, and sweeping claims for a "managed

currency" have been made by vociferous academic theorists. Final-

ly, farmers and the public in general have been made to believe

that prosperit,y could be achieved by changing our standard of value

at will. There has been virtually no public education or propaganda

I I the other side of eIueon. The President's close advisers

are ip the main of e-Irea - experimental school, without

historical or practical background in these matters; and he has ap-

parently been overwhelmed by the continuing propaganda and misstate-

ment regarding these matters, on which he is not in a poson to be

personally well informed.

From the point of view of our immediate relations with France and

England, it must have been particularly embarrassing all around to

have the gold standard definitely abandoned and inflationary

II-. sures proposed at the very time the spokesmen for these two

foreign governments were entering the United States. There can be

little question that Roosevelt would have preferred to carry on hie

negotiations without this new international "dculty" having been

raised. All things considered, however, it would seem almost child-

ish to suppose that the President would acquiesce in the proposed

revolutionary legislation, did he not intend to make use thereof;

and it would seem equally "cheerful" to believe that even though

he might be “cold" to the proposon, he would be able to resist

the political pressure which would fall upon him once the legisla-

tion is enacted.

In this connection it is well to remember that it has already been

made a crime even to have gold nIne possession. The government

has already broken all of sScnracs with respect to gold pay-

ments, and has forced all czens to do likewise. yet our gold

reserves are near the highest on record, and we are on balance re-

ceivers of gold in the international market, rather than exporters.

Our currency in circulation is already almost 50% higher than under

normal conditions when business is very active; and our Federal

Reserve note issues are more .than twice as high as in most pros..

perous periods. By various emergency laws, also, it has already

been made possible to issue vast amounts of additional paper money,

either through the use of government bonds or through the redis.

counting of ordinarily ineligible and frozen assets of member banks.

The powers for almost unlimited expansion of our currency and credit

already exist, provided trade and industry demand such faces.

(Incidentally, the current assertion that our present gold reserves are

excessively high as compared with outstanding paper money, is quite

misleading. At least 90% of our business is carried on by means of

checks drawn against bank deposits, whereas in practically all

foreign countries checks 3nd depesit currency have never played as
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important a part as in the United States. Here our gold reserves do

double duty in supporting our relatively small amount of paper money
and our relatively large amount of bank deposits subject to check.

When both types of credit are considered for the United States and

other countries, we find that our percentage gold reserves against

outstanding paper money plus bank deposits was at a recent date

virtually the lowest of any industrial country in the world.)

None of these facts, however, seem to have any weight with those who

propose the new legislation. What they demand  is virtually the re-

pudiation of the present gold  standard and the issue of sufficient

paper money to boost prices  so L1.01 that a virtual redistribution

of property and confiscation of, present private ownership will re-

sult. No mistake should be made on this NuAter. Once the flood

gates are opened, the flood is almost certain to flow through. At

any rate, with such legislation enacted all certainty would cease

regarding the value of our money and the significance of all con-.

tracts Everything would depend upon the whim of one man, and all

citizens would become merely pawns in the great political game.

E. Who Gains -- Who Loses?

To sum up some of the more general statements already made, in every case of

monetary inflation those least able to bear the losses suffer most: old

people with small fixed incomes, annuitants, pensioners, salaried people,

wage earners, small bondholders, all insurance policyholders, and deposit-

ors in savings bunks. Benevolent foundations and institutions of learning

(this means that college professors now advocating inflation will be hard

hit) are bound to suffer because of the shrinkage in their real income

from invested funds.

In past periods of inflation owners of real estate have always suffered be-

cause their rentals could not be advanced as rapidly as the price level

has advanced, those paying rent having their real income cut down through

the "lag" in their own money incomes, and in such periods laws have usually

been imposed to prevent any rapid increase in rents, as recently in the

case of both France and Germany.

As already indicated, the holders of highest grade bonds inevitably lose,

while the holders of unsound bonds may gain. Ultimately corporate stock-

holders lose, provided inflation is carried far, because the more numerous

dividend dollars which they receive do not command as large a quantity of

goods as before. In general, productive capital expenditures are dis-

couraged because of the increasing uncertainties involved, whereas a

premium is always put on what may be termed "wasteful" consumption. This,

of course, means another national loss which it is difficult to evaluate.
On the other hand, virtually the only people who would ultimately gain are

speculators in stocks and commodities, dishonest debtors who try to grow

rich by contracting debts which they can pay off in rapidly depreciating

money, and foreigners who owe us money. Also, there would be a large in-

crease in the class of "money changers", parasitic middlemen, stock and

commodity brokers -- all of those who make their living by catering to the

gambling instinct, or by preying upon the necessities of the unfortunate,

and by capitalizing the economic uncertainties which inevitably accompany

a non-gold and manipulated money medium. It seems scarcely warranted to

jeopardize the financial standing and future well-being of the entire

United States for these classes!
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F. In Conclusion:.

No such thing as "controlled" inflation has yet been discovered by any

country. As indicated above, many countries have been forced off a sound•

money standard due to war, foreign debts, etc.; but in all cases they

have recovered from their depression only after restoring a sound monetary

I

tt and banking system, starting from a much lower gold price level than when

the inflation began. Many of the central European countries in addition

to Germany let their currency go to zero, while, due to a combination of

fortunate circumstances, France, Italy, and Belgium managed to stop some-

what short of this point, with, however, an enormous amount of grief which

Sur people hc.ve understood little about.

Where the United States would stop on its proposed course of "managed cur-

rency" no one can say, because no important country in the modern world

has ever before deliberately abandoned its gold standard or deliberately

set out on a policy of debasing its currency. However, since those who

are sponsoring these measures have aggressively declared themselves in

favor of redistributing property through this means, and of confiscating

much of our present property values, it is not to be supposed that if

this power is granted to the President he will resist the political pres-

sure to make full use thereof. On the contrary, every earlier attempt at

"making prosperity" through manipulated currency has led to a constant

and overwhelming demand for increasing amounts of unsound money. In view

of present psychology it is not reasonable to suppose that human nature

has changed since March 4th, or that the theorists who have advised the

proposed course have discovered a method of making water run uphill by

waving a wand. The multiplication table will probably still hold, not-

withstanding the change in political administrations.

Further, artifically increasing prices necessarily and inevitably lead to

increasing public expenditures and extravagance, accompanied by higher

taxes. In almost every case of currency inflation attempts have been

made to "fix" prices in order to "protect" the consumer. This was true

during the American Revolution, the French Revolution, during the World

War, and again following the war in France anI.rcuar in Germany.

In the latter country rents were xed" by law so effectively that dur-

ing a substantial part of the inflation the rise in house rentals was less

than 5% as great as the rise in wholesale prices! Those in government

circles who are advocating present inflationary measures are also in favor

If minimum wage legislation, regulation of production, regulation of prices,

and regulation of profits. There is no likelihood, therefore, that any

cI rporation or individual can for long reap even a temporary gain through

price appreciation. Even such profits are almost certain to be confiscated

Iy the public powers as they have ordinarily been in the I.

Again, it should be obvious that as a general proposition no one gains in

the long run if his income is twice as high and his cost of living goes

up proportionately -- and he inevitably loses if, as always has happened

under inflation, prices travel up more rapidly than income. It is not

the price mark which counts, but the command over goods. It is easy to

overlook the fact that the present low prices of farm produce are extremely

helpful in reducing the cost of living to •our much greater urban population

whose dollar income has now been drastically cut. In these difficult times

it is easy for the industrialist to 

•

forget that 
IUJ

only through low prices and

expanding markets can he attain the volume which will mean bigger profits
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and greater prosperity in the future. We are further prone to forget that

a general inflationary advance in the price level does not correct existing

inequalities and disparities as between prices, due to over-production,

excess stocks, or other causes.

Another important point is frequently overlooked. After the initial advance

in prices under depreciated currency, there usually ensues a good deal of

uncertainty and lack of confidence. It becomes necessary to put out an

increasing amount of the monetary medium in order to achieve the desired

price result. For almost a year after the end of the war the German price

level increased less than 50%, although the monetary circulation increased

fully 100%. Within another six months, however, the increase in prices

had caught up with the increase in monetary circulation, and as the infla-

tion became more pronounced prices rose much more rapidly than would be in-

dicated by the increase in money. The phenomenon is much like the storing

up of water behind a huge dam. The higher the water rises, the greater the

pressure. If a fault is found in the masonry and a little trickle of water

seeps through, the aperture enlarges very slowly for a time -- and then the

whole dam gives way.

In conclusion, the attempt to manufacture prosperity by managing the currency

is an attempt to put the economic cart before the economic tiorse. Prices

are in general a resultant of the interaction of certain economic forces

of demand and supply, measured in terms of a standard monetary unit. The

experiments now being proposed remind one of the small boy who tried to

make the weather warmer by plunging the thermometer into a bucket of boil-

ing water. Perhaps even more appropriate is Charles Lamb's story of China4 s

roast pig, in which he describes how they used to burn down the house in
order to roast the pig!
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CONFIDENTIAL - March 4, 1933.

JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide for the issuance of cufrency by clearing
house and other associations of banks in the United
States and for other purposes.

* * *

RESOLVED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSF OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED, That the short title

of this resolution shall be "Currency Act of 1933."

The word "bank", as used herein, sall mean any national banking

association and any bank, savings bank or trust company organized under

the laws of any State or located in the District of Columbia, bAt shall nut

include a building and loan association, credit union or similar organization.

Sec. 2. Any association of banks in any city, town or community of

the United States known as a clearing house association, or any similar or-

ganization, may avail itself of and become subject to the provisions of this

resolution upon unanimous consent of its member banks, through the execution

of an organization certificate in form prescribed by the Federal Reserve

Board and the filing of such certificate and such other documents as the

Federal Reserve Board may by regulLtion require with the Federal Reserve

Agent of the district in which such clearinL; house association or similar

organization may be located, and shall thereupon become a national currency

association as providod for herein and be subject to all of the provisions

of law applicable to such national aurrency associations.

Sec. 3. A group of banks desiring to form a national currency associa-

tion shall, by their presidcnts or vice prr:sidonts, acting under authority of

their boards of directors, file with the Fuderal Reserve Agent of the district

in which such group is located, such documents as the Federal Reserve Board

may t.y regulation require including an organization certificate in form pre-

scribed
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by the Federal Reserve Board setting forth the names of the banks

composing the association, its principal place of business, and

its name, which shall be subject to the approval of the Federal Reserve

Agent. Upon the filing of such certificate and upon its approval by the

Federal Reserve Agent, the associated banks therein named shall become

a body corporate with a corporate existence to be determined in accordace

with relations of the Federal Reserve Board, and by the name so desig-

nated and approved may sue and be sued and exercise the powers of the

body corporate for the purposes hereinafter mentioned. Not more than one

such national currency association shall be formed in any city. All of

the members of such an association shall be located in the same Federal

reserve district and shall be located in so far as may be practicable within

a territory, located wholly within one Federal Reserve District, composed

of a State, or part of a State, or contiguous parts of one or more States.

Amy bank in a city or territory in which such an association has been organ-

ized may, with the approval of the Federal Reserve Agent, be admitted to

membership in such association upon filing with such association and with

the Federal Reserve Agent a certified copy of a resolution of the board of

directors of such bank authorizing such action; and shall thereupon be

deemed and held to be a part of the body corporate and entitled to all rights

and privileges and subject to all the liabilities of an original member. No

bank shall be a member of more than one national currency association.

Each bank joining in the organization of a national currency

association as above provided shall file with the Federal Reserve Agent a

report of its condition, in such form as may be prescribed by the Federal Re-

serve Board, as of the date upon which the organization certificate above

required is approved by the Federal Reserve Agent; and each bank admitted to
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membership in such association after its organization shall file such a report

of condition --rith the Federal Reserve Agent as of the date upon which it be-

comes a member of such association.

The affairs of each national currency association shall be managed

by a 'Loard consisting of such representatives as the members of the associ-

ation may designate, but no bank shall have more than one representative on

such board; and the powers of such board, except in the election of officers

and the making of by-laws, may be exercised through an appropriate committee

designated by the board for the purpose.

Sec. 4. Any bank which is a member of such a national currency

association may at any time withdraw from membership in such association

through the ado-Dtion of an appropriate resolution by its board of directors

and b.; filing notice of withdrawal with the board of such association. When

such bank shall have certified to the Federal Reserve Agent of the district

in which such association is located the fact that it has so notified such •

association pursuant to such a resolution of its board of directors, it shall

not be liable for any circulating notes issued to such association after the

date on -rhich such certification is received by such Federal Reserve Agent or

for any other obligation incurred by such association after such date; but

such withdrawal shall not affect in any manner the liability of such bank for

circulating notes theretofore issued to such association or for any other ob-

ligations theretofore incurred by such association.

The dissolution, voluntary or otherwise, of any member bank of such

a nationLl currency association, or the withdrawal of any member bank there-

from, shall not affect the corporate existence of the corporation nor the

assertion of any rights in favor of or against such association.
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Sec. 5. A member bank of such an aseociation desiring to obtain

ciraulating notes, to be issued through such association, may apply to the

assS ciation for an amount of such notes not excueding 75 per centum of the

valuo of the sound assots which it has available as security for such notes.

A committee appointed by eS.ard of such association shall examine such

assets, place a valuation thereon, certify such valuation to eSeera Re-

serve Agunt of the district in which such association is located and deliver

such assets to eSeera Reserve Agent or to such trustee or trustees as

he may designate. Upon application by the committee for circulating notes to

bu issued against the security of such assets, the Federal Reserve Agent, in

his discretion, may issue to such association circulating notes in an amount

net exceeding 75 per cent of the valuation placed upon such assets by eStc 

or of such lesser valuation as the Federal Reserve Agent may approve.

Sec. 6. Such circulating notes shall be uncondonally guaranteed by

the United States, shall be received at par in all parts of the United States

fol. the same purposes as are national bank notes, and shall be redeemable in

lawful money at the Treasury of the United Status or at the bank on whose

behalf they are issued at any time after the expiration of the effective

period of this resolution as providd in Section 16. The banks belonging

to an association to which such circulatiftg notes [1.3.11 have been issued

shall be jointly liable to the United States for the redemption of such 

culating notes; but as among the several banks composing such association,

thu bank on whose behalf such notes aro issued shall be liable for the full

amount of such notes and, if eSan on whose behalf such notes are issued

fails to meet its liability thereon in full, each remaining bank in such

association shall be liable for eSamon of the deficiency nly in the
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proportion that its deposit liabilities, as shown by the report of condition

required of such bank under the provisions of section 3 hereof, bears to the

aggregate deposit liabilities of all such remaining banks in such association

as shown by their reports of condition required by said section 3.

Sec. 7. The Federal Reserve Agent may at any time require of such

association and the association may at any time require of its constituent

banks a deposit of additional assets or an exchange of assets already on

deposit to secure such circulating notes; and if such association or any

bank, on behalf of which such notes have been issued, fail to make such de-

posit or exchange when required to do so, or if any such bank fail to ,oay

its circulating notes cn demand when due as hereinafter provided, or if any

such bank be placed in receivership or in liquidation or be otherwise closed,

the Federal Reserve Agent may at any time, in his discretion, sell the assets,

or any part thereof, which he holds as security for circulating notes issued

to such association in such manner as he may determine and deposit the pro-

ceeds with the Treasurer of the United States as a fund for the redemption

of such circulating notes issued to such association. For any deficiency in

the proceeds of the sale of such assets to provide a fund sufficient for the

redemption of such circulating notes, the United States shall have a first

and paramount lien upon all of the assets of all member banks of such' associ-

ation; and such deficiency shall be made good out of the assets of such banks

in preference to any and all other claims whatever except claims for the ex-

penses of carrying out the provisions of this resolution as provided in

Section 12, and except that the claim of the United States on account of

such deficiency shall share equally in such assets with all other claims of

the United States for which a first lien is provided by law.
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Sec.E. Any such national currency association or any tank which is

a member thereof may deposit with the Treasurer of the United States lawful

money and/or circulating notes issued under the provisions of this resolution;

and if the amount of lawful money and/or such circulating notes so deposited

is equal to the amount of such association's liability on notes issued to it

and outstanding, such association shall be relieved of liability for such

notes and shall thereupon be entitled to the return by the Federal Reserve

Agent of all assets deposited as security for such notes, less such amount

of such assets as the Federal Reserve Agent in his discretion may retain in

order adequately to secure the payment of any liability of the association

under this resolution.

If the amount of lawful money and/or such circulating notes deposited

by such association or by such bank with the Treasurer of the United States

shall be less than the full amount of the liability for circulating notes

issued to such association, such association shall be relieved of such lia-

bility in the amount of lawful money and/or such circulating notes so de-

posited; and assets to be selected by the Federal Reserve Agent, in an

amount to be determined by him, may in his discretion be returned by him to

such association, but in no event shall the value of the assets remaining or

deposit with the Federal Reserve Agent, as determined by him, be less than

133-1/3 per centum of the amount of circulating notes thich have been issued

to such association, which are still outstanding, and for which lawful money

and/or such circulating notes have not teen deposited with the Treasurer of

the United States.
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Sec. 9. Every bank on whose bhalf such circulating notes shall be

issued, shall be taxed thereon at the sari rate and in the same manner as

are national bankins associations upon circulating notes issued by them

against the security of 2 per cent bonds of the United States pursuant to

the provisions of the National Bank Act, Provided, however, that after the

expiration of six months after the termination of the effective period of

this resolution as hereinafter provided, every bank on behalf of which cir-

culating notes shall have been issued under the provisions of this resolution

shall be taxed at the rate of 3 per cent per annum on such notes which are

outstanding and for which lawful money and/or such circulating notes have not

been deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, and such tax shall

increase each month by 1 per cent per annum:until a maximum tax of 8 per cent

per annum is reached, and, thereafter, the tax on such outstanding notes for

which lawful money and/or such circulating notes have not been deposited with

the Treasurer of the United States shall be 8 per cent per annum.

Sec. 10. Such circulatinc, notes Shall declare upon their faces that
(gf this rceolution and that t[-1Jir i)ayrynt in accordance pith the pree'icion-
they arc secuF6a-notes issued in accordance wi h the provisions hereo

is guaranteed unconditionally by the United States and shall otherwise be in

such form as may be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Sec o 11. In order to furnish suitable notes for circulation, for the

purposes of this resolution, the Comptroller of the Currency under the direction

of the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause such plates and dies as may be

necessary to be prepared for the printing of such notes in such denominations

as shall be approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, and when such notes have

been prepared, they shall be supplied to the several Federal Reserve Agents in

adequate amounts in the same manner as Federal rescrve notes are supplied to such
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Federal Reserve Agents pursilant to the provisions of the Federal Reserve

Act.

Sec. 12. All expenses of carrying out the provisions of

this resolution Shall be paid by the Federal reserve banks in accord-

ance with regulations prescribed by the Federal Reserve Board; but the

Federal reserve banks shall be reimbursed for such expenditures by

the national currency associations to which circulating notes are issued

pursuant to assessments by the Federal Reserve Agents of the respective

Fedoral reserve districts upon such associations for this purpose. Such

associations and their members shall be liable for the payment of such

assessments under the same terms and conditions as they are liable for

the payment of circulating notes issued to such associations. Federal

reserve banks shall have a first and paramount lien upon the assets of

such associations and their members for reimbursement for the payment of

any such expenses.

Sec. 13. The provisions of law now in effect applicable to

national bank notes with regard to the printing thereof, distinctive

paper for printing such notes, control and examination of plates and

dies for the printing thereof, destruction of such notes, replacement

eq' mutilated or worn out notes, issuance of such notes to unauthorized

associations or persons, mutilation of such notes, determination of the

amount and the enforcement of the tax on such notes, disposition of such

notes redeemed at the Treasury of the United States, imitation, coun-

terfeiting or forging of such notes, and passing, uttering, or publish-

ing counterfeits, forgeries, or imitations of such notes shall, in

GO far as not inconsistent with the provisions of this resolution,

be applicable to circulating notes authorized by the provisions hereof.
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Sec. 14. The Federal Reserve Board shall have power to make

and enforce all such rules, regulations, requirements and orders as in

its discretion shall be necessary effectually to carry out the provisions

of this resolution.

Sec. 15. Any assistant appointed by a Federal Reserve Agent in

acccrdance with the provisions of Section 4 of the Federal Reserve Act

may exercise all of the powers of such Federal Reserve Agent, given by

this or any other law, during the absence or disability of such lideral

Reserve Agent or during a vacancy in the office of the Federal Reserve

Agent due to death, resignation or otherwise.

Sec. 16. Circulating notes may be issued pursuant to the pro-

visions of this resolution for a period of not more than six months after

its approval by the President of the United States; but the President

may extend such effective period by proclamation for an additional six

months.

Sec. 17. If any provision of this act, or the application

thereof to any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the remain-

der of this Act, and the application of such provision to other per-

sons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHI NGTON

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO

THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
X-7356

March 11, 1933.

SUBJECT: Conditions of membership which will be
prescribed for State banks hereafter
admitted to membership in the Federal
Reserve System.

Dear Sir:

It has been the Federal Reserve Board's practice, as you know,

to prescribe for State banl:s applying for membership in the Federal Reserve

System the seven conditions of membership contained in the Board's Regula-

tion H and such special conditions as the facts in each individual case

indicated were desirable to correct unsatisfactory conditions in the

bank and to prevent the exercise of powers which the bank might have under

its charter or the State law that were not consistent with the purposes of

the Federal Reserve Act and considered undesirable in a commercial banking

institution. Some of these s-)ecial conditions have been of a general

nature and the Board feels that it would be advisable hereafter to pre-

scribe for each State bank applying for membership all special conditions

of this character which have been approved by the Board and which tend to

prevel,t unsound developments in banks regardless of whether the bank

aopears to be engaged in practices at the time of admission to membership

which may lead to such developments. It is believed that this procedure

will be helpful in developing a more effective supervision of banking

in the Federal Reserve System and will tend to develop better banking
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practices, and it is contemplated that if the Board's experience indi-

cates that any further conditio:Is of a general nature are desirable

they also will be prescribed for State banks subsequently admitted to

membership.

Some of the conditions contained in the Board's Regulation H

are very broad in their terms and it is possible that there is some

overlapping of these conditions and certain of the conditions regard-

ing specific practices or powers; but this is not believed to be

objectionable. kccordingly, in the case of each State bank hereafter

ap-21ying for membership, the Board will prescribe the following coldi-

tions of membership which include the seven conditions coltadned in

the Board's Regulation H, with one revision, and other conditions of a

general nature that have teen aD,Droved in substance by the Board as

special conditions in individual cases:

1. Except with the -,)ermission of the Federal Reserve
Board, such bank shall not cause or permit any
change to be made in the general character of its
business or in the scope of the corporate Powers
exercised by it at the time of admission to meter-
ship.

2. Such bank shall at all times conduct its business
and exercise its powers with due regard to the
safety of its depositors.

3. Such bank shall maintain its loans within the limits
prescribed by the laws of the State in which it is
located.

4. The board of directors shall not permit loans to
directors, officers, employees, principal stock-
holders and/or their interests, including loans to,
or upon the security of stocks of, corporations in
which any of them have substantial interests, to
assume unduly large proportions or to endanger the
bank's solvency or the liouidity of its assets, and
the Board of directors skall give special attention
to all such loans.
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5. Such bank shall maintain adequate credit data in con-
nection with all unsecured loans.

6. Such bank shall keep past due paper and overdrafts at a
minimum, and shall not hold any checks in cash items
to avoid overdrafts.

7. Except with the permission of the Federal Reserve Board,
such bank shall not purchase or acquire through any device
whatever any stock of any other bank, trust company, or
other corporation of any hind or character except in
satisfaction or nrotection of debts previously con-
tracted in good faith; and all stock acquired in satis-
faction or protection of aebts shall be disposed of
within six months from the date on which it was acquired
unless the time is extended by the Federal Reserve Board on
the application of such bank for good cause shoom.

8. Such bank shall not permit any investment in a bank
building or in a site for a bank building to assume such
proportions as, in the judgment of the Federal Reserve
Board, would endanger the bank's solvency or liquidity
or would otherwise be unduly large or improper, and
before any investment is node in a bank building or a
site for a bank building the bank shall refer the
matter to the Federal Reserve Board for consideration.

D. Such bank shall not reduce its capital stock except
with the permission of the Federal Reserve Board.

10. Such bank shall not pay any dividends which will reduce
its surplus below an amount equal to at least 20 per
cent of its capital stock, and if at any time its sur-
plus should be less than 20 per cent of its capital
stock it shall carry to its surplus account annually,
or for any shorter period covered by each closing of
its books, not less than 50 oer cent of its net earn-
ins any such period after deducting all losses
and providing reserves for depreciation.

11. Such bank shall reduce to an amount equal to 10 per
cent of its capital and surplus all balances in
excess thereof, if any, which are carried with banks
or trust companies which are not members of the Federal
Reserve System, and shall at all times maintain such
balances within such limits.

12. Except with the permission of the Federal Reserve Board,
such bank shall not, after the date of its admission to
membership, engage in the business of issuing or selling,
either directly or indirectly (through affiliated corpor-
ations or otherwise), notes, bonds, mortgages, certifi-
cates, or other evidences of indebtedness representing
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real estate loans or participations therein,
either with or rithout a guaraltee, indorsement or other
obligation of such balk or an affiliated corporation.

TT
Such bank may accept drafts Paid bills of exchange drawn
upon it of any character permitted by the laws of the
State of its i7lcorporation; but the aggregate amount of
all acceptances outstanding at any ale time shall not
exceed the limitatia-ls inposed by section 13 of the
Federal Reserve Act, that is, the aggregate amount of
acceptances outstanding at ary one tiEe rhich are drawn
for the purpose of furnishing dollar exchange in countries
speced by the Feaeral Reserve Board shall not exceed
50 Der cent of its caRital and surplus, and the aggregate
amount of all other acceptances, whether domestic or
foreign, outstanding at any one tir.le sh(111 not exceed
50 per cent of its capital and sur-olus, except that the
Federal Reserve Board, upon the aprolication of such bank,
may increase this limit from 50 per cent to 100 per cent
of its capital and surplus; provided, ho-ever, that  no
event shall the aggregate amount of domestic acce-)taces
outstanding at any ale tir.-.e exceed 50 per cent of the
caoit,_61 and sur)lus of" slIch

14. The board of directors of such barik shall adopt a reso-
lution authorizing the interchange of reports and infor-
mation betreen the Federal reserve bank of the district
in rhich such bank is locatea and the ba:,.lking authorities
of the State in rrhich such bail:: is located.

The Board Till also presci-ibe for each trust company or bank

exercising tr-lst porers at the time of its admission to membership the

folloriap conditions of membershiD wllich are ap-pronriate for institutions

exercising trust powers;

15. Suerl bank shall not, after tile date of its admission to
membership, ilvest truzt funds held by it obligations
of the ba-lh's directors, officers, anoloyees or their af-

ations or corporatio is affiliated with c,he

16. Except rith the permission of tLe Federal Reserve Board,
such bank shall not, after the date of its admission to
meztership, invest the funds of various truEts held by the
bank in partictoationsia pools of mortgage bonds or other
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securities, and the funds of all such trusts shall be
invested separately from each other: Provided, how-
ever, that the Federal Reserve Board will nct object
to the collective investment of small amounts of trust
funds where the cash balances to the credit of certain
trust estates are too small to be invested separately
to advantage, if the bank owns no participation in the
secues in which such collective investments are
made and has no interest in them except as trustee or
other fiduciary.

17. If trust funds held by such bank are deposited in its
banking department or otherwise used in the conduct of
its business, it shall denosit with its trust department
security in the same manner and to the same extent as is
required of national banks exercising fiduciary powers.

Attention is called to the fact that the condition numbered

seven above is a revision of the condition numbered three contained in

the Board's Regulation H and prohibits the acquisition of stock in any

other cornoration except with the Board's permission. As you know, this

cmndition as contained in the Board's Regulation H refers only to the

acquisition of stock of other banks and trust companies; but the Board

believes that it is desirable in future cases to prescribe a condition

which will prohibit the member bank from purchasing stock in any corp-

4ration except with the Board's permission.

In connection with the condition numbered 10 it may be noted

that if in any case the application of a bank with a surplus of less than

20% of its capital is approved the Board will prescribe an additional

requirement that the surplus shall be increased to at least 20% mf the

bank's capital opt cf earnings.

One of the conditions contained in the Board's Regulation H and

set out above provides that, except with the permission of the Federal

Reserve Board, a member bank shall not cause or permit any change to be
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made in the general character of its business or in the scope cf the

corporate powers exercised by it at the time of admission to membership.

In some cases State member banks have overlooked this requirement and

have made changes in the general character of their assets or in the

scope of the corporate powers exercised at the time of their admission

to membership without obtaining the Board's permission. Accordingly, in

the letter prescribing conditions of membership which is addressed to

each State bank whose application is approved hereafter, special atten-

tion will be called to the necessity for obtaining the Board's permission

under this general conaition covering any such change made by the bank

after its admission to membership in the Systam.

You will understand that in particular cases it may be desirable

to prescribe special conditions nAt of a general nature to correct

unsatisfactory conditions in the particular bank, and, as a matter of

emphasis, to prescribe conditions prohibiting, except with the Boardls

permission, the exercise of specific powers which a particular bank may

be authorized to exercise under its charter or the State law, even though

such powers are not exercised at the time of admission to membership and

accArdingly, under the general conaition referred to above, might not be

exercised except with the Boardls permission. In connection with the sub-

mission of applications for membership, the Board would, of course, like

to have your recommendation as to any special conditions which should be

prescribed in the particular case and as to any conditions of a general
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nature which experience indicates would be desirable as conditions to

be prescribed for each State bank thereafter admitted to membership.

_Very truly yours,

Chester Morrill,
Secretary.

P. S. This letter is a confirmation of the telegram sent you today.

TO ALL FEDERAL RESERVE AGENTS.
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Copy

(Confidential . Tentative draft as revised by Treasury Department, Marsh 17, 1931

Treasury Department
Washington, D. C.

ORDER RiMIRING R.STURN OF GOLD 

Pursuant co the power conferred upon me by subsection (2) of

Section 11 of the ',sclera' Reserve Act, as amended by Section 3 of

Ant "To provide relief in the existing national emergency in

banking, and for other purposes", approved Mareh 9, 1933, and

finding this action necessary to protect the currency sustem of

the United States, 1, c. Ii. Woodin, Secretary of the Treasury, do

hereby require all individuals, partnerships, associations and

oorporations owning any gold coin, cold bullion or gold certificates,

held within the 'united States of America, including its territories

and insular possessions, forthwith to pay and deliver to the Treasurer

of the United Aates, or to a Federal reserve bank as fisoal agent

of the Lnited ',tate*, all such gold coin, gold bullion and gold

certificates. Upon receipt of such gold boin, 7;old bullion or gold

certificates, the Secretary of the Treasury, or such Federal reservid

bank, mill pay therefor an equivalent amount of any other form of

coin or currency coined or issued under the lows of the United States.

The payment and delivery of such gold coin, gold bullion and

gold certificates may be effected (other than by member banks of

the Federal Reserve System) by delivery theroof to a bank which is

a member of the Federal Reserve System. Such bank shall pay therefor

an equivalent amount of any other form of coin or currency coined or
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lumped wleir tho lenv of the UniteC ,tatees and shall threupon

deliver such 6old ootu ol bullion and ;old eertifloates to the

Iroesurer of the United vtatee or to the :4odere1 reserve bank in

its distriSt and resolve eredit or payment therefor*

In emcee, Aare the leeetion of eudh 4o1d *eine bullion

or gold sertittoatos 10 seek that delivery thereof to the freasurer

of the United Antos or to a Pederal remove bark or -to abnz hioh

Is a member of the Federal Reserve Cystem Gamma* reawn%L)ly be =hes

within the tine specified below, delivery mmy be node to a :.7.11t,e,

z.tatas Gu*tot jeftee or :omit 4-riee* toeh :Austen ittlee or aost

)(floe will "y thorefor am ecOvalent mount at any ether tomer

oein or eurremew *slimed or issued under tte IOW of the Wilted bte4ess,

mod shall thew/ewe deliver sue:i gold eels. told Wiliam mod 401

oertifieateA to the Treasurer st the ;Allied times* or is a Mora

remerve Senk end rseeivs pediment therefor*

.. -enber banks shall deliver all „Dole oolns !:old loullion and

;p1.d oortifieetee owned bv them to the -is...surer of the United .Aates

or to the redoing reserve bank in their reepeetivs diatriste and

reoeive credit or payment therefor*

Ths aserstnry of the Treasury will pay all reasonable oosts of

tranar.ortetiqm ef sash zold ooi.s ;:old Darien or veld oertifloptess

inolodinz the oeet at tararanse, proteetion, tad such othor ineldentel

mete se mmy be reasonably asseeenry, Kra 'reinstate or bettiateory

widens*of sesblossbae Perms et veleher ter this iverpOse ary be

preeared trem Federal reserve banks*
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Draft of :aroh 17, 1933
3 P. ".

. 3 .

Any Individual, nurtaorship, ullsooiation or corporation owning

suoh ;old coin, t7;o1d bullion or cold certificates pri:Jr to :arch 28,

1933, and failin to comply with the above requirements before

3 :J., Eastern .bandard Time, .laroh 31, 1933, shall be subject to

a penalty equal to trio° the value of the ;old coin, 7:o1d bullion and

zole oortificates in respect of which such failure oocurred.

Any individual, partnership, association or corporation becoming

the owner of any such coin, cold bullion or gold certificates

an or after Atrch 28, 1933, shall be rubject to a like penalty if

delivery thereof is not made as above provided not later than three

days after such individual, partnership, association or corporation

became the emner thereof.

In oases wh(ire the delivery of i;old coin, o1d bullion or gold

certificates by the owners thereof within the time set forth above

will involve extraordinary hardship, the Seoretary of the Treasury

may, in his discretion, extend the time within which cuoh delivery

must be made. Applications for such extensions mast be mnde in

writing under oath, addressed to the :Awretary of the Treasury and

filed with a oderal Reserve Bank within the time set forth above.

:.;uch applioations. must state the date to which the extension is

desired, the amount and location of the sole coin, cold bullion and

gold certificates in respect of which such application is made and

the facts showing extension to be necessary to avoid extraordinary

hardship. The penalties above provided shall not apply to any otInor

of opld coin, ,old bullion or gold certificates between the time
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Draft of iikarch 17, 1933
3 P. M.

4

of filing suoh an application and three days after such owner is

notified af the denial tthereof, unless the Secretary of the Treasury

shall find that such application was not filed in good faith.

The :)rovisions of thic, order shall not apply to (1) gold

prior to refining and stocks of gold in reasouable amounts for the

usual trade requirements of oyn(trs minine and refining such gold;

(2) ,old coins having a reoogaised s»ecial value to oolleotors of

rare and unusual coins; (3) such amount of gold as may be

reasonably required for le6itimate and customary use in trade,

profession or art; (4) go1.1 coins and gold certificates in an

amount not exceedin4 in the swegate t100.00 belonging to any

one i.orson; (6) gold authorised by the Seeretary of the Treasury

to be exported from the Jnited Itatesp (8) gold between suoh time

as application for export thereof from the United States is filed

with the Secretary of the Treasury and three days after the

applicant is notified of the denial of such application; (7) Lold

imported Into the United ,,tates for the purpose of being refined,

provided such sold is exported or used in trade, profession or art

within a reasonable time after tne ref mint thereof; or (8) gold

coin, gold bullion or gold certificates which were owned by a

reeognised foreign government or foreign central bank prior to

,,aroh 6, 1933.

This order shall oontinue effect until further atter by
the Seeretary of the Treasury.

Secretary of the Treasury.
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Intercepted cablegram from Beller (Secretary to Senator Owen) to
Ilathan Musher. Proba:,:ly dated early in January, 1919, and probably
sent fram Paris:

2SCe 11198 PASLN ?APIS 13.

Nathan Musher,
Washington.

Am directed advise stronEly close out Italian deal
immediately.

Beller.

(On June 22, 1927, Senator Glass calledand asked for the intercepted
cable in the Boardts possession, fram Senator Owenis secretary to
Nathan Musher, advising him to sell Italian exchange.)

See 13 Diary at nage 191.
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March 20, 1933.

•

There are now two vaca.ncies on the Federal Reserve Board:

1. Term of Governor Young who resigned Aucrust 31, 1930.
His ten year term would have expired on
August 9, 1932, and the new term begun
August 10, 1932. This vacancy has existed
in fact since August 31, 1930, when
Governor Young resi7ned.

2. Term of W. W. Magee, Dirt farmer.
Appointed May 18, 1931.
Term exnired January 24, 1933.
Renominated by Hbover but not confirmed.

Since the beginning of the Federal Reserve System, the following
appointments (including ppointti,ents to fill vacancies) have been
made by the respective Presidents:

Preddent Wilson:
5 Democrats.

President Hardin-r:
1 Democrat.

President Coolidge:
2 Denocrats.

President Hoover:
1 Democrat.

4 Republicans.

4 RerJublicans.

2 Republicans.

1 Re2ublican.
1 Re-.)ublican not confirmed.

Of the present Democrats on Federal Reserve Board - Miller, Hamlin
and James - eadh one was reappAnted by a Reoublioan President,
and confirmed by a Republican Senate.

-IV-

Wayland W. Magee:
Apnointed by Federal Reserve Board:

Director of Omaha Branch. SePt. 17, 1927.

Class O Director of Federal Reserve Bank
of Kansas City, May 14, 1930.
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Wayland W. Lasee (Contid.)

ap-)ointed by President Hoover:
Member of Federal Reserve Board, May 18, 1931.

Reapoointed by President Hoover.
Not confirmed.
Term expired January 24, 1933.

-V-

The Federal Reserve Board terms were origina14 staggered into
terms of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 years.

The reason was that Congress intended that no Precident should
appoint more than two members of the Board during his term of office.

Resi_nations, deaths, and the creation of anadditional member -
the dirt farmer - have interfered with this pla_, but during the
term of President Hoover, he had two appointments to make (the dirt
farmer made 3.)

President Roosevelt has now two vacancies to fill, and during
his term two more will fall in, making four in all.

Adding the ex-officio members, he will have during his present
term six appointments to make.
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Liar411, 1933.

r

4,?,,,Zdk^tfr. 4, 4, 4,44„ 61_410. (044'41*.4.4-044,04.41.,V0 4440

1. Issue the order at once.

2. Provide in the ner oraer:

(a) That gold will be licensed for legitimate export
transactions not involving hoarding or sneculation.

(b) Licenses will be issued to obtain gold from Federal
reserve banks for meeting any gold obligation
maturing within three month,when gold is
demanded, rihether the obligee is at home or abroad.

Point out that any citizen or foreigner residing in
th United States demanding and receiving gold,
is subject to tne proclunation requiring its
laraediate return.

(d) Announce that this order is temporary only, and that
the Treasury hopes shortly to remove all restrictions
on gold.

VOLUME 242
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(COUFIDEUTIAL -- Tentative draft of March 22, 1933.)

EXECUTIVE ORDER

Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin, Gold Bullion and

Gold Certificates.

By virtue of the authority vested in me by subsection (b) of

Section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended by Section 2 of

the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled "An Act to provide relief in the

existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposesu,

approved March 9, 1933, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the

United States of America, do hereby prohibit the hoarding of gold coin,

gold bullion, and gold certificates by individuals, partnerships,

associations and corporations within the continental United States, and

I hereby prescribe the following regulations for carrying out the pur-

poses of this order:

Section 1. For the purposes of this regulation, the term "hoard-

ing?' means the withdrawal and withholding of gold coin, gold bullion or

gold certificates from the recognized and customary c...;.1.512212,...2filal4e;

but this orderand these regulations shall not apply to gold coin or

gold bullion shown by the owner thereof to have been actually held by

him on or before June 30, 1931) The term "person" means any individual,

partnership, association or 
corporation( 

within the continental United

States. )

Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on or be—

fore April 15, 1933, to a Federal reserve bank or a branch or agency

79WME 242
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thereof or to any member bank of the Federal Reserve System all gold

coin, gold bullion and gold certificates except the following:

(a) Such amount of gold as may be required for legitimate

and customary use in trade, profession or art within a reasonable

time, including gold prior to refining and stocks of gold in

reasonable amounts for the usual trade requirements of owners

mining and refining such gold.

(b) Gold coins and gold certificates in an amount not ex-

ceeding in the aggregate $100.00 belonging to any one person; and

gold coins having a recognized special value to collectors of rare

and unusual coins.

(c) Gold coin and bullion licensed for legitimate export

transactions not involving hoarding or speculation, including gold

coin and bullion imported for reexport or held pending action on

applications for export licenses.

(d) Gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates which were
44401014,404

ormed by a recognized foreign government or foreign central bank or

the Bank for International Settlements on March 6, 1933.

(e) Gold coin or bullion actually needed to meet maturing

obligations payable in gold coin or bullion, when payment in gold

coin or or bullion has actually been demanded, egardless of whether

the obligee is at home or abroad.
G‘u-i Cif.A44.

aVAIA
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Section 3. Until otherwise ordered, any Person becoming the

owner of any gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates on or after

April 12, 1933, (except as exempted by the provisions of Sections 1

and 2 hereof) shall, within three days after receipt thereof, deliver

the same in the manner prescribed in Section 2.

Section 4. Upon receipt of su-h c;o1d coin, gold bullion or gold

certificates, the Federal reserve ba-ik or member bank will pay therefor

an equivalent amount of any other form of coin or currency coined or

issued under the laws of the United States.

Section 5. Member banks shall deliver all geld coi71, gold bullion

and gold certificates owned or received by them (other than that exempted

under the provisions of Sections 1 and 2) to the Federal reserve banks of

their respective districts and receive credit or payment therefor.

Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum made avail-

able to the President by Section 501 of the Act of March 9, 1933, will

pay all reasonable costs of transportation of such gold coin, gold bullion

or gold certificates, including the cost of insurance, protection, and

such other incidental costs as may be reasonably necessary, upon -)ro-

duction of satisfactory evidence of such costs. Forms of voucher for

this purpose may be procured from Federal reserve banks.

Section 7. In cases where the delivery of gold coin, gold bullion

or gold certificates by the owners thereof within the time set forth

above will involve extraordinary hardship or difficulty, the Secretary of
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the Treasury may, in his discretion, extend the time within which such

delivery must be made. Applications for such extensions must be made in

writing under oath, addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury and filed

with a Federal reserve bank(within the time set forth above) Such appli-

cations must state the date to which the extension is desired, the amount

and location of the gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates in

respect of which such application is made and the facts showing extension

to be necessary to avoid extraordinary hardship or difficulty.

Section 8. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and

empowered to issue such regulations not inconsistent with these regula-

tions as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes of this order and

to issue licenses thereunder permitting the Federal reserve banks and mem,-

ber banks of the Federal Reserve System to deliver gold coin and bullion

to Persons shoring the need for the same for any of the purposes specified

in paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of Section 2 of these regulations.

Section 9. Whoever violates any provision of this Executive Order

or of these regulations or of any rule or regulation issued thereunder may

be fined not more than $10,000, or, if a natural person, may be imprisoned

for not more than ten years, or both; and any officer, director or agent

of any corporation who knowingly participates in any such violation may be

punished by a like fine, imprisonment or both.

This order and these regulations may be revoked at any time.

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

THE WHITE HOUSE
March , 1933.
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March 2E1 1933.

‘,e,e4oe

Proposed amendment to Federal Reserve Act, Section 10: -

:4414

The Federal Reserve Board created in this Act shall hereafter

be known as "The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System", the

short title to be "The Federal Reserve Bord."

Said Board shall anI)oint one of its members as Active Executive

Officer, who shall preside at meetings of the Board, and in his absence

any member may be designated to act as presiding officer.

The said Board shall appoint, from other than its members, an

officer to be known as the Executive Secretary of the Federal Reserve

Board, who, in the name of the Board, shall sign all rules, regulations,

circulars, decisions, etc. of the Board, and shala perform such other

duties as may be assigned to him by the Board. In his absence, the

Board may desisnate some other member of its staff to act in his stead.

The Board may qpnoint such assistant,sezretaries, clerks,

attorneys, ex.perts, and other emoloyes, as may be deemed necessary to

conduct the business of said Board.

Nothing in this amendment shall be held to affect the holding

or the term of any present member of said Board at the date of -)assage

of this amendment.
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March 5, 1933.

SKELETON OUTLINE 

(Details and explanations omitted)

1. Issilance of executive order by President declaring bank holiday

for three days, during which all payments by banking institutions, Federal

reserve banks and l'ostal Savings System are suspended, but providing for

resumption of payments at end of holiday subject to limitations and

restrictions to be prescribed by regulation.

2. Enactment by Congress of joint resolution ratifying executive

order and authorizing the President to extend the effective period thereof,

to amend the executive order and to issue similar executive orders from

time to time.

3. Resumption of limited payments by commercial banks, Federal re—

serve banks and Postal savings System subject to limitations and restric—

tions prescribed pursuant to executive order.

q. Permit Federal reserve banks and commercial banks holding new

deposits received as trust funds to invest same in Government obligations

and make the necessary payments to the Government. (Consider permitting

all depositors to utilize as much of deposits as may be necessary to net

obligations due to the Government of the United States, including income

taxes.)

5. Enactment by Congress of joint resolution authorizing issuance

• of emergency currency by clearing house associations and similar organiza—

tions against 75 per cent of sound bank assets under supervision of Federal

Reserve Agents -- such emergency currency to be guaranteed by the Government

FRYPI1342
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of the United States.

6. Enactment by Congress of National Bank Conservation Act author-

izing Comptroller of the Currency to appoint conservators for all banks,

State and national; to permit withdrawals of deposits on restricted basis

and receipt of new deposits to be segregated as trust funds and repayable

in full; to liquidate insolvent banks, to permit solvent banks to reopen,

and to permit recapitalization or reorganization of banks whose solvency

is questionable.

7. Permit banks to continue making limited payments under restric-

tions prescribed pursuant to executive order until conservators can be ap-

pointed, then permit them to allow withdrawal of deposits on restricted basis

and receive and segregate new deposits repayable in full,until it can be de-

termined whether they should be permitted to reopen or should be reouired

to liquiaate, recapitalize or reorganize. (In some cases the conservators

could be reliable bank officers and in some cases bank examiners. A single

bank examiner could be appointed conservator of all banks in a given com-

munity and could select his own deputies to supervise and control limited

operations of each bank in his hands.)

9. With banks in the hands of conservators, proceed to work out the

situation gradually along the followinE lines:

(a) Banks of unquestioned solvency to be permitted to reopen

on unrestricted basic when public hysteria has subsided suffici-

ently and to be aided by issuance of emergency currency and by

loans from the Federal reserve banks and heconstruction Finance

Corporation, with the understanding tnat they will pay out ener-
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gency currency as far as possible and return other forms of

currency and gold to Federal reserve oanl:s.

(b) Appoint receivers as soon as possible to liquidate all

hopelessly insolvent banks.

(c) As to banks whose solvency is questionable, proceed with

assistance of depositors' committees to determine whether they

can be recapitalized or reorganized on an unquestionably solvent

basis. If so, permit them to reopen. If not, a:ppoint receivers

to liquidate the.a. (Recapitalization could be assisted by pro-

visions for issuance of preferred stock exempted from double

liability and assessments.)
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1. The anission of (e) Section 2 fram the proposed Order would seem to
prevent, during its continuance, specific performance of contracts
payable in gold in the U.S. When the obligee is a citizen of U.S. or
a resident foreigner.

2. The spirit of such a construction would seem to demand a similar attitude
of the Goveradient as to its obliations payable in gold in the hands of
a citizen or of a resident foreigner.

3. As to specific gold contracts held abroad, the Secretary of Treasury
could rule that licenses could and would be issued, during the continuance
of the Order, to export gold directly or to cover fees given in payment
of such contracts, under (e) Section 2.

4. The Secretary of Treasury could annAince that Government obligations,
payable in gold., held by foreigners will be paid in golE at maturity.

5. If 3 and 4 be carried out, it would seem safe to amit (e) Section 2 fram
the Order.

6. Omission of (e) Section 3 would be tantanount to a temporary suspension
of the gold standard in the U.S.

7. The 7)rovisions of 3 and 4 supra would keep the gold standard inviolate
as to oontracts and obliations in the hands of foreigners,and would
maintain inviolable the credit of the U.S. in international trarsactions.

S. These provisions would take out of the mouths of foreign Governments
the claim that they were excused from meeting these obligations to U.S.
in gold on the ground that the U.S. had defaulted in its obligation
to pay on maturing obligations payable in gold.
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(CONFIDENTIAL - Tentative draft of March 22, 1933)

The country has responded patriotically to the Presidentls proclama-

tion of March 6 and to his radio speech of March 12. Between March 4 and

March 18, $230,000,000 of gold coin and $235,000,000 of gold certificates

were returned to the Federal reserve banks, in addition to more than

$100,000,000 of other kinds of currency. As a result, the ratio of the

reserves held by the Federal reserve banks to their liabilities on deposits

and on Federal reserve notes combined rose from a low point of 45 per cent

on March 4 to 53 per cent on March 18.

Many persons throughout the United States have hastened to turn in

the gold in their possession as an expression of their faith in the Govern-

ment, and as a result of their desire to be helpful in an emergency. There

are others, however, who have waited for the Government to issue a formal

order for the return of gold in their possession. Such an order is being

issued by the President today.

This order requires all persons who have in their possession gold

coin, gold certificates, or gold bullion(acquired subsequently to June 30,

1931)to exchange this gold for other currency at the Treasury of the United

States, at one of the Federal reserve banks or branches, or at a member

bank. The amount of gold in circulation had not increased for a number of

years prior to the summer of 1931, and though there may have been individual

cases of hoarding, in general the volume of gold in circulation was in

conformity with the usual habits and requirements of the American people.

Gold that is now hoarded has been withdrawn for the most part since that

time as the result of lack of confidence. The President now requires that

this gold, which serves no public purpose in the hands of individuals, be
VOLUME 242
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returned to the Government or the Federal reserve banks to become once more

a part of the country's gold reserve.

The order provides adequate opportunity for Obtaining gold for all

legitimate needs. It makes available gold for the purpose of meeting gold

obligations and permits the exportation of gold for trade purposes.

•
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(0011FITITTIAL - Tentative draft of March 23, 1933)

The country has responded patriotizally to the President's proclare-

tion of ra.rch 6 end to his radio speech of !arch  12. Between March 4 Ft& 

13areh 22, :4;250,000,000 of 3cold coin and .3310,000,000 of gold certificates

were returned to the Federal reserve banks, in addition In nore than

320,000,000 of other kinds of currency. As a result, the ratio of the

reserves held by the Federal reserve bax'ills to their liabilities on deposits

end on Federal reserve notes canbined rose from 45 per cent on !larch 4 to

51-.5 per cent on 2.!arch 22.

Many persons throwtout the United '-2')tates have hastened to turn in

the ,9,1d in lb.eir possession as an expression of their faith in the Govern-

ment, and as a result of their desire to be he in an energeney. There

are others, however, who have waited for the Ckrrernment to issue a forma

order or the return of 7,old in their Dossession. such an order is being

issued by the President today.

This order requires all persons who have in their possession gold

coin, cd certificates, or .;-_-(,)1d bullion to exchange this gold .or other

cur renc y at one of the 2e,deral reserve banix , bran ches or agencies, or at

a menbor bank.

The order provides adequate opportunity for obtaining •-old for all

legaimate needs. It naloas avails le .; ld for the purpcee of meeting gold

obligations and :?ennits the ci.nortation of gold for trade purposes.
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(CoNFIDENTIP,L -- Tentative draft of tarch 23, ASS)

•)!.afl country has responded patriotically to the President's proclama-

tion of March 0 and to his radio speech of March 12. Between Y.erch 4 and

Mar& 22, .1250,000,000 of gold coin and 310,000,000 of gold certificates

wets returned to the Federal reserve banks, in addition to more than

lie

ip\4320,000,000 of other kinds of currency. As reeult, 

ti\ 

sits of the

banks

11 \

ave been iereased d the reserve positionNof the AD ral reserve

banks ha1.1 been gref\l'hy strengthened.\

Many persons throuchout the United States have hastened to turn in

gold in their possession as an expression of their faith in the Government,

and as result of their desire to be helpful in an emergency. There are

others, however, who have waited for the Government to issue a formal order

for the return of gold in their possession. Such an order is being issued

by the President today.

The order provides adequate opportunity for obtaining gold for all

legitimate needs. It nakes available gold for the purpose of meeting gold

obligations and permits the exmtkation of gold for trade purposes.

A.th these exeeptions lift order requires all persons who have in

their possession gold coin, gold certificatr-,s, or gold bullion, in excess

of 400 and not having a recognized special value to collectors of rare

and unusual coins, to exchange this gold for other currency at one of the

Federal reserve banks, branches or agencies, or at a member ank. Persons
.4kAACIces44„ri

who after the order is 4Aulord Game into possession of gold not exempted by

the exceptions in the order, will also be required to exchange it for other

currency.

The chief purpose of this order is to restore to the country'ts reserves

‘.4„ rt•
sold whioh has beon withdrawn for hoarding and the)aolding of which iolmie.

&woks under existing conditions does not promote the public interest. The order is

111.1rAda.....2£ £1.k
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derinitoir limited to the -0eriod of this emergency, amtl-may.
lae revoke' d at

azz_tinfri
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Sub bah sten issfaliatat es, oleysto ratio of pa:Way aid imiliapairad

espital stook eat smtiqedoved vorpebs' to its supywato deposit liabilities,

led if in iley ome year 411dIng es Ito 11110111p4irst 41W 44 goseliber 00141411*

Oalimmt or dasiesit liabilitiffii of thii bilk during omit mar
t as dsteautood

IS the hosts Of roports made tp. the bank to the Padov
a roman. beak Aar

isrpromp sovegas Ito weguired moors% ain16.110 toll Mime tio

11111P41110110 SIOunt of the bolt** peidAst mod islopedared o
spitst stet* ad

ladamtrod asorpluo, ouch bask shall prior to taw
 sad of the first six sestas

is the out oas000ldni ;rear Isamu* this swoon. 
ercunt ar ite poiSosp

mad ioniapotrod capital AO* ad matapoind $tAr 
aot* as mows* at Lost

*Mt to ter ?or wait of tlio arlItOw*. alkomia
t et deposit liabilitiLio* at the

bank as Wizatabilifoiro dotersisede
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(CONFIDENTIAL -- Revised draft of March 24, 1933)

EXECUTIVE ORDER

Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin, Gold Bullion

ano Gold Certificates.

By virtue of te authority vested in me by subsection (b)

of Section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended by Section 2

of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled "An Act to provide relief in

the existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes",

I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of Lmerica,

do hereby prohibit the hoarding of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold

certificates within the continental United States by individuals,

partnerships, associations and corporations and hereby prescribe the

following regulations for carrying out the purposes of this order:

Section 1, For the purposes of this regulation, the term

"hoarding" means the withdrawal and withholding of gold coin, gold

bullion or gold certificates frcm the recognized and customary chan-

nels of trade. The term "person" means any individual, partnership,

association or corporation.

Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on

or before April 15, 1933, to a Federal reserve bank or a branch or

agency thereof or to any member bank of the Federal Reserve System

all gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates except the following:

(a) Such amount of gold as may be required for legit-
imate and customary use in trade, profession or art within a
reasonable time, including gold prior to refining and stocks of
gold in reasonable amounts for the usual trade requirements of
owners mining and refining such gold.
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(b) Gold coin and gold certificates in an amount not
exceeding in the aggregate  $100.00 belonging to any one person;
and gola coins having a recOgnized soecial value to collectors
of rare and unusual coins,

(c) Gold coin and bullion licensed for legitimate
exportrhtjansactions(not involving hoarding or speculation, in-
cluding Gold coin and bullion imported for reexport or hela
pending action on applications for export licenses.

(a) Gold coin and bullion which were held in trust or
under earmark for a recognized foreign government or foreign cen-
tral bank or the 3ank for International Settlements on March 6,
1933.

(e) Gold coin and bullion actually needed to meet
maturing obligations payable in gold coin or bullion in any case
where payment in gold coin or bullion actually has been demanded
by the obligee; provided that, in order to facilitate the en-
forcement of Section 3 hereof, the obligor shall furnish to the
Federal reserve bank of the district in which such payment is
made a written statement showing, the name and address of each
person to whom such a payment is made and the amount paid to each
such person. k A,

tr.ov LAAA-t,.4,t 0-44444"1
Section 3. Until otherwise ordered, any person becoming the

owner of any gold coin, gold bullion or Gold certificates after April

12, 1933, (exce-ot as exempted by the provisions of Section 2) shall,

within three days after receipt thereof, deliver the same in the manner

prescribed in Section 2.

Section 4. Upon receipt of gold coin, gold bullion or gold

certificates delivered to it in accordance with Sections 2 or 3, the

Federal reserve bank or member bank will pay therefor an equivalent

amount of any other form of coin or currency coined or issued under the

laws of the United States.

Section 5. Member banks shall deliver all gold coin, Gold

bullion and gold certificates owned or received by them (other than as

exempted under the provisions of Section 2) to the Federal reserve
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banks of their respective districts and receive credit or payment

therefor.

Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum

made available to the President by Section 501 .-)f the Act of March 9,

1933, will in all nroper cases pay the reasonable costs of transnorta—

tion of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to a

member bank or Federal reserve bank in accordance with Sections 2, 3,

or 5 hereof, including the cost of insurance, protection, and such

other incidental costs as may be necessary, upon production of satis—

factory evidence of such costs. Voucher forms for this purpose may

be procured from Federal reserve banks.

Section 7. In Cases where the delivery of gold coin, gold

bullion or gold certificates by the owners thereof within the time

set forth above will involve extraordinary hardship or difficulty,

the Secretary of the Treasury may, in his discretion, extend the time

within which such delivery must be made. Applications for such ex—

tensions must be made in writing under oath, addressed to the Secre—

tary of the Treasury and filed with a Federal reserve bank. Each

application must state the date to which the extension is desired,

the amount and location of the gold coin, gold bullion and gold cer—

tificates in respect of which such application is made and the facts

showing extension to be necessary to avoid extraordinary hardship or

difficulty.
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Section 8. The 6ecretary of the Treasury is hereby author—

ized and empowered to issue such rogu/ations not inconsictent with

these regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the purposes

of this order and to issue thereunder, throu- such officers or

agencies as he may designate, licenses permitting the Federal reserve

banks and member banks of the Federal Reserve System to deliver gold

coin and bullion to persons showing the nood for the same for any of

the -,?urposos specified in paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, of Section

2 of those regulations.

Section 9. Whoever willfully violates any provision of

this Executive Order or of these regulations cr of any rule, regula—

tion or license issued thereunder may be fined not more than $10,000,

or, if a natural person, may be imprisoned for not more than ten

years, or both; and any officer, director, or agent of any cor-)oration

who knowingly participates in any such violation may b -)unished by a

like fine, imprisonment, or both.

This order and these regulations may be revoked at any time.

THE 7TITE HOUSE
March , 1933.

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
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C o:TIm:TTIAL

TREA.SURY DEPARTMENT

Under the authority conferred upon him by the President's

Proclamation of March 6, 1933, declaring a bank holiday, the

Secretary of the Treasury has directed the Treasurer of the United

States during the continuance of such bank holiday, unless otherwise

directed, to observe the following instructions:

"(1) Payments in gold in any form will be made only

under license issued by the Secretary of the Treasury.

This does not prohibit the deposit of gold and the usual

payment therefor.

(2) Pay, as usual, all checks drawn on the Treasurer

of the United States, but not in gold. When requested you

are authorized to ship paper currency, other than gold

certificates, in payment of checks.

( 3 ) Continue the usual currency transactions between

the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Banks and branches."
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Federal Reeerve Board

Divieion of Examinations

„Je

March 25, 19!!.

Report on investigation,
D. A. Jones et al., Fiscal Agency Deets,
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.

cONF1DWIAL 

Under date of January 25, 1953, Mr. Stevens, Federal Reeerve Agent at Chicago,

advised the Board of the resignation of D. A. Jones, Assistant Deputy Governor in

Charge of the Fiscal Agency Department of the Federal Reverve Bank of Chicago,

effective January 19, 1933. According to a memorandum from Mr. Mday, Deputy Governor,

attached to Mr. Stevens' letter, Mr. Jones' resignation was requeeted for the reason

that he admitted that he had participated in profits arising out of certain trans-

actions involving the manipulation of subscriptions to U. S. Treasury issues.

In view of the information transmitted in Mr. Stevens' letter and through

subsequent telephone conversations and after a personal visit to the Board by the

General Counsel of the Federal Reserve Bank, it was felt that a thorough checkemp

of the Fiscal Agency's activities in Treasury issues should be made, and Mr. Cagle,

Federal Reserve Examiner, was sent to Chicago on February 5, 19153„ to conduct an

investigation in Which Mr. Beaton, a national bank examiner from New York repre-

senting the Secretary of the Treasury, officials of the reserve bank, reprerentatives

of the Chief National Bank Examiner of the Seventh District, and the Secret service

participated, end his report, datA Febru-ry 280 193E, is submitted herewith. If, in

the reading of this memorandum, more detailed information is deEired, the subject mat-

ter may be locatpd through reference to the index of Mr. Cagle's report. Eubmireion

of a memorandum covering Mr. Cagle 's report has been delayed due to the unusual de-

mands of an urgent nature made upon the Examination Divir,ion during the recent bank-

ing crisis,

Mr. Cair!le's invectigation led to a trip by him to South Haven, Michigan, and

to the sending of a reprecentetive of the Chief National Bank Examiner to La Salle,

Illinois, amid Kareeks. neeonsin, to obtein information on trensectione involving

banks at those pLases.
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A vevisv of the information contained La the mamormnds rablaittzebyr

the realm, bank official gni that developed throughlir. Caglels tmwe7ti-

gation ',veal* trnastetion* *tap for this purposes of this reemortndus, are

c1ac2ified as follovs,

(A) TrAnrActions fermiag a part of a rather ride *Tweed *shame for

indirectIr thront* manipulated subvcriptiose to U. E.

Trsarmy Jaynes, iihich scheme had boon in opertstion ov,,r a con-

oidn-ruble period of anal in which V. L. Jonas of the Fiscal

Avuly tellar,Autnt of tinel Fedaml Reserve Dank of Chico ru:r

volvr,,d and in -hioh the folloring individuals participated to a

greatar or lest! extenti

1. :. R. Rumbeugh, now a Viet Pr/Admit or Co P. Child* and
Com:aNT of Cltic:J.,,c, said ta be hsndling certain Oarftraamt
ts4curitica trancetions. From scp/etile in 1925 until
August, 1052, 1104 Auribmugh was mu officer of the Illinois
lerchanto Dank, it suocostor the continental Illinois Rank
sad Truct Compaq, !,ndtor afaliet43, the Cantinentel
Illinois Cempany. ?rior to his connection with the MI-wit,
Nnrehentc Beak in lab, Mr. Rumbaugh was eLployed by the

bAnk ar mongter of it41 noveDnnqntBon4 repartvistnt.

Some* PUnek, Pripeident, Pirmt National Bank., Xnloehal
Wismuia. (EAvigned)

50 Wept* Btau_er, for Pr,4si4ent, La &ills U:Ationra Bunk, La
galls, Mei 4nd itf) atfilleted La Sella National Company,
*nd f.:ont.cict,,td -xith wtyse Mumwr Lae Company, Chioaco,

4* Wo £4 letclina, PreAdset, Cittseee Stet. Bank, tioutt.. lit70X61241
Ntektpi$4 *Oki rirfirt Nat4onal Usti Poo Pim, Inchica,

trososoiloss invelNing one or *or* of The partici:wits seed shove,

and eartain trwledetionu invOlwtng C. R. tklhotmemaa ot the Office

of the t.lemter7 or th, Treneury, with Coatintntal Illinois Bank and
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(e)

Trut Conpany rAd Continental flhiiwi Compow ant Sit fildo the

flrienlAncy of tho lettere Rotorve Bra* of Chico ens appnrmtly

not involvea. The; oporationc o„,2,oar to havn boon ctmcuctod %rough

Z, H. Ruxbnugh of th* Continental Illinois Compen7.

7mrIvIctianc tn t?not1f the nr.voo of officerr, emplOree0

t farootor of the Feder,11 Retcrve Boina. Chittge cmc-xulas Ttitik

same cleriecl or othr irn/z;u1.%.rtty wnm found end whieh mar 'on

further divid.::4 at to tho nAturn of the trwardetlans ;te fAlont

(i)

(7)

Wash talee throve Continmntal Z11tnct. CvemAy to pit
a =oft% to be trtft.

I, A. Jones, Assistant Deputy Govl.rnor
A. W. Daler„ enarr, inv0-3ent PcoartNent
Wt. L. C. Lftierer, FOCrlYtTrY to D. A. Zones

Per!onal sneerintions to TriNoury irrooe thraorh Pireal
Avmmy PepArtirent vine unde!.. rtrero'idon of tir. JaneP.', id
"tisk over-stlotw.ats were nee.

'ewe Simpson, Dtreetor
:ease fis ollmeml,) Giov• -rmar (r-qf r4-ne rir0
1. R. !lair, De'ety Governor
C. R. MeK17, de (eelf end ftatily)
:. B. Dillard, de
D. A. :diner, Acrtetant 1o.lut7Gove,..nor

pommel 400e1.12tioa, to tempasury ett7ough Fteleal
A 7sear nt„ while godor Onervtrion of Ur. Sonera ts 161411
;wore" t!; =v%ro sae, Mei te Oltrth ao la Atta1h5d4

w. A. Soft, fnrnor !Federal l000rte Avast
W. A. 11,611ns, kesistent Auditor
P. J. Rargr,wybt MinaRar, pwoomma bowtisent
livt A. Lira, Chief, rarlosym..nt Divtvies
A. T., Olson, Reneger, Loan and Diswount DcArtrwit

In vim of tha eaosmass volume of nem% Agony tromosotiass koadloil

by the rodorol Ibiloorvo Doak of Chiessa tip imetigationt as itir iimbetsi

arm' oar a part of such trmaaetisms a omeimpi peimpipaLky Is the
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yeart 19S1 and LW, but It is felt t;ttt Ulu soups has twee suffisient to

doftiloo conslualve drJor of celloalu tmethival if nat unlawful transfteLionr,

aue that while furaper wieut develop saioitional criticisable

transaction* it isoul4 9roblAl1y sot rIveAls, atIs, Cagle toys, any new

participants or fter sasses gip gelbods.

The ;14iALIIS Of possible trrOpligrilial in the lines1 Agency Department

of the reserve beak rivet in Moth 19$1, as auditors of the

Continental Illinois Sunk and Trust Comptcnr sore a9parontly invfmtlisting

the apeountt$ of me at their junior ofricors with rolopcot to the sahrerip.

times at that bash to various Treasury iu.suas end calicd the atteatica it

realm,* *mu* officials to oartain Amass* as 6101 gebeeriptimme lifter

they had been ruoleivod by thp pies4, kirear.7 Doplextrmat, such disages baying

be Naas, In e snobor of instable*, WOW* 8.0004. These dhows were

explained by Mr. jone* az blivlus been nods as vestal tastructiont reed

fron an °Moor of tho subcoribiag boa"ce Mr. Janet denied having profited

by any of the trantmotion* sad as insurtiguties by tba "starve bank

audItors did not revoal that be had Miteetired any benefit from ruch trans-

tastiest* Issownwip Zmt.r inforcation develo?ed through outside sources, and

Iihisk woad sot be weiseiked as 1:1As records of the reserve. bank, else:lotted

*star, Jesse dig pont tbsesissit these transaction** it was not until

;Canary 16, INN Asa officials or tlie Contiocatal Illinois Bank and Trust

Gempew again caned upon officials of the tedowel remove blink end sUbsittwd

eddition4 imformatisa deveLeped by *est that Mr. Jones, *has coatronted

with moll Information, adniWd th. t.behold rood:sad a participation in the

?rofits sods ter the saaiptaation or securities by the stristal of the Conti-

nental Illinois B.,*nk and Trust Company 11160110 4414OMMIO VIM Mier imAlittplo
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tion appamm010411104, acelhealb, au. ar. :moo admitted rewiring some

05,00u as pia Aare, lb* asset immoun r waken i olitod is indeterminable*

as Sr. :ones, after viskinig sestaiL acaisEions to thn of:icisis of the r*serve

bank, refused te give emy infornatioa to tr. Cagle, basing such refusal on

saevice of coaneelse

Mr. Cagless report gives details of 18 tatansaetiase, mot, if not all,

of whish avc-r to have originated with fix. Amebengh end were itarTisti out with

the knolded,A, and aasistame alb. Jones sn4,iii 4art9ia instemes, with tho

partisipatiss et Messrs. tunekk lissarscr is Aebeliffe as officials of itio beaks

se limited is lkianommendeas them trenesetions umar a Eqries %ea!

purehesee sad sales aZ Goverment seeurities, usuAlly arrnwe in advises et

tht date of their iseuanse, sad in Iihic4 the Conineatnl Illinois bank 4pd

Trust Coapany and/or its affiliate, toe Continentfil Illinuis Cospe47, ap)e%r

to have been the min if net the only fizancial lo&ers„ Lac. in welch Mr.

111111611# Ps. Jame appear to bave be:-;21 Lb') )rincipal reeLpients of profit*,

latelltre end Ikroorip and posAbll ?auk, ap)sreatly participatad

in pronto derived !mane or mart-, al' Jush treasoctione. In m...gt of tioett

tremeotions no sacurities actutaly c:mkagod bands, although too records of the

Continental Illinois Bent end ?rust Osseo, err its affiliate, the Ceatinontal

Illinois Oempow, rgneet these traasactioes•

lie part Awed War. J011411 in the vurioue traaaxctions included the

Amigo st door sibeeriptimee is the OMB Of c-Jrtsin hanks uatil formati anee

eould be &tamed MS the beaks emeerned, in ostler to User. *air

potties in the *hot' issues - (ones in rhich thn chasms ter a quick profit somed

meet likely), raising or tilt? subreriptions of c!>rtAin banks in °rider to obtain
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a laror allotment for then; osmoing cvtr-allotamats to to mode in the: came

of certain b.7!..ilks or individuolr, by, chancing thr :L 5)101111 yr the

tubccr4tic,as; haadling subrtitutiont; arranging ettltv-rist, Ea choriag in

pmfitt mAlting fret the vaxixa malpulltiane, 1111 t.r.c:ritiee and **counts

except the oclltt!,:rft% h*I4 f‘yr th* Reconatruction Mani* Corpe:ction an rhith

hae boon under the coutrA or vuervitica e Zr, :au* ver0 ivrifiad by the

Auditing Departv,ant or thq bult tneediatoly follevIng hir reeignation and no

discrepanciat -.Nero round. It 14 stator! in Ur, 1:31C04:3 metarzad!ma thIlt the

reserve balk &Wend lac* lose at song obataver by- 11*0 Jones' pmrticittoo in

there traettctiena, nitt teZ4 CArlels invettiglatioo doltsut indicate ilarthing

to tLe ciAltrary. The ratensible Nati= ocipied r. Jones' as head of

tho Met' Agnncy Dop4rtotnt itvz him ac,lea. to it:: filso o_nd rec*rdt, and to

aevencAll infOrmmtien. tm rev.r4 to fc,rthcom17,7, Co'vralelit Ism**, Shish mere

him u vactne nIkeeztlry ait to the typos of tranu-,7ttoas .ajq. in, ven

though be may not lfltvt betn thf2t. origiaattr thereof,

The activities ,f 3. U. Rnmlush, foxy on offIcii/ of the Csatlaestml

11,-fe and Trust Con.7,,•myi t rtfl#,etee in a larce nutter of 0i2orutiene

in the Twehtzt FrA eale of Covmnment umritie.•,r, way 4.-yittramtly "ixztthe trans..

action •xtrt rrLj vhich ,7f,prs,!, ude on th6 1!-vokr, of thr CcaVad11444.1

IllinAt %int one Tr-'t Comp:.ny tnelor itr affi1iat4e

Cotpanb and, in of,rtclzt inzt,meer l!mteb tienoactions involved rubecripWASO

by or sales to, ane pure:lac:me bra, the lirrtiattomal &mks tonosta, Its..

La Palle Notional Bank, La Salle, 1114 Cittvens State Dismk4

sad PlamMlibMassal Sank of raw Pores Viet. Wm of thee trImozetioms appear

to have reoultod in the purehao by till* Continental Illinois Bank end ?mot
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Co., or its affiliate, at a premium, of GovIrnment securities originally

suincribod for by Wertly ether books involved, and, in some instances,

vole in advance of isruanco, 4 per, with consequent loss to that institu-

tion of the amount of prwaiun paid, and Mr. Inibaugh Appears to have bee*

the recipient of a large 2ortion of the profits,' This is generally bores

out by such ctatmentr_ ar the other partLeipraits would make.

Mr. Joao* Poncho Vice President of the Firrt ne.tianal sank of Kenosha,

Wis., eppcirs to be involved in soverri of the crAicised transactions. A

part of the large investment of th, Wolk Metors Co. in short term Govornment

securities was handled through his bank, emd a tl.rt through the Continental

Illinois Efink and Trust Company. Incidentally, a large amount of thse

invetnents ,r-e hold in safekeeping by the Federal Roservo lank of

Eubucriptioms te Geveremeat security ismer by the Ittret National Bank of

1101101411111 UM in part fOr their own account and in part for the Nash Motors

Se., which afford** 111* parties esseerned in thee* questionable trunations

as lama opportuaterto semiptio• •vlbseriptioas involving large ammte•

Mr. Pond: is said to have directed the asking of the entries on tho books

of the Tint National Ban:,. of Kanoahn growing out of these questionable

transactions, but stated that he im'oelyr,d none of the profits, all of whieh

went to Mr. Jones and Mr. RuMbeueh, az f..tr as he knee. He also stated that

he partielosted in the transactions for the paripeOe of keeping on good tArws

vith :ones and amebaegk in order to obtain favor in connection with his own

subscriptions for Government bond ifFUet end thoee for the lash Motors Co.

Re stat,A furthcr that Mr. Ruabosgh told him that iir• Jonas hod been getting
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sone *hare bTeAkss medilphstlkims woad like le de sommstMAg for htn. lbee

the national *honk In:maw called te the attention of this board of direem.

tore of the 111rot National Bank of Kenosha the irremalaritise appearing OR

its bookE in eseseettee with there trinsaotions, Kr. ?melee resignating

wne requested, receivs0 nn4 acolyted lemodiately.

ler, Wye. Illimmor. Ides is eegaged in an imeortnent business in Chio4To

know* MP %WM 160/awr SOO ft., WOO itolworly preeident or the La tall. National_
Bank, LaSalle, Illinois,. A OOMber or lire visertionOle trentnetioun under

invetigatien Lftvolve purshases sed sales vith tht La Salle National Ihnk or

Its affiliated La Sells Satiated. Osepeer sod it appears that Itr• Husyvir was a

partiApnet le the sehomee eed Oher in the profits, as indicated is the de-

tailed explanetimes of the various trans!)otiont covnrnd La Mr. Catleu rIports

10. 11,0 A, Slicliffe, President of the Mite= Etats Sank, south Haven,

Mich., ac the Pirrt National Bank of Pair Paw, Niche, it Involved in a number

of the tmniltett:mr under invertigatift through purchases sod slate br:t1sen

the banks controlled *yids and the Ceatinental Illinois Usk ale Trutt Co.

and the Contirtenta illiaeis isismr. Sr. Cagle states that although Kr.

Uteliffe has r,r4'wei to admit NW part in the trtnnaetioas, it vas apparent

that Ratcliffe was an atttele participant, said from information developed

by M. Cagle on hiri trip to Eouth Haves it .is evident that at lout a portion

of the profits as certain Irentnetions were seeelved arhis is cash sad either

retained by his or distributod to otaer :Artieilante is the scheeee
C. R. Seheememen„ forefIrly attAnhed to the Office of the Secretary et

the Treasury, 117;eqr in three trftnv.etions involving saing te his by Om
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Continental Illinois Bank and Trust Coo or the Continental Illinois Co.

of Government securities and repurchase of the sane eneunts at a pm:lion.

There transaction* in each inrUnce were completed on or benre thP ions

date of the mApectiva securities, and ovi6ent1y reprerant "Inch" inensections.

Avarently no delivery of socurities as made and no orders executed by

Mr. Sehoememen, although, so Mr. Cagle sgys, this could have been done by

telephone or in person. Theee transtietions mitre apparently hsneltd ty

Mr. Rumbas* for Mr. Eehoonemante benefit enA total tyrofitr on the trans.-

actions reported, amounting to $1,761.26, wore paid to the latter.

Mr. Oeglets report dont not rvflect any perticip&tion by Mr. Putties* in

there profits, although an interchange of menages betret-n the to, &u

Shows in Mr. CaplOr report, -.mule Penn to indisate the possibility of

pose reciprocal'. favor.

A. V. Duey, Manager Inve-tment Department, Feder -1 Rei_erve Donk of

Chico, &p:or.rz in one transaction with the ContInzIntal Illinois °Wenn

detcribe4 hereafter, which re.ulted in a profit of itt5.04 to hi', details

of which are as folloess Under elute of June 9, 19!1, the Continental

Illinois Company osrport,d to Bell at per to Mr. Daisy $11,000 U. E. Tre-trury

bonds, 3.0%, dated:sae 15, 19711, and due June 15, 19414 Ihe sales

ticket was approved by "I.H.R.", mArked 'personal' and bears a notation

nepardhasod sane mount*. Under date of June 10, one deir later, the

Continental Illinois Oenpany vr-iIrted to bur LA 101-102 from tr.

Duey $215,000 U. E. isemonry Windt, 8-1/8%, amounting to $25,3!5.94. The
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ticket evidencing *LS traielosetiSa fifts SIPPrelled tif 114141.0 Nil hors

cylocial instructimas to 41111 cheek for pcomiuee W.. Cagle states

th4t there were no bade palmed and the thole tranttetion 11-r 8,02%4401

to have been eampleted before the entries mat *renal ihe CenVilemtale

books stmAtasesudy on June 15, 1981, it being the wool practice to

eleftr all bookkeeping entries then t:Ie bonds are issued. Kr, M0447, in a

letter dated trigIUSTY tg, 195Z, to Mx. Maar, confirming statements made

the day before, states that elfro Ruibaugh telephoned me *eking if I wonted

to boy a small amount of these securities (up to $25,000) that they would

be glee, to headla it for me". Kr. Massy, whea questioned, stated thtt he

WWI WO Mee* NA ABMS about tble leases Oaths vae familiar with

MIAOW the market for GovrIrnment secnritios; **the knew this Itits an

attractive issue; that he thought it waz perf'ctly all right ane eecent

for him to make this subscription for a nameable amount and that he meant

to sell out if and *en the bonds reached 101 or above, AVM if this happened

to be before th6, isms date; that he contraciotd for the bonds on the basis

ef AM. 1111 smd if issued; that he obligated himself for the bonds 914 would

have bees tweed to take them, or the loss, had the SW: rivet dro!vedt tbat

he weed prOisably not have been in shape to pay each for the $251000 but

that he could have arranged to crirry the* at the Contimsatal or else-here

until disposed of. Mr. Daisy also stated that he did not enter subscriptions

for say of theca particular bonds, either through Continental or the rederal

~WI' bank; 'WA he did not eater su?-,scriptions to any other issues; th'It

be comp involved in no other deals in conntration vitb Goimrnment issues, And
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that he did met enter into a repurchase simenent vith Mr. ibmbaugh tt the

tine of this trenceotion. kr. Daso7ic statements also included one to the

effect flat neither Rumbaugh nor any other officer of the Continental

:Minot' group had in mind eecuring ney favor* from him on account of this

or any other transaction; that he did not look open the Continental Illinois

Cosmny 1,4 an isportant dealer in Government securities, but that he usually

bought sad 'old tuch securities through other larger and better ktrYrn

Government securities rpecialists. Mr. Dazey, under quentionine by Ylr. Cagle,

apparently bosom sonelhat confused as to deter end market quotatio
ns affeeling

Ms trmaisction sod retreated soot of his more or loss positive statements

previously made.

Wm. L, C. Lederer, seareterf to MT.4. Ames, appears in one *wash* tra
ns-

action, representing the purported sale on :vne II, 19f1, and repur
chase on

Inns 12, 1951, of $5,000 17, S. Treasury bonds, r-1/10, *rough the Continental 111

lasts Company in manner similar to that deeeribee inler• Dasey4e ea
se, end lohtch

revolted in profit of N37.19. fts. Lederer'', statement is the matter, as mode

to Mr. Beaton, &National beak oxemiaor working with ilr• Cagle 
ami pepreamthy,

the Seeretary of the Trotteury, is as follovos

*Referring to ay interview mith you this morning me AWE isr
ued

in wr mem% also indorsed by as, viah to state that this &oak was
gives to gm merely as a gift. After uma questioning as to mbizt it

MOS for, 7 was told to take emi accept it and say nothing foram. 
Etill

being purled at resolving a dwilk mod mot knowinc i I should re-

ceive it, I vas told that it earns Orsegb a little bend dea
l *high T

know nothing of. I could not gyms state what securities vere in-

volved in this sale. Concerning your question as to *ether or not

I have over entered afteri-Aions for %Ay one, tel to state I have not.
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The following rusamry shows the wubseriptions by rererve bank officers ail

employees to 5m4/13% Treaoury bonds, 1946-49, issued June 15, 1931, sad 5-1/4%

Treasury notes, series Ar-1936, isrued July 25, 19320 concermiag 'bids sem clariCal

or other irreglelartigr was founds

Date of Am44 of ClasAfiention
Flipegri,200scr. _Allotted Cprrtct

3, E. Blair 6.1.81 20,000
J. 114, Blair 7.25-3 10,000
3. H. Dillard 6.2-31 $0,000
J. 14 Dillard 7-2542 10,000
B. J. Maimpreemes 6.1.31 50010
W. A, Beath 5-141 5,000
Mrs. Italhogine

A. Mem* 6.1.51 5,000
we 14, lighine 6.1-31 7,500
Dna A. hem e.s-ri 10,000
Doe A0 James NOP 4110.00. 5,000
Mart A. Lisa 6-141 5,000
J. B. McDougal 6.1-31 25,000
J. B. MO1Owg01 6.11.51 5,000
Laura C. McDougal
(*Per J.B.M4D.) 6.1.151 5,000

6-2.31 5,000
J. B. Maougal 7.26-52 20,000)

5,000)
Co It. McKay 6.1.31 57,010
Co R. McKay 3-141 30,060
Marjorie B.MoKay
(By C.RjeKgy) 6.1.51 2,500
Charlotte McKay
(By C.R.Mirezr) 6.1.31 SOO
Esther Knudsen
(By C.R.MoKap) 6-1-31 1,000
Graban S. Censer

C.R.Ndise 6-2451 300
Arthur L. Olson 6-1-31 2,000
Arthur L. Olson a-1.31 2,000
James Eiapson 6-2.31 3,000,000
Jame* Eiapson 7-46-52 500,000

1,000,000

A
A
A
A
A
A

C 12I2

BB 22
B (r

Amount
_allotted

6,000
5,000
9,000
5 com
1,850
1,500

A B (2 1,500
A B {3 2,250
A B 1 5,000
- B 3 1,500
A
A
A

A
A
C
B
A
A

A

A

A

A
A
A
;I

7)

B2
C 4
B 3

10500
7,500
1,500

B (r) losoo
B(S) 1,500

20500)
C 1,300)
D 3)
r

11
) 

,100
D 3) 9,000

B(S) 750

A(S) 150

A(S) 300

AS 100
B 3 600
B 2 600
a 3000000

40,000
0(1) 60,000

Oman Nor
614telmmiLsAtimitt
4,000
2,500
6,000
2,500

2,000
2,600
3,000
2,500

1,650 0
1,500 0

1,500 0
2,250 0
2000) 1,000
14000) * SOO
1,500 0
5,000 *2,500
1,000 * 500

Issoo G
1,500 o

24500 *1,300
7,400) 5,700
6,000) *30000

760 0

150 0

100 0

100 0
SOO 0
600 0

210,001 90,000

75,000 *45,000
• Separate subscription* Mould be oonbined, nppermatlys
(1) Mese embeeriptions split into two parts - should be only one, apparently.

"IMAM by typevirit4r*
P. it hommomods A 11. "vier, allotted the same percentage on the 6-15-31 locus, but
Ihis,wea not ...non on 1.51.Thereon, alias weft for D. A. Jones to chin
the amounts from Class B to CIS** A.

(2) Classification changed to A0 appormagy in handwriting of D. A. Jona,.
(3) Originally put in Class Al apparently in handwriting of D. A. Jones.
(4) Not in handwriting of subscriber.
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The following comments relate to the subscrintions by reserve bank officials,

listed in Heti= 2, paragraph no, on page 3 of this wasaranausso to When aver-

allotments mere mode*

James Eimpson, Director,- two subscriptiosui, representing two differemt

issues, June 15, 1931, and August 1, 1952, - one signed end filled out for him

by Mr. McKay, the other signed by himself, but filled out im OR asidentifiod

handwriting. The elaerificLtion given om the first subscription mme dinged,

according to Mr. MeKay, at Mr. timpson's mart, bon sae at 101000,000 to six

at $500,000, resulting in an increase of *MVOS im the ensunt allotted. 
The

second subscription of $1,500,000 was entered In two anaonta, resulting in an

allotment $4111$000 greater than if the subscription bad be /ado in ono total.

5Impean was not interwilmeed in connection vith thesd ower-allotemstat

asonst Se Mr. algor bad handled the first subecription for him, Mel the s
awn'

subscription was net filled out or prepared by Mr. Simpuon.

J. 16 NOMmal, Governor,- five subscriptions, three for himself and twos

for his wife, in amounts ranging from $6.000 to 425,000, on three of Axial'

overwallotnente were made. Mr. McDougalls sipulture ap:xv,rs on all 0 the

Sibenription fermi, but the amounts were aparently filled in by others. lege

of the figures were evidently gene by Mr. Jones, *Ile ()then were evidently

made hif Sze Olsdn, lal venally handled tie Iniiihniping details in esmneetio
n

with Mr, meDougells ineoatnonts and ether personal seeouhta. Mr.isesosol stated

to eagle *at Its did sett/am that th", Flood Agnew lapsolasat hod sessittad

padded subscriptions or had made overiallotments, *wittier bat he Imbed over the

verk of Mr. Jones MP thmt ef the department; that he did not look into the

eerreelmest of the sllotmant0 mode to himself or to ()them; rad that the firtt

intaraMdmi be bad about the aver-ellotmeats to himself and about the maw is

shish the forms, whilh bore his signature, were prepared, was when Mr. Cagle

milled these setters to his ottentloa4
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J• 114, Metz* forassiti loptir OPPIIRINP tie representing

tiro different isimes. tetsling SINVISS, is loth of obi* evarkellotemete ewe

aide. Item mesWpeuis were originally entered meter Ilike proper classi-

fications sad the classifications later changed* apparently in the hamderiting

of Mr, ammo afro *sir lee net intervissed relative to them eabeeriptiona•

Go I. our, ahoy* 0010111411? SIX flikeleiptione, all die OW Aft 150 lag,

issue, for himeOlf and his relatives, in asemets rmngiagtiresMD to $572000,

on two of AIL* over-allotments were and.. Mr. Meery was intervi0104 emmeerning

these sUbscriptions and stated that he had siene.4 all of them. Me thought that

Mr. Jones sup)lied the allotmemt figures aid that he (Jones) prebehly endeavored

to obtain for Ir. Mar as lane allatasete se possible. Mr. *Kw aloe stated

that he did art recoil bedew sem the allotment letter notice Wareing the different

percentages allotted to the respective classes eed did not leek ever the ellotments

In connection with his own eibscription, merely eseepting the amente as being

correct, and that he wanted more of these bonds than were allotted to his. MO

explanation gem mods as to alkr two Whecriptions were entered by his on the some

date for iSMO MOWS or the same ieeue0

Z. 1114 Dillemdi Rape* Oeverners enteree to Eubscriptions, ono for t0o000

sad one for #10,0000 What ehlek were signed by hint an both of r&iih over-

allotments were midi* In the first subscription the eased applied ter and the

amount indicated in lie 0100eifieetion were in Mr. Dillard's ova handwriting,

*kilo the other figures appear to be in the handwriting of D. A4 Jones, In the

MOON' Olbeeription the amount applied for and the claseifieation appear to be in

the handwriting of an unidentified party. In the first subscription the amount

wee inserted under the mem& classification, In the second subreriptigin the amount
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Is priperly classified, but later changed to a mere favorable clasnificatiou,

AR over-allotment of tt,000 was lade cu the tint eubscri?tion end One of $4500

ems node on the second. On 7ehrlary 14, 34I Ix. Dill&rd ens interviewed

relative to his aubsorOtions. So stated *stile did not recall whether he had

looked over the forual allotment letter or noted that he had received an over-

allotment. Mr. Dillard also advised that he subooribed for there bonds as an

investment and set as a speculation, mad while he thinks he still bolds them,

he may have dispelled or ease. The records indicate that Mr. Dillard sold 10,000

Fourth Liberty Loan Wade, 04000 Crane Company bonds, and $4,000 Comedian Pacific

bonds on or about June 15, 11151, in order to pay for his allotment of $2,000 on

kis lint seirseriqrtion.

14 A. AMs entered a subscription for $10,000 on the Suns 150 1V51 isrue

mod the proper allotast moo umde. However, the records ahoyc that he received

en additioaal allotment of $1,500 forst:14k there appears to be no subscription,

bet Isoomok as the ellotmeate must balance, there must have been an original

sebeeriptien of $5,000 in this ease'

ft is interestimg to note that while theft/Nal Mow Soportrat under the

direction of Mr. Jones permitted ovor-allotimate in sertain owes, Mr. Cagle sites

in his report inatemees of large subscriptions filed by the Rerekorn Trust Company,

the First National beak of Chicago, Uontsomery Ward & Co., and others, in whieb the

subscriptions wove Oholhod very carefully ar to eleriAmd details, oloseifioationo,

*to., and petite oat tkat the eareful shocking of Is. latter cases indicates the

probability' of islastionsi emor-ellotnomts in the eases leder oritieimm4

This meneweeden severs only in a general my the natters *lob are treated

at long* in Mr. Caclels report, the details of vhiob are folly set out by his in

his text and supported by photostatic copies of subscription letters, sales
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memoranda, eorretsponaence, ate*

It is the vial,' of thin division that the information dismissed in Wr.

Caalais report is of nuah a nftture that it &hould have the attention of the

1.111 department in Ordar to &itemise the advisability of reportinr the

feet, le the Department of Justice.

Rerpooltelly yubmittedi

LEO H. PM:TILER,
Chief, Division of Examinations.

,/
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C017FIDEiTTIAL - Tentative Draft of March 25, 1933..

Curtiss - Young - Boston
Case - Harrison - New York
Austin - Norris - Philadelphia
Williams - Fancher - Cleveland
Hoxton - Seay - Richmond
Newton - Black - Atlanta

Ir-27

March 25, 1933.

Stevens - McDougal - Chicago
Wood - Martin - St. Louis
Bailey - Geery Minneanolis
McClure - Hamilton - Kansas City
Walsh - McKinney - Dallas
Newton - Calkins - San Francisco

H. R. 3757 providing for direct loans by Federal reserve banks to non-
member State banks and trust companies, which was quoted in our Trans.

1722 of March 24 and was signed by President on same date, has been given

preliminary study here and following tentative interpretations and procedure

are suggested: (1) A nonmember bank may an-)ly for loans only to Federal

reserve bank of district in which it is located. (2) Suggest that your

Counsel prepare forms of a-pplications, promissory notes, resolutions of

directors and other papers along lines of those used in connection with

loans to individuals, partnerships and cornorations; but application forms

should also include -provision that any failure to comply with any applicable

provision of law or regulations of the Federal Reserve Board or of agreement

with Federal reserve bank shall constitute a default upon all loans made

by Federal reserve bank to applicant and applicant's entire indebtedness

to Federal reserve bank shall thereupon become due and payable. (3) Each

application must be accompanied by written apnroval of State authorities

having sunervision over applicant bank and statement from such authorities

that it is in sound condition. (4) Before making first advance to any

nonmember bank, Federal reserve bank should make thorough examination of

ap-olying bank, after making necessary arrangement to insure payment of

expenses therefor. (5) If examination discloses that applicant bank is
VOLUME 242
PAGE 131
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solvent, that it has capital required of member banks, that it has

no branches unlawful for member banks, and that its condition is

otherwise satisfactory, Federal reserve bank should inspect col—

lateral and advise applicant bank whether or not loan will be

granted. (6) Before being permitted to withdraw proceeds of

advance; ap-olicant bnnk should be required to establish actual

realized balance with Federal reserve bank in amount equal to

reserve balance which would be required of it under Section

19 and Regulation D if it were a member b -mk. (7) Advances

to nonmember banks may be made on the same terms and conditions,

and on the same collateral as fifteen day advances to member banks

under eighth -paragraph Section 13. (8) After nonmember bank has

exhausted all collateral eligible for advances under Section 13, it

may obtain advances on ineligible assets on same terms and conditions as

member banks obtain advances under provisions section 10(b), Federal Re—

serve Act, as amended March 9, 1933. (9) Rates on all advances of

either class should be same as rates on similar advances to member

banks. (10) Notes ra,presenting advances to nonmember banks (whether

on eligible or ineligible collateral) may be used as security for

issuance of Federal reserve bank notes under Section 401 Act March

9, 1933, to same extent as paper acquired under Federal Reserve

Act, but may not be used as security for Federal reserve notes.

(11) Making of advances to nonmembcr banks is discretionary with

Federal reserve bank and in exercising its discretion Federal

reserve bank should consider whether ;proceeds of advance will be
amm••••••••.......•••
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used for purpose of paying off existing indebtedness to other banking

It nstitutions and should also have due regard to claims and demands of

member banks, as required by Section 4 Federal Reserve Act. (12) In

making advances, Federal reserve banks should not make any commitment

to renew or extend, or to grant further or additional advances. (13)

Federal reserve bank should advise each nonmember bank applying for

advances that, while it is indebted in any way to Federal reserve bank,

it must comply with requirements of Federal Reserve Act and Board's

regulations applicable to member State banks, including the following:

(a) It must maintain reserve balance required by section 19 Federal

Reserve Act and Board's Regulation D and will be subject to penalties

for deficiencies in reserves; (b) it must remit at par for checks drawn

on it and presented for -payment by Federal reserve bank as required of

member banks by Federal Reserve Act and Board's regulations; (c) it

will be subject to examination at any time by Federal reserve bank or

Federal Reserve Board and will be subject to assessments for expenses

of such examinations to same extent as meMber banks; (d) it must make

same reports of condition and of payment of dividends as required of

member State banks and will be subject to same penalties for failure

to do so; (e) before bemming indebted to Federal reserve bank, such

bank must relinquish any branch or branches established after February

25, 1927, beyond limits city, town or village in which parent bank is

situated and must not establish any such branches while indebted to
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such Federal reserve bank; (f) such bank must comply with capital
orn“..0•11011b,

requirements regarding eligibility of State banks for membership

and must conform to provisions of law which prohibit national

banks from lending on or purchasing their own stock, which relate

to withdrawal or impairment of capital stock and which relate to

payment of unearned dividends. (14) Suggest that your counsel and

officers who are to handle applications of nonmember banks read

carefully debates in Congressional Record on this Act and especially

Senate debates of March 22 and 23, which indicate clearly that Fed-

eral reserve banks are not expected to make loans to insolvent banks

nor to give nonmember banks more favorable treatment than member

banks.

Morrill.

(Governors and Agents)
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Public Act No. , 73d Congress.

AY ACT

To provide for direct loans by Federal reserve banks to

State banks and trust companies in certain cases,and for

other purposes.

3e it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled,

That Title IV of the Act entitled "An Act to provide relief in the exist—

ing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes," a-oproved

March 9, 1933, is amended by adding ab the end thereof the following new

FTection:

"Sec. 404. Durinj; the existing emergency in banking, or until this

section shall be declared no longer operative by -oroclamation of the

President, but in no event beyond the period of one year from the date this

section takes effect, any State bank or trust company not a member of the

Federal reserve system may apply to the Federal reserve bank in the district

in which it is located and said Federal reserve bank, in its discretion and

after inspection and ap,)roval of the collateral and a thorough examination

of the applying bank or trust company, may make direct loans to such State

bank or trust company under the terms provided in section 10 (b) of the

Federal Reserve Act, as amended by section 402 of this Act: Provided, That

loans may be made to any a)plying nonmember State bank or trust company

upon eligible security. All applications for such loans shall be accent—

panied by the written approval of the State banking department or commission

of the State from which the State bank or trust company has received its
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charter and a statement from the said State bankinc department or comission

that in its judgment said State bank or trust company is in a sound condition.

The notes re-presenting such loans shall be eli3-ible as security for circu-

lating notes issued under the provisions of the sixth paragraph of section

18 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended by section 401 of this Act, to the

same extent as notes, drafts, bills of exchange, or bankers! acceptances

acquired under the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act. During the time

that such bank or trust company is indebted in any way to a Federal Reserve

bank it shall be required to comply in all respects to the nrovisions of the

Federal Reserve Act a-p2licable to member State banks and the regulations of

the Federal Reserve Board issued thereunder: Provided, That in lieu of sub-

scribing to stock in the Federal reserve bank it shall maintain the reserve

S. lance required by section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act during the

existence of such indebtedness. As used in this section and in section 304,

the term !State bank or trust company! shall include a bank or trust company

organized under the laws of any State, Territory, or possession of the United

States, or the Canal Zone."

Sec. 2 (a) Section 304 of such Act of March 9, 1933, is amended by

adding after the first sentence thereof the following new sentences: "Nothing

in this section shall be construed to authorize the Reconstruction Finance

Corporation to subscribe for preferred stock in any State bank or trust

company if under the laws of the State in which said State bank or trust

comlmny is located the holders of such preferred stock are not exempt from

double liability. In any case in which under the laws of the State in

which it is located a State bank or trust company is not permitted to issue

preferred stock exempt from double liability, or if such laws permit such
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issue of preferred stock only by unanimous consent of stockholders, the

Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized, for the purposes of this

section, to purchase the le3.ally issued capital notes or debentures of such

State bank or trust company."

(b) The second sentence of said section 304 is amended to read as

follows: "The Reconstruction Finance Corporation may, with the a-)nroval of

the Secretary of the Treasury, and under such rules and regulations as he

may prescribe, sell in the open market the whole or any part of the preferred

stock, capital notes, or debentures of any national banking association,

State bank or trust company acquired by the corporation pursuant to this

section."

Such section 304 is further amended by aLding at the end thereof the

following new sentence:

(c) As used in this section, the term "State bank or trust company"

shall include other banking corporations engaged in the business of

industrial banking and under the supervision of State banking departments

or of the Comptroller of the Currency.
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(CS NFIDENTIAL -- Revised draft of March 25, 1933.)

EXECUTIVE ORDER

Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin, Gold Bullion

anS IS Certificptes.

By virtue of the authority vested in me by subsection (b)

of Section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended by Section 2

of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled "An Act to provide relief in

the existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes", I,

Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of America, do

hereby prohibit eIardng of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold

certificates within the continental United States by individuals,

partnerships, associations and corporations and hereby prescribe

the following regulations for carrying out eSurposes ofthis order:

Section 1. For the purposes of this regulation, the term

"hoarding" means the withdrawal and withholding of gold coin, gold

bullion or gold certcates from the recognized and austomary chan—

nels of trade. The term "person" means any individual, partnershi7D,

association or corporation.

Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on or

before April 15, 1933, to a Federal reserve bank or a branch or agency

thereof or to any member bank of the Federal Reserve System a'I

coin, gold bullion and gold certcates except the following:

(a) Such amount of gold as may be required for legit—
imate and customary use in industry, profession or art wn a
reasonable time, including gold prior to refining and stocks of
golS in reasonable amounts for the usual trade requirements of
S wners mining and refining such gold.
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(b) Gold coin and gold certificates in an amount not
exceeding in the aggregate $100.00 belonging to any one person;
and gold coins having a recognized special value to collectors
of rare and unusual coins.

(c) Gold coin and bullion licensed for legitimate
er:oort transactions (not involving hoarding or speculation) in-
cluding gold coin and bullion imported fcr reexport or held
pending action on applications for export licenses.

144,44,4,(41 104-- 
41

(d) Gold coin and bulon earmarked or held in trust for now00.41/
a recognized foreign zovernment or foreign central bank or the
Bank for International Settlements.

(e) Gold coin and bullion actually needed to meet mAturing

(041A 
obligations payable in gold coin or bullion in any case where
payment in gold coin or bullion actually has been demanded by the
obligee; provided that, in order to facilitate the enforcement
of Section 3 hereof, the obligor shall furnish to the Federal
reserve bank of the district in which such payment is made a
written statement showing the name and address of each person
to whom or for whose account such a payment is made and the amount
paid to each such person. )

Section 3. Until otherwise ordered, any person becoming the

owner of any gold coin, gold bullion cr gold certificates after April

12, 1933, (except as exempted by the provisions of Section 2) shall,

within three days after receipt thereof, deliver the same in the manner

prescribed in Section 2.

Section 4. Upon receilot of gold coin, gold bullion cr gold

certificates delivered to it in accordance with Sections 2 or 3, the

Federal reserve bank or memler bank will pay therefor an equivalent

amount of any other form of coin or currency coined or issued under the

laws of the United States.

Section 5. Member banks shall deliver all gold coin, gold

bullion anC. gold certificates owned or received by them (other than as

exempted under the provisions of Secticn 2) to the Federal reserve
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banks of their respective districts and receive credit or payment

therefor.

Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum

made available to the President by Section 501 of the Act of March 9,

1933, will in all proper cases pay the reasonable costs of transporta-

tion of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to a

member bank or Federal reserve bank in accordance with Sections 2, 3,

cr 5 hereof, including the cost of insurance, protection, and such

other incidental costs as may be necessary, upon production of satis-

factory evidence of such costs. Voucher forms for this purpose maY

be procured from Federal reserve banks.

Section 7. In cases where the delivery of gold coin, gold

bullion or gold certificates by the owners thereof within the time

set forth above will involve extraordinary hardship or difficulty,

the Secretary of the Treasury may, in his discretion, extend the time

within which such delivery must be made. Applications for such ex-

tensions must be made in writing under oath, addressed to the Secre-

tary of the Treasury and filed with a Federal reserve bank. Each

application must state the date to which the extension is desired,

the amount and location of the gold coin, sold bullion and gold cer-

tificates in respect of which such application is made and the facts

showing extension to be necessary to avoid extraordinary hardship or

difficulty.
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Section 8. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized

and empowered to issue such further regulations as he may deem necessary

to carry out the purposes of this order and to issue thereunder, throuEh

such officers or agencies as he ::ay designate, liceroses permittillg the

Federal reserve banks and member bani:s of the Federal Reserve System, in

return for an equivalent amount of other coin, currency or credit, to

deliver gold coin and bullion to persons showing the need for the same

for a:ly of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a), (c), (d), and (e)

of Section 2 of these regulations.

Section 9. Whoever willfully violates any provision of this

Executive Order or of these regulations or of any rule, regulation or

license issued thereunder may be fined not more than $10,000, or, if

a natural person, may be imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both;

and a-ly officer, director, or agent of any corporation who knowingly

participates in any such violation may be punished by a lihe fine,

imprisonment, or both.

This order and these regulations may be revoked at any time.

FRAU= D. ROOSEVELT

THE WHITE HOUSE

March , 1933.
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(C=IDEY.TIAL -- Revised draft of March 4p, 1933.)
EXECUTIVE ORDER

Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin, Gold Bullion

and Gold Certificates.

By virtue of the authority vested in me by subsection (b)

of Section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended by Section 2

of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled An Act to provide relief in

the existing national emergency in banking, and for other purposes",

in which amendatory Act Congress declared that a serious emergency

exists, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States of

America, do declare that said national emergency still continues to

exist and pursuant to said section do hereby prohibit the hoarding of

gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates within the continental

United States by individuals, partnerships, associations and corporations

and hereby prescribe the following regulations for carrying out the

purposes of this order:

Section 1. For the purposes of this regulation, the term

"hoarding" means the withdrawal and withholding of gold coin, gold

bullion or gold certificates from the recognized and customary channels

of trade. The term "person', means any individual, partnership, associa-

tion or corporation.

Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on or

before April 15, 1937, to a Federal reserve bank or a branch or agency

thereof or to any member bank of the Federal Reserve System all gold

coin, gold bullion and gold certificates except the following:

(a) Such amount of gold as may be required for legit-imate and customary use in industry, profession or art within areasonable time, including gold prior to refining and stocks ofgold in reasonable amounts for the usual trade requirements ofowners mining and refining such gold.VOLUHE 242
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(b) Gold coin and gold certificates in an amount
not exceeding in the aggregate $100.00 belonging to any
one person; and gold coins having a recognized special
value to collectors of rare and unusual coins.

(c) Gold coin and bullion licensed for legitimate
transactions (not involving hoarding), including gold
coin and bullion imported for reexport or held pending
action on applications for export licenses or held in
trust or earmrked for a recognized foreign government
or foreign central bank or the Bank for International
Settlements.

Section 3. Until otherwise ordered, any person becoming the

owner of any gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates after April

12, 1933, (except as exempted by the provisions of Section 2) shall,

within three days after receipt thereof, deliver the same in the manner

prescribed in Section 2.

Section 4. Upon receipt of gold coin, gold bullion or gold

certificates delivered to it in accordance with Sections 2 or 3, the

Federal reserve bank or member bank will nay therefor an equivalent

amount of any other form of cnin or aarrency coined or issued under the

laws of the United States.

Section 5. Member banks shall deliver all gold coin, gold

bullion and gold certificates owned or received by them (other than as

exempted under the provisions of Section 2) to the Federal reserve

banks of their respective districts and receive credit or payment

therefor.
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Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum

made available to the President by Section 501 of the Act of March 9,

1933, will in all proper cases pay the reasonable costs of transporta-

tion of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to a

member bank or Federal reserve bank in accordance with Sections 2, 3,

or 5 hereof, including the cost of insurance, protection, and such

other incidental costs as may be necessary, upon production of satis-

factory evidence of such costs. Voucher forms for this purpose may

be -orocured from Federal reserve banks.

Section 7. In cases where the delivery of gold coin, Gold

bullion or gold certificates by the owners thereof within the time

set forth above will involve extraordinary hardship or difficulty,

the Secretary of the Treasury may, in his discretion, extend the time

within which such delivery must be made. Applications for such ex-

tensions must be made in writing under oath, addressed to the Secre-

tary of the Treasury and filed with a Federal reserve bank. Each

application must state the date to which the extension is desired,

the amount and location of the gold coin, gold bullion and gold cer-

tificates in respect of which such application is made and the facts

showing extension to be necessary to avoid extraordinary hardship or

difficulty.
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Section 8. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized

and empowered to issue such further regulations as he may deem necessary

to carry out the purposes of this order and to issue thereunder, through

such officers or agencies as he may desirmate, licenses permitting the

Federal reserve banks and member banks of the Federal Reserve System, in

return for an equivalent amount of oter coin, currency or credit, to

deliver gold coin and bullion to persons showing the need for the same

for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a) and (c) of Section

2 of these reulations.

Section 9. ':.rhoever willfully violates any provisicn of this

-_xecutive Order or of these regulations or of any rule, regulation or

license issued thereunder may be fined not nore than 10,000, or, if

a natural person, may be imprisoned for not mnre than ten years, or

both; and any officer, director, or agent of any corporation who knowing-

ly participates in any such violation may be punished by a like fine,

tmprisonment, or both.

This order and these reculations may be modified or revoked

at any time.

TIE WHITE HOUSE

l'arch , 1933.

FRANKLIN L. ROOSZVaT
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On the assunr)ti tha.t (e) Section 2 of the pro-oosed order must

be eltainLted, I would suggest:

(a) That an announcement be made that licenses during
the life of the order will be issued under
(c) Section 2 to nrovide gold for spedific
performance of cold contracts held by foreigners.

(b) That a declaration be made by the Secretary of the
Treasury that all Government dbligations payable
in gold will be so paid. at maturity, whether

'principal or interest, when held abroad by
foreigners.

Without such an announcement and ruling the United States would

be off the gold standard at home and abroad, and foreign Governments

might claim that they were released f rom any obli,T,ation to pay gold on

the debts owed by them to the United States because of the repudiation

by the United States Government of its gold obligations.

MEmbef2
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The Federal Reserve Board has considered the modification

of Section 2 of the proposed executive oraer forbidding the hoard-

inc : of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates--submitted

to it on ularch 29 by the Undersecretary of the Treasury. The modi-

fication consists of the consolidation of Clauses (c), (d), and (e)

of Section 2 into one Clause (c) expressed in more general language

and giving wider administrative discretion to the Secretary of the

Treasury in determining what constitutes leiti,flate transactions.

In the Board's judgment this modification does not a-)pear to change

the purpose of the order or its effectiveness in accomplishing this

puroose, which is to prevent the hoaraing of golo in the United

States. In accepting the modification the Board does so with the

understanding that nothing contained in the order wo.ala be construed

as preventing the withdrawal from this country under license of gold

reTairrA in the settlement of balances due to foreigners not caused

by specalation or hoarding.
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IN ITS REPORT OF MARCH 29, 1932
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Section 2(b). Definition of naffiliate.

No changes in this section are recommended; but attention is

invited to the fact that the definition of the term "affiliate" is so

broad that it would apnly to organizations having business interests

e-iitirely outside of the field of banki:-.g and which do not necessarily

have an imnortant effect upon the condition or management of member

banks with wItch they are affiliated. Tilts, if the same person or group

of Persons owns the controlling interest in a cotton compress compamy,

a mercantile company or a manufact-,Iring company and also owns more than

50% of the number of shares voted for the election of directors of a member

bank at the preceding election, the cotton compress company, mercantile

company or manufacturing company would be an "affiliate" of the member

bank within the meaning of this section. It seems impracticable to frame a

more restrictive definition which would exclude cases of this kind but

include all corporations whose business may affect those of member banks;

but it is believed that some of the mandatory provislons of the bill re—

garding affiliates should be made discretionary, in order to avoid the

necessity of making examinations and requiring reports of condition in

cases where the busi:iess of the affiliate is of such a character that the

examinations and reports would serve nc useful purpose and involve need—

less expenses. Changes for this purpose are suggested in connection with

other sections of the bill dealing with affiliates.
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Section 5(b). Affiliates of State member banks.

It is recommended that the following changes be made in this

section: Page 6, lines 10 and 11, stril:e out the words "not less than

three reports during each year" and substitute the words "such reports

as the Federal reserve bank or the Federal Reserve Board ;3117)11 deem

necessary."

Page 6, beginning in line 15, strike out all after the word

"reoorts" down to and including the word "shown" in line 23.

Strike out all of the paragraph commencing on page 9, line 13,

and ending on page 10, line 6, and substitute therefor the following:

"Amy examiner selected or apDroved by the Federal
Reserve Board may examine any affiliate of any bank ad-
mitted to membership under the provisions of this section
when it shall be deemed necessary in order to inform the
Federal Reserve Board or the Federal reserve bank of the re-
lations of such affiliate with such member bank or of the ef-
fect of such relations upon the management or condition of
such member barik. The examiner making the exami,Iation of any
such affiliate shall have power to make a thorough examina-
tion of all the affairs of the affiliate, and in doinc; so
he shall have power to administer oaths and to examine any of
the officers, directors, employees, and agents thereof under
oath, and shall make a report of his findings to the Federal Re-
serve Board or to the Federal reserve bank. The expenses
of any examination made under the provisions of this para-
graph may, in the discretion of the Federal Reserve Board, be
assessed against the affiliate examined and, when so assessed,
shall be paid by the affiliate examined. If such affiliate
shall refuse to pay such expenses or shall fail to do so
within sixty days after the date of such assessment, then
such expenses may be assessed against the affiliated member
bank and, when so assessed, shall be -oaid by such member
bank; Provided, ho r Thatweve, , if the affiliation is with
two or more member banks, such expenses may be assessed
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(Section 2:(b), continued)

L-28

against, and collected from, any or all of such nember banks
in such proportions as the Federal Reserve Board may pre—
scribe. If any affiliate of a bank admitted to membership
under the provisions of this section shall refuse to Dermit
an examiner to make an exami-lation of such affiliate or re—
fuse to give any information required the course of any
such examination, each member bank with which it is affili—
ated shall be subject to a penalty of not more than $100 for
each day that any such refusal shall continue. Such penalty
may be assessed by the Federal Reserve Board in its discre—
tion, and, when so assessed, may be collected by the Federal
reserve bank by suit or otherwise.n

For the reasons indicated in the discussion of section 2, the

above changes are recommended in order that the Federal Reserve Board may,

in its discretion, avoid the necessity of making examinations of, or re—

quiring reports of condition from, business organizations which are in—

cluded technically within the definition of "affiliates" but ,-Thich are

engaged in a business which does not bring them within the purpose of the

provisions of the bill. It is also believed that the pro-Dosed revision

of the paragraph regarding examinations of affiliates would facilitate

practical administration.
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Section 5(b). Dealings in investment securities by State member banIcs.

The bill provides that State member banks shall be subject

to the same limitations and conditions with respect to the purchase,

sale, underwriting and holding of investment securities and stock as

are applicable in the case of national banks. In order to make it

clear that this provision is not intended to require a bank to dispose

of any securities which it holds at the time the bill is enacted into

law, it is recommended that the period at the end of line 6 on page 8

of the bill be changed to a colon and the following words inserted:

"Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed as
requiring any bank to dispose of any investment
securities or stock which it lawfully holds at the
S ate of the enactment of this Act."
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Section C. quarters for the Federal Reserve Board.

It is recommended that the following be inserted between

lines 5 and 6 on page 13:

"(d) Section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended, is further amended by adding at the end there-
of a new paragraph reading as follows:

Imhe Federal Reserve 3oard is authorized
and empowered to acquire by purchase, colidemnation
or otherwise, a building located in the District
of Columbia which will provide suitable an0_ adequate
offices wherein the functions of te Board and the
Comptroller of the Gurrency may be carried on, or
to acquire by purchase, condennation or otherwise,
such site located in the District of Columbia as
it may deem necessary and to cause to be construct-
ed thereon a building which -ill provide suitable and
adequate offices for the purposes of the Federal Re-
serve Board and the Comptroller of the Gurrency, and
to maintain, repair, enlarge or remodel any building
so acquired or constructed. *The Federal Reserve Board
may assign offices in any such 7Juilding for the use
of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal
Liquidating Corporation, and nothing contained in the
Act of June 3, 1864, or in Section 331 of the Revised
Statutes (Title 12, Section 13, U.S.C.), or in any
other provon of law, shall be construed as prevent-
ing the Comptroller of the Currency from making full
use of any offices so assigned and from keeping there-
in the records and all other valuable things belong-
ing to his department. The Federal Reserve Board
may levy upon the Federal reserve banks, in propor-
tion to their capital stock and surplus, assessments
sufficient to defray all costs and expenses incurred
under the provisions of this paragraph."

The amendment to the second paragraph of Section 10 of the

Federal Reserve Act contained in Section 6 (b) of the bill (pages

11 and 12) would repeal the provision of existing lar authorizing

the Secretary of the Treasury to assign offices in the Treasury

Department for the use of the Federal Reserve Board; and it 7ould
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(Section 6 continued)

L-28

seem that the Board should be authorized to purchase or ccnstruct a

buildi_lg for its orn use and that, in the interests of colvenience and

efficiency, space should be provided in such building for the Coillptroller

of the Currency and his staff and for the proposed Federal Liquidating

Corporation.
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Federal Open Market Committee.

It is recommended that everything beginning with line 6 on

page 13 through and including line 16 on page 14 be stricken cut and that

the following be inserted in lieu thereof:

"Sec. 7. Section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act,
as amended, is further amended by striking out the
words 'Every Federal reserve bank shall have power;f
and inserting in lieu thereof the following;

1 Subject to such regulations, limitations,
restrictions and procedure as the Federal RB-
serve Board may prescribe, every Federal reserve
bank shall have power: 1

"Section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended,
is further amended by adding at the end thereof a new
paragraph reading as follows;

'The time, character and volume of all pur-
chases and sales in the cpen market under this
section shall be governed with a view to accommo-
dating commerce and business and with regard to
their bearing upon the general credit situation of
the country.1"

There is already in

has COMB about as the result

of the Federal reserve banks

that it would be inadvisable

existence an open market committee which

of natural development and on which each

has representation; and the Board believes

to disturb this developrent by crystalizing

into law any partiaular procedure. It is also believed that nothing

further along this line is necessary at this time than amendments guch

as those suggested above clarifying the power of the Federal Reserve

Board to gupervise and regulate the open market operations of the Fed-

eral reserve banks and writing into law the principle underlying such

operations which has long been observed by the Federal Reserve Board.
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(Section 7, continued)

The provision of subsection (b) of the proposed new Section 12A

(page 13, lines 20-24), to the effect that no Federal reserve bank shall

engage in open market operations except in accordance with resolutions

adopted by the com.nittee and approved by the Federal Reserve Board,

would deprive an individual Federal reserve bank of all authority to

make purchases in the open market except after obtaining the consent

of both the Board and the committee. The open market committee would

have no authority to act without the approval of the Board and the Board

would have no authority to act without the approval of the committee.

This would be too rigid and might make the open market operations of

the Federal Reserve System less timely and less efficient.
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Federal Liquidating Corporation.

If the amendment first made above regarding the proposed Open Mar-

ket Committee is adopted, it will be necessary to insert the following be-

fore line 17 on page 14:

"The Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is amended by in-
serting between Sections 12 and 13 thereof the following
new section:"

It is recommended that, on pages 15 to 19, inclusive, all of para-

graphs (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) be stricken out and that the following

be substituted therefor:

"(c) The corporation shall have a capital stock of
$125,000,000, all of which shall be subscribed by the
United States of America and payment for which shall be
subject to call in whole or in part by the board of
directors of the corporation.

"There is hereby authorized to be appropriated cut
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
the gum of $100,000,000 for the purpose of making pay-
ments upon such subscription. Receipts for payments by
the United States for or on account of such stock shall
be issued by the corporation to the Secretary of the
Treasury and shall be evidence of the stock ownership of
the United States.

"Any Federal reserve bank may purchase and hold any
debentures or other such obligations of the corporation
in an amount not exceeding one-fourth of the amount of
its surplus fund."

The proposed section 12(B) of the Federal Reserve Act as set

out in section 7 of the bill contemplates that the Federal Liquidating

Corporation shall have a capital and surplus composed of (a) funds de-

rived from subscriptions by member banks to the extent of one-fourth

of one per cent of their net time and demand deposits; (b) one-fourth

of the surplus of the Federal reserve banks as of July 1, 1932; and

(c) the sum of $125,000,000 to be subscribed by the United States.
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(Section 7, continued)

In addition, the corporation would be empowered to sell and have

outstanding at any one time its obligations in an amount equal to twice

its capital and surplus. It has been estimated that the amount thus

required of member banks would be about $65,000,000 and the amount re-

quired of the Federal reserve banks about an eval amount. Thus the

entire capital and surplus of the corporation might be approximately

$255,000,000 and its borrowing capacity approximately $510,000,000,

or a total of $765,000,000.

Under the amendment proposed herein, the corporation would have

a capital of $125,000,000 paid in by the Treasury and would be authorized

to sell its obligations in an additional amount equal to twice its capital,

or, in other words, it might have approximately $375,000,000 of resources

available for carrying on its operations. Bearing in mind that this sum

would be in the nature of a revolving fund and that the corporation

will be constantly receiving reoayments from the liquidation of the

assets purchased or held by it as collateral which will be available

for further purchases or loans, it seems to the Board that a total of

$375,000,000 should be sufficient for all practical purposes. If, however,

it should later appear to be inadequate there would be ample opportunity

for Congress to amend the law so as to provide means for increasing the

resources of the corporation. In these circumstances, it seems un-

necessary to impose upon member banks the burden of providing part of

the capital of the proposed corporation; and much objection has been made

to the imposition of such a requirement, particularly at this time.
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Lik_ewise, no necessity seems to exist for requiring the Federal

reserve banks to subscribe to the capital stock of the corporation.

On the other hand, the provision permitting the Federal reserve

banks tc purchase debentures of the corporation would be helpful

in facilitating the marketing of the corporation's obligations.

In order that it may be clear that the corporation may

issue its obligations in an amount equal to twice the amount of its

subscribed capital, it is suggested that the word "subscribed" be

inserted before the wnrd "capital" in line 1 on page 24 of the bill.
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(Section 7 continued)

It is further recommended that everything on page 21, after the

word "require" in line 14, down through and including the word "directors"

in line 19 be stricken out; because it is believed that sound business

practice, as well as the need for protecting the Government's investment

in the capital of this corporation, requires that the valuations upon

which purchases of assets of closed banks or loans to receivers upon the

security of such assets are based should be determined by representatives

of the Liquidating Corporation.

The bill provides for a liquidation fee of 8 per cent of the

amount realized from the sale or other disposition of assets purchased by

the corporation. The time required for the liquidation of such assets would

vary in different cases from a few months to several years and a fee of 8 per

cent might be too great in some cases or too little in others. It is recom—

mended, therefore, that the words "licluidation fee of 8 per centum of" in

line 3 of page 22 of the bill be changed to read "reasonable liquidation fee

fram."

If, notwithstanding the recommendations of the Board above set

forth with reference to the capital structure of the corporation, the

present provisions of the bill for three classes of stock are to be retained,

the Board feels that the stock held by the Federal reserve banks should be

accorded the same rights as to dividends as are given the stock held by

the member banks and by the Government. There is no reason why the stock

paid for by the Federal reserve banks should not be given the same treat—

ment in this respect as the other classes of stock of the corporation.
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It is also believed that a provision should be included which would

authorize the return to the member banks and to the Federal Reserve

Banks of a portion of the amount paid in by them upon the stock of the

corporation if and when it is no longer needed for the purposes of the

corporation. If it ahould develop that the amount of the paid-in capital

stock of the corporation is in excess of its needs, the returns on the

stock would be small and it would seem equitable that the amount of the

excess paid nSy the member banks and the Federal reserve banks should

be returned to them. In order to accomplish these purposes, it is recom,

mended that the following changes be made in the bill. In line 13 on

page 16, strike out the word "not"; in line 14 rn page 16, after the word

"dividends", mmit the period and insert the words "to the same extent as

Class A stock"; and at the end of line 23, at page 18, add the following:

"If at any time in the judgment of the board of directors of

the Corporation, the amount of the stock of the corporation is

greater than is needed in the transaction of its business, the

bSS of directors shall have the power to suspend any of the pro-

ons of this section with respect to the subscription by

member banks for Class A stcck and to call for the surrender and

cancellation on a ratable basis of such an amount of Class A

stS ck held by member banks and of Class B stock held by Federal

reserve banks as the board may deem advisable: Provided, hmrever,

That auch suspension may be terminated by the board of directors

Sf the corporation at any time and in case of such termination all

of the provisions of this section with respect to the subscription

and payment for Class A and Class B stock shall apply according to

their original tenor."
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Section 8. Loans to member banks on their promissory notes 

It is recommended that all of Section 8 (i.e. eTerythi-Ig com-

mencing with line 8 on page 28 down through and including line 11 on

page 29) be stricken out and that the follo7ing be substituted therefor:

"Sec. 8. The eighth paragraph of Section 13 of the
Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is amended and reenacted
to read as follows:

"'Any Federal reserve bank may mDke advances for
periods not exceeding fifteen days to its member banks
on their promissory notes secured by the deposit or pledge
of bonds, notes, certificates of indebtedness or Treasury
bills of the United States, or by the deposit or pledge
of debentures or other such obligations of Federal Inter-
mediate Credit Banks which are eligible for purchase
by Federal reserve banks under Section 13(a) of this
Act; and any Federal reserve bank may make advances for
periods not exceeding ninety days to its member banks
on their promissory notes secured by such notes, drafts,
bills of exchange or bankers' acceptances as are eligible
for rediscount or for purchase by Federal reserve banks
under the provisions of this Act. All such advances
shall be made at rates to be established by such Federal
reserve banks, subject to the review and determination
of the Federal Reserve Board.'"

This section purports to amend the seventh paragraph of Sec-

tion 13 of the Federal Reserve Act; but, since the bill was reported

out by the Banking and Currency Committee of the Senate, a new para-

graph was inserted in an earlier part of Section 13 by the Act of July

21, 1932, so that the paragraph referred to is now the eighth para-

graph of Section 13 instead of the seventh paragraph of Section 13.

Since this bill was reported out by the Banking and Currency

Committee of the Senate, the paragraph of Section 13 referred to was

amended by the Act of May 19, 1932, so as to make debentures or other

such obligations of Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, which are eligible
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(Section 8, continued)
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for purchase by Federal reserve banks under Section 13(a) of the Federal

Reserve Act, eligible as collateral security to the promissory notes

of member banks evidencing advances made to them by the Federal reserve

ban::s; and that amendment would be repealed by the bill in its present

form.

The main purpose of Section 8 of the Bill is to limit the

right of member banks to borrow from Federal reserve banks on their own

promissory notes when such member ban2:s are making loans on stock

exchange collateral and thus to discourage member ba-iks from making loans

on stock exchange collateral when they are indebted to the Federal reserve

banks. It is believed, however, that this purpose is fully accomplished

by the provisions of Section 3(a) of the bill and that no further limitation

along this line is desirable. Moreover, the theory underlying this

proposed amendment -- i.e., that there is a more direct connection

between member bank collateral notes and the use of reserve credit for

speculative activity than between rediscounts and this activity

is unfounded. Member banks borrow on their own promissory notes

because of the greater convenience both to them and to the Federal

reserve banks; and, if this form of borrowing were restricted or pro—

hibited, they would merely substitute the procedure of rediscounting

eligible paper without any change in the use of the proceeds. For these

reasons, it is believed that th_e additional restrictions proposed to be

imposed by this section would make the operation of the Federal reserve

banks less efficient and more expensive.
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(Section 8, continued)

The Federal Reserve Board has recommended in its annual reports for

several years that the maturity of advances which may be made to member banks

on their promissory notes secured by paper which is eligible for discount be

increased from 15 to 90 days, because it is believed that such an amendment

would be especially helpful to country banks and would increase the efficiency

and usefulness of the Federal reserve banks without departing in any way from

the fundamental principles of the Federal Reserve Act. The amendment recom-

mended above would accomplish this purpose and is believed to be very desirable.

If, notwithstanding the above recommendations, Section 8 of the

bill is retained in substantially its present form, then, in order to conform

to the situation resulting from the insertion of a new paragraph in an earlier

part of Section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act, the word "seventh" in line 8

on page 28 should be changed to "eighth"; and, in order not to repeal the amend—

ment of May 19, 1932, making debentures or other such obligations of Federal

Intermediate Credit Banks which are cligible for purchase by Federal reserve

banks eligible also as collateral security for the promissory notes of member

banks, Section 8 of the bill should also be amended by changing the period after

the words "United States" in line 20 on page 28 to a comma and inserting at

that point the words "or by the deposit or pledge of debentures or other such

obligations of Federal Intermediate Credit Banks which are eligible for pur—

chase by Federal reserve banks under Section 13(a) of this Act."
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Section  Member banks acting as mediums or agents in ilaking loans on 

collatoral.

This section would forbid a member bank to act as the medium

or agent of any nonbanking institution or individual in making loans on the

security of stocks, bonds and other investment securities to brokers or

dealers in such securities. In order that it may be clear that this pro-

vision forbids a member bank to act as a medium or agent for this purpose,

not only of a nonbanking institution or individual, but also of a nonmember

bank which in turn is acting for a nonbanking institution or individual, it

is suggested that the words "directly or indirectly" 'be inserted after the

word "act" in line 14 on page 30.
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Section 11. Loans to executive officers of member banks or to their relatives.

One of the provisions of this section requires that an executive

officer of a member bank make a report to the chairman of the board of direc—

tors of such bank with respect to any borrowing from the bank by relatives of

certain specified classes and provides a penalty of fine or imprisonment for

failure to do so. In order that this provision may not appear to include a case

in which an executive officer is not aware of the borrowing by a relative, it

is suggested that the word "knowingly" be inserted in line 5 on page 32 before

the word "violating'!.
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Section .S.ns to or investment in stock of affiliates.

This section provides limitations upon loans or extensions of

credit to affiliates by member banks and upon investments in the stock or

obligations of such affiliates by member banks. In order that it may be

clear that the limitation upon investments in capital stock of affiliates

should not be construed as implied authority for investment in such stock

within the limitations of the section, it is suggested that the limiting

provision of this section be changed so as not to apply to capital stock

of affiliates. Other provisions of the bill forbid member banks to purchase

any stock of any corporation (with certain stated exceptions) and, accordingly,

the limitation of this section with respect to investments in capital stock

of affiliates is unnecessary. It is recommended, therfore, that the words

"capital stock" in line 15 of page 32 be stricken out.

Among the limitations provided by this section is a requirement

that a loan or extension of credit to an affiliate by a member bank be se-

cured by collateral having a market value of at least 20 per cent more than

the amount of eS.n or extension of credit or at least 10 per cent more

than the amount thereof if it is secured by municipal obligations, but loans

I r extensions of credit secured by obligations of the United States, Federal

intermediate credit b.nks, Federal land banks, or paper eligible Irred

oun by Federal reserve banks are excepted from this requirement. It is

believed that the exception in favor of loans secured by paper eligible for

rediscount by Federal reserve banks would provide a loophole through which

the intention of this provision might be evaded. Paper may be technically

eligible for rediscount by Federal reserve banks and yet not of a quality
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standpoint. A member bank, therefore,

upon the security of paper which is not

of a sound quality, although eligible for rediscount, without complying

with the spirit of the requirement of this section as to marginal collateral.

It is accordingly recommended that in line 16 on page 33 of the bill, the

comma after the words "Federal land banks" be changed to a period and the

remainder of the sentence down to and including the word "banks" in line 19

be stricken out; and that in line 13 on page 33 of the bill, after the word

"thereof", the colon be changed to a comma and the following be inserted:

"or by collateral in the form of notes, drafts, bills of exchange or bankers'

acceptances eligible for rediscount or for purchase by Federal reserve banks

having a face value of at least 25% more than the amount of the loan or

extension of credit."
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Section 14. Jurisdiction of Federal Cuarts.

In order to accomplish the purpose of certain recommendations

heretofore made by the Federal Reserve Board in its annual reports for

the years 1927 (page 48), 1928 (page 41) and 1929 (page 37), and in

letters addressed to the Chairmen of the Banking and Currency Committees

of the Senate and the House of Representatives under date of February 14,

1930, it is recommended that, on page 35, line 23, of the Bill the quo-

tation mark be stricken out and the following new paragraph inserted:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all
auits of acivil nature at common law or in equity to which
any Federal reserve bank shall be a party shall be deemed to
arise under the laws of the United States, and the district
courts of the United Statcs shall have original jurisdiction
of all auch suits; and any defendant in any such suit may,
at any time before the trial thereof, remove such suit from
a State court into the district court of the United States
for the proper district by following the procedure for the
removal of causes otherwise provided by law. No attachment
or execution shall be issued against any Federal reserve
bank or its property before final judgment in any suit, ac-
tion, or proceeding in any State, County, Municipal or United
States Court."

Section 14 of the Bill, to which this amendment pertains, would

add a new section to the Federal Reserve Act conferring upon the Federal

Courts jurisdiction over certain classes of suits to which any corpor-

ation organized under the laws of the United States is a party. The

principal corporations affected by this section of the bill in the form

in which it passed the Senate are national banks and foreign banking cor-

porations organized under Section 25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act; and

it is believed that this section of the bill should be amended so as to

incorporate certain amendments heretofore recommended by the Federal

Reserve Board with regard to aaits to Which Federal reserve banks are
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parties.
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The amendment proposed would, (1) restore to eIeera courts

jurisS iction over suits to which Federal reserve banks are parties, and

(2) exempt Federal reserve banks from attachment or garnishment pro—

ceedings before final judgment in any case or -oroceeding. Each of these

ISints is discussed separately below.

The Federal courts formerly had jurisdiction of suits by and

against Federal reserve banks because of the fact that Federal reserve

banks are incorporated under an Act of Congress; but Section 12 of the

Act of February 13, 1925, provides that no district court of e-Sn 

States Shall have jurisdiction of any action or suit by or against any

cS rporation upon the ground that it was incorporated by or under an Act

of Congress, except corporations in which the Government of the United

States is the owner of more than one—half of the capital stock.

It is not believed that Congress had eIeera reserve banks

in mind when this amendment was enacted; but its terms deprive tho

United States district courts of jurisdiction of all suits by or against

Federal reserve banks, unless a question involving the interpretation of the

Constitution of the United States or of some Federal statute is raised

by the original pleadings of tlae plaintiff. The provisions of the Federal

Reserve Act or the regulations of e•Sera Reserve Board are frequently

the grounds IS which Federal reserve banks defend suits brought against

them; but the fact that such questions are raised in eIeend 

pleadings is not a ground of jurisdiction in the United States district

courts. The Tederal reserve banks are thus forced to defend in the State

courts suits which turn upon essentially Federal questions and which result
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(Section 14, continued)

in nationally important interpretations of the Federal Reserve Act.

Unlike national banks, the Federal reserve banks cannot remove

suits brought against them by persons located in other States to the

United States district courts on the ground of diversity of citizenship,

because the Sulioreme Court of the United States has .held that a Federal

corporation is not a citizen of any State, and there is no provision in

the Federal Reserve Act similar to that in the National Bank Act provid-

ing that they shall be deemed citizens of the States in which they are

located.

Tbe Act of February 13, 1925, makes an exception in the case of

corporations in which the Government of the United States is the owner

of more than one-half of the capital stock; and it would seem that the

exception should logically be extended to include Federal reserve banks,

since they act as fiscal agents of the United States and perform certain

functions of subtreasuries as well as many other important functions for

the Government. Moreover, in the event of the liquidation of the Federal

reserve banks, all of their surplus, which amounts to nearly twice their

paid-in capital stock, would become the property of the United States.

The proposed amendment would also exempt Federal reserve banks

from attachment or garnishment proceedings before final judgment in any

case or proceeding.

In some instances, suits against a Federal reserve bank brought

in a State other than that in which the Federal reserve bank is located

have been commenced by attaching or garnisheeing the property of such

Federal reserve bank located in such other State. Proceedings which thus
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tie up the property of a Federal reserve bank in advance of final judgment

may cause serious difficulty and embarrassment in the proper administra-

tion of the affairs of the Federal reserve bank, and there would seem to be

no sound reason why this Should be permitted.

The purpose of attachment and garnishment proceedings is to

insure to the complainant that he will be able to obtain satisfaction

of any judgment which may be finally rendered in his favor; and the

credit and financial standing of each Federal reserve bankis such that

no difficulty may be anticipated in obtaining full satisfaction of any

judgment which may be rendered by the courts against it.

Under the provisions of Section 5242 of the Revised Statutes,

national banks are exempted from attachment and execution before final

judgment in any case or proceeding and the Board feels that the law

should be amended so as to give Federal reserve banks the same protection

in this respect. It is conceivable that, if large amots of the funds

or credits of the Federal reserve banks should be tied up through attach-

ment or garnishment proceedings, thn ability of the reserve banks to per-

form these functions might be seriously hampered.
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Section 15. Powers of national banks.

It is recommended that this section be amended as follows:

1. On page 36, line 12, change the semicolon to a period

and strike out Everything thereafter through the word "Congress" in

line 18.

2. On page 38, line 2, i,isert the word "general" between the

word "or" and the word "obligations".

3. On page 38, strihe out all of lines 12, 13 and 14.

The clause on paze 36, lines 12 to 18, inclusive which would

confer upon national banks all banking powers granted by State law to

banking institutions in the States where such national ba -.21s are locat-

ed, except to the extent expressly forbidden by Congress, would have a

strong tendency in the direction of lowerin the standard of the Nation-

al Banhing System and would be inconsistent with the general theory of

the bill. It would collstitute a further step in the competition in lax-

ity w:ich has been permitted to grow up between the National Banking

System and the banking systems of the forty-eight States.

The auggested amendment in line 2 of page 38 is intended to

make ineligible for purchase by national banhm special obligations of

States and political subdivisions thereof which are payable out of

special funds and not out of the general revenues of the State or

political subdivision. Under existing law, national ban:::s may invest

in general obligations of a State or any political subdivision thereof,

and it is not believed desirable that the authority of national banks in

this respect shnuld be extended.
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The effect of the sentence contained in lines 12, 13 and 14 on

page 38 is not clear; and the sentence would seem to be entirely un-

necessary, in view of the fact that the limitations on the amount of

investment securities which may be purchased by national barks have been

clarified so that there is no doubt that they apply only to investment

securities purchased after this section as amended takes effect. (See

page 37, lines 4, 11 and. 12.) With the amendments above suggested,

there would seem to be no reason why its effective date should be

postponed for one year. Its restrictions would pertain only to future

purchases of, or dealings in, investment securities and it would not

require any national bank to dispose of any investment security which

it now holds.
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Section 18. Holding company affiliates of national banks.

It is recommended that this section be amended as follows:

Page 40, line 18, strike out the words "or held" and substitute in

lieu thereof the words "or by any officer, director, employee, proxy,

nominee, representative, or agent thereof, or".

Page 41, line 1, after the word "same" insert the following

new sentence:

"Such application shall be in such form and shall
contain such agreements and undertakings as the Feder-
al Reserve Board in its discretion may prescribe."

Page 41, line 11, strike out the comma after the word "re-

ceive" and everything thereafter through and including the word "af-

filiated" in line 12.

Page 41, line 13, after the 'word "shall" insert the words "be

authorized to".

Page 43. Strike out all of lines 13 to 22, inclusive, and

insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(d) Within a period of one year from the date
of the issuance of such voting permit, each nonmember State
bank owned or controlled by such holding company affili-
ate which is eligible for membership in the Federal re-
serve system shall apply for membership therein in the
manner prescribed by, and subject to the terms of, Sec-
tion 9 of the Federal Reserve Act; if such application
is approved by the Federal Reserve Board, such bank
shall become a member of the Federal reserve system and
shall comply with all of the provisions of law appli-
cable to member banks; if such application is not ap-
proved by the Federal Reserve Board, or if any such
bank shall fail to become, or shall cease to be, a mear-
ber of the Federal reserve system at any time while such
agreement remains in effect, such affiliate shall divest
itself of all stock ownership cr other interest in, or
control of, such bank within such time as the Federal Re-
serve Board may determine; and"
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(Section 18, continued)

J7'L.6.;e 45, line 1, aftui the word "any" insert tho words "con-

dition prescribed by or.

Page 45, line 20, strike out tha Taotation mark after the

word "amendedu and insert the followin new )aragra-ohs:

"Unless there is in effect at the time a voting per-
mit issued pursuant to the tarm3 of this section, any
person, firm, corporation, association, business trust,
or other organization, which shall vote, or cause, direct,
authorize, or permit to be voted, the stock of any nation-
al bank owned or controlled by any holding company affili-
ate, or by any officer, director, employee, proxy, nominee
or representative or agent thereof, or by any trustee for
the benefit of the shareholders or members thereof, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction
thereof in any district court of the United States, shall
be fined not more than $5,000 for each such offense. Each
vote cast shall constitute a separate offense within the
meaning of this paracraph.

"Any officer, director, agent or employee of any
such holding comnany affiliate for which there is in ef-
fect a voting permit issued under the provisions of this
section, who shall make any false entry in any book, re-
port or statement of such afftliate with intent in any
case to injure or defraud such affiliate, any member bank
or any other comnany, body politic or corporate, or any
individual person, or with intent to deceive the Federal
Reserve Board or any of:icer uf such affiliate or of any
member bank, or the Ca-rotrolleP of the Currency, or any
agent or examiner appointed to examine the affairs of
such affiliate, shall be deed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof in any district court of the
United States shall be fined not more bhan $5,000 or
shall be imprisoned for not more thar five years, or
both, in the discretion of the court.
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(Section 18, continued)

'To national bank shall, (1) make any loan on the
stock of any holding company affiliate which oNns or ocn-
trols such national bank directly or indirectly, (2) make
any loan to any holding company affiliate which owns or
controls such national bank, directly or indirectly, on
the security of any shares of stock of any corporation
owned or controlled by such holding company affiliate, or
(3) be the purchaser or holder of the stock of such hold-
ing company affiliate; unless such security or purchase
shall be necessary to prevent loss upon a debt previously
contracted in good faith; and any stock so purchased or
acquired shall be sold or disposed of at public or private
sale within six months from the date of its acquisition,
unless the time is extended by the Comptroller of the
Currency."

The amendment suggested on page 40, line 18, is intended to

guard more completely against evasions.

The amendment suggested on gage 41, line 1, is believed neces-

sary for practical administrative purposes.

For the reasons indicated under the discussion of Section 2,

the proposed amendments to lines 11, 12 and 13 are intended to make ex-

aminations of holding company affiliates discretionary with the super-

visory authorities instead of mandatory, in order to avoid the

necessity of making examinations of business organizations which are

included technically within the definition of uaffiliatesu but which are

engaged in a business which does not bring them within the purpose of

the provisions of the bill.

Subsection (d) on page 43 purports to subject to the provi-

sions of Section 5209 of the Revised Statutes, any officer, director,

agent or employee of a holding company affiliate who makes false entries

in any book, record or statement of such holding company affiliate; but

it is doubtful whether the directors, agents and employees of a holding

company affiliate can be subjected to a criminal provision of this kind
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(Section 18, Continued)

merely by an agreement made, or a condition accepted, by the holding

company affiliate. It is believed that it would be better to cover this

subject directly by a provision of law, instead of incorporating it in

the conditions to be accepted by the holding company affiliate; and the

recommendations made above contemplate the insertion of a new paragraph

for this purpose on page 45, near the end of the section.

It is suggested that there be inserted in lieu of sub-paragraph

(d) on page 43 (lines 16 to 22) an entirely different paragraph which

would provide that, within a period of one year from the date of the issuance

of a voting permit to a holding company affiliate, each non-member State

bank owned or controlled by such holding company affiliate shall apply for

membership in the Federal Reserve System if eligible therefor, and that, in

the event such application is not approved or if the bank fails to become

or ceases to be a member of the System, the affiliate shall divest itself

of all interest in or control of such bank. This is believed to be of

great importance; because, without such a provision, the Eoard would

not have any authority over non-member banks controlled by a holding company

affiliate which controls member banks except authority to examine them and

require them to submit reports of condition. Moreover, without such a pro-

vision one or two banks in a group controlled by a holding company affiliate

could be members of thc Federal Peserve System and the remaining banks in

the group could remain outside of the astem but obtain the benefits of the

System indirectly through the member banks in the group without contributing

their proper shares to the resources of the System through subscriptions to

the capital stock of the Federal reserve bank and through the maintenance

of reserve deposits with the Federal reserve bank.
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(Section 13, continued)

L-28

The proposed change in line 1 on page 45 is recommended in

view c,f the fact that many of the regulatory provisions regarding

holding company affiliates are in the form of conditions upon which

they shall be granted voting permits.

It is believed that the first of the proposed new paragraphs

to be inserted on page 45 will greatly strengthen the entire section

and make it more easily enforceable.

The second of these proposed ner paragraphs is intended as a

substitute for the present paragraph (d) on page 43, lines 16 to 22,

and has been discussed above.

National banks are now forbidden by law to purchase, or make

loans against, shares of their own stock; and the last of the three new

paragraphs proposed to be inserted on page 45 is intended to prevent

them from doing the same thing indirectly by making loans to, or pur-

chasing or lending against the stock of, another corporation which owns

the stock of the national bank.
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It is also suggested that the following be added at the end of

page 42 of the bill:

"Provided,  however, That, in computing the amount
of readily marketable assets, other than bank stock,
which any such affiliate is required to possess at any
given time, credit shall be given to such affiliate
for all contributions which it has made during the
preceding three years to banks owned or controlled
by it at the time such computation is made. The term
*contribution', as herein used, shall include all such
gifts of money, assets or other things of value to
any such bank, all such amounts paid for worthless
or doubtful assets purchased from any r:uch bank, and
all such other similar amounts as the Federal Reserve
Board, in its discretion, may permit to be treated
as contributions."

The inclusion of this provision would encourage affiliates

to aid their affiliated banks which may be in need of assistance

by furnishing them with new money or by purchasing from them

rTorthless or doubtful assets.
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Section 24. Ruorts of affiliates of national banks.

section:

It is recomended that the following changes be made in this

1, On page 49, line 13, strike out everything after the

word "Currency" through and including the word "form" in line 14 and

substitute in lieu thereof the words "such reports".

2. On page 49, line 18, insert a Period after the word "for",

and strike out everything thereafter through and including the word

"association" in line 21.

3. On page 49, line 23, strike out the entire sentence com-

mencing with the word "each" through and including the word "shown!! on

page 50, line 3.

For the reasons indicated in connected with the discussion

of section 2, the above amendments are recommended in order to avcid

the necessity of requiring reports of condition from business organiza-

tions which are included technically within the definition of "affili-

ates" but which are engaged in a business which does not bring them

within the purposes of this section, and to avoid the necessity of

repeated reports of such concerns when the necessary information has

been once obtained.
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Section 25. Examinations of affiliates of national banks. 

It is recommended that this section be amended as follows:

1. On page 50, line 25, strike out the word "include" and

substitute in lieu thereof the words "have power to make.

2. On page 51 strike out everything after the word amended"

in line 10 through and including the word "affiliate" in line 18.

3. On page 52, line 19, change the word "the" to "each".

The proposed change in line 25 on page 50 is intended to make

such examinations discretionary instead of mandatory, and thus to avoid

the necessity of making examinations of business organizations which are

included technically within the definition of "affiliates" but which are

engaged in a business of a character not pertaining to the purposes of this

section; and also to avoid an unnecessary repetition of examinations.

The two sentences on page 51, the elimination of which is recom-

mended, would authorize the Comptroller of the Currency to publish re-

ports of examinations of member banks and their affiliates in certain cir-

cumstances. This is a drastic power which, if exercised, would have a

damaging effect upon the banks involved and upon their borrowers and perhaps

upon general banking conditions. Furthermore, it is inconsistent with the

confidential nature of reports of examination; and it is unnecessary, in

view of the fact that other sections of the bill confer adequate powers

upon the Comptroller of the Currency to bring about compliance with his re-

quirements -- especially Section 27 which authorizes the removal of of-

ficers and directors of national banks who are guilty of continued unsafe

or unsound practices or continued violations of the law.
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It is also sugested that on page 52 of the bill, the

se-L,,nue ueginning in line 3 and running to line 7 be changed

to read as follows: "The actual expense of examination of any

such affiliate examined may be assessed by the Cemptroller of the

Currency upon such affiliate and when so assessed shall be paid by

such affiliate".
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Section 26. Resumption of business by closed national banks.

It is assumed that this section will be omitted from the bill

in view of the enactment of the Bank Conservation Act, Title II of the

Act of March 9, 1933.
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Reserves of member banks of the Federal Reserve System.

In addition to the comments and recommendations submitted above

with reference to specific provisions of the bill, attention is called

to the desirability of a thoroughgoing revision of the provisions of sec-

tion 19 of the Federal Reserve Act with regard to the reserve requirements

of member banks. The Board is of the opinion that the adoption of a

system of reserves based on velocity of accounts as well as of their

volume, as recommended in the report of the Committee on Bank Reserves

of the Federal Reserve System, would be an important step in strencthoning

the influence that the System could exert in the direction of sound credit

conditions. The proposals submitted in the Committeels report, a copy

of which is transmitted herewith, embody a method of calculating re-

quired reserves which is believed to be sound in principl and which would

eliminate many inequitable and unfair features of the present law. It is

recommended, therefore, that the following new section be added to the

bill which would incorporate the proposals of the Systemls Committee on

Bank Reserves with slight modifications:

"Sec. . Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act (United

States Code, Title 12, Sections 461 to 466, inclusive, and

Section 374), as amended, is further amended and reenacted

to read as follows:

'RESERVES OF MEMBER BANKS.

'Section 19, (a) Each member bank shall establish

and maintain reserves equal to five per centum (5%) of the

amount of its net deposits, plus fifty per centum (50%)

of the amount of its average daily debits to deposit

accounts; Provided, That any member bank, at its option,
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for any period not less than 90 days, may omit any specific

deposit account or accounts from such computation of its

reserve requirements if such account or accounts are reported

separately to the Federal reserve bank and if a reserve of 50%

is maintained against such account or accounts: Provided,

however, That, in no event, shall the aggregate reserves required

to be maintained by any member bank exceed fifteen per centum

(15%) of its gross deposits.

'(b) Each member bank located in the vicinity of a Federal

reserve bank or branch thereof shall maintain not less than four-

fifths of its total required reserves in the form of a reserve

balance on deposit with the Federal reserve bank, and every other

member bank shall maintain not less than two-fifths of its total

required reserves in the form of a reserve balance on deposit

with the Federal reserve bank. The remainder of the total re-

quired reserves of each member bank, over and above the amount

required to be maintained in the form of a reserve balance on

deposit with the Federal reserve bank, may, at the option of such

member ban -, consist of a reserve balance on deposit with the

Federal reserve bank, or of cash owned by such member bank either

in its actual possession or in transit between such member bank

and the Federal reserve bank: Provided, That the Federal Reserve

Board may limit the kinds of cash awned by a member bank which may

be counted as part of its required reserves; and Provided further,

when, in its judgment the public interest so requires, the Federal

Reserve Board may limit to an amount less than that permitted

hereunder the amount of cash nrhich any member bank or banks may

count as reserve: Provided, however, That in prescribing such limi-Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
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Reserves--Continued

tations, the Federal Reserve Board shall be guided by the

general principle that member banks should be permitted to

count as reserve, within the limitations of this section,

as much cash as they reasonably need in view of the charac-

ter of their business and their degree of accessibility to

the currency facilities of the Federal reserve banks.

'(c) The term "gross deposits", within the meaning

of this section, shall include all deposit liabilities of

any member bank whether or not immediately available for

Tithdrawal by the depositor, all liabilities for certified

checks, cashiers', treasurers' and other officers' checks,

cash letters of credit, travelers' checks, and all other

similar liabilities, as further defined and specified by

the Federal Reserve Board: Provided, however, That, in

computing the amount of "gross deposits", (1) amounts shown

on the books of any member bank as liabilities of such bank

payable to a branch of such bank located in a foreign country

or in a dependency or possession of the United States, and

(2) liabilities payable only at such a branch, shall be

treated as though said liabilities were due to or payable at

a nonmmber bank.

'(d) The term "net deposits", as used in this section,

shall mean the amount of the gross deposits of any member bank,

as above defined and as further defined by the Federal Reserve

Board, minus the sum of (1) all balances due to such member

bank from other mmber banks and their branches in the United
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Reserves - Continued 

States and (2) checks and other cash items in process of col-

lection which are payable immediately upon presentation in

the United States, within the meaning of these terms as fur-

ther defined by the Federal Reserve Board.

1(e) The term "average daily debits to deposit accounts,"

as used in this section, shall mean the average daily amount

of checks, drafts, and other items debited or charged by any

member bank to any and all accounts included in gross deposits

as above defined and as further defined by the Federal Reserve

Board, except charges resulting from the payment of certified

checks and cashiers!, treasurers', and other officers' checks.

TM The term "cash" within the meaning of this section,

shall include all kinds of currency and coin issued or coined

under authority of the laws of the United States.

1(g) The term "reserve balances," as used in this

section, shall mean a member bank's actual net balance on the

books of the Federal reserve bank representing funds available

for reserve purposes under regulations prescribed by the Federal

Reserve Board.

t(h) The term "vicinity of a Federal reserve bank or branch

thereof," as used in this section, shall mean the city in which

a Federal reserve bank or branch thereof is located, until such

term is otherwise defined by the Federal Reserve Board: Provided,

That, with respect to each Federal reserve bank and each branch

thereof, the Federal Reserve Board, from time to time, in its

discretion, may either (1) define a specific geographic area
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as comprising the vicinity of such Feder
al reserve balik

or branch thereof, within the meaning of 
this section, or

(2) compile a list of member banks which sha
ll be deemed

to be located in the vicinity of such Fed
eral reserve bank

or branch thereof, within the meaning of
 this section, and

add banks to, or remove banks from, s
uch list, from time to

time: Provided, however, That, in def
ining such areas and

compiling such lists, the Federal Reserve B
oard shall be

guided by the general principle indicated 
in subsection (b)

hereof.

t(i) With respect to each member bank, the term 
"Federal

reserve bank", as used in this section, sh
all mean the Federal

reserve bank of the district in which such m
ember bank is lo-

cated.

1(j) The Federal Reserve Board is authoriz
ed and em-

powered to prescribe regulations defining 
further the various

terms used in this Act, fixing periods ov
er which reserve

requirements and actual reserves may be a
veraged, determining

the methods by which reserve requirements a
nd actual reserves

shall be computed, and prescribing penalti
es for deficiencies

in reserves. Such regulations and all other regulatio
ns of

the Federal Reserve Board shall have the forc
e and affect of

law and the courts shall take judicial notice
 of them.

t(k) Subject to such regulations and penalti
es as may

be prescribed by the Federal Reserve Board, 
any member bank

may draw against or otherwise utilize its 
reserves for the
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purpose of meeting existing liabilities: Provided, however,

That, whenever the reserves of any member bank have been

continuously deficient for fourteen consecutive calendar days,

the Federal Reserve Agent or Assistant Federal Reserve Agent

of the district in which such member bank is located shall

sead to each director of such bank, by registered mail, a

letter advising him of such deficiency and calling attention

to the provisions of this subsection; and each director of such

bank who after receipt of such a letter, assents to or acquiesces

in the making of additional loans or investments by such bank

before the reserves of such bank shall have been restored to the

amount required by this section, shall be held liable in his

personal or individual capacity for any and all losses sustained

by such bank on any such loans or investments.

1(1) All penalties for deficiencies in reserves incurred

under regulations prescribed by the Federal Reserve Board pursuant

to the provisions of this Act shall be paid to the Federal reserve

bank by the member bank against which they are assessed.

1(:m) No member bank shall keep on deposit with any State bank

or trust company which is not a member bank a sum in excess of ten

per centum of its own paid-up capital and surplus. No member bank shall

act as the medium or agent of a nonmember bank in applying for or re-

ceiving discounts from a Federal reserve bank under the provisions

of this Act, except by permission of the Federal Reserve Board.
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1(n) National banks or bari.-.s organized under 1()cal laws,

located in Alaska or in a dependency or insular possession or any part

of the United States outside the co-itinental United States, may remain

nonmember banks, and shall in that event maintain reserves and comply

, with all the conditions now provided by lar regulating than; or said ban.17s

may, 7ith the consent of the Federal Reserve Board, become member banks of

any one of the Federal reserve districts, and shall in that event take

stoch, maintain reserves, and be subject to all the other provisions of

this Act.

1(o) All acts or parts of acts in co:Iflict with this section are

hereby repealed only in so far as they are in conflict with the Provisions

of this section.,

"There are hereby repealed the orovisions of Section 7 of the First

Liberty Bond Act, aproved April 24, 1917, Section 8 of the Second Liberty

Bond Act, approved September 24, 1917, and Section 8 of the Third Liberty

Bond Act, approved April 4, 1918 (U.S.Code, Title 31, Section 771) whien

read as follows:

'That the provisions of section fifty-one hundred and

ninety-one of the Revised Statutes, as amended by the Federal

Reserve Act, and the amendments thereof, with reference to the

reserves required to be kept by national banking associations and

other member banhz of the Federal Reserve System, shall not apply

to deposits of public moneys by the United States in designated

depositaries.t

"This section shall become effective on the first day of the

seventh calendar month following the enactme:-It of this Act."
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The Federal Reserve Board has considered the modification of

Section 2 of the prolozed executive order forbidding the hoarding

of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates, submitted on

March 29th by the Under Secretary of the Treasury. The modification

consists of the consolidation of clauses (c) (d) and (o) of Section 2

Into one new clause - (c) - and it empresses those fonner clauses in

more general lanurmage, and gives wider administrative discretion to

the Seer ?tury of the Treasury in detenaining that constitutes

legitimate transactions.

The Board interprets this new paragraph (c) as loaving the

tiecretary of the Treastu7 free to license the ho lding and/or er.?ort

of epld in any leaitiaate transaction not involving hoarding, whether

domestic or foreigx, and on this interpretation it accepts and approve

the nevi fort* of order.
(

-/-444

• c•• •t! )44.44444A 40.04•44,4 S-ti c-t4 c'4,444.411.1
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(O0UFIDENTIAL - Draft of March 31, 1933.)

STATEMENT 

In the past weeks the country has given a remarkable

demonstration of confidence. With the reopening of a majority

of the banks of the country, currency in excess of

$1,000,000,000, of which $600,000,000 was in the form of gold

and gold certificates, has been returned to the Federal reserve

banks.

Many persons throughout the United States have hastened to

turn in gold in their possession as an expression of their

faith in the Government and as a result of their desire to be

helpful in the emergency. There are others, however, who have

waited for the Government to issue a formal order for the return

of gold in tlieir possession. Such an order is being issued

by the President today.

The order authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to

issue licenses for obtaining gold forll)legitimate needs

not involving hoarding, industrial requirements, and the

exportation of gold for trade purposes. With these exceptions,

the order requires all persons who have in their possession

gold coin, not having special value to collectors, gold certificates,

or gold bullion, in excess of $100, to return this gold to one of

the Federal reserve banks, or a member bank. While the order is

in effect persons who come into possession of gold not exempted by
VOLUME 242
PAGE 139
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the exceptions set forth in the order, will also be required to

exchange it for other currency. The order is limited to the

period of the emergency.

The chief purpose of the order is to restore to the

country's reserves gold held for hoarding and the withholding

of which under existing conditions does not promote the public

interest.
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The Federal Reserve Board, in approvinc; the modified form

of Order submi”ed to it by the Under Secretary of the Treasury,
;t:r

does so iq-itA—the- understanding that nothing contained in the Order

will abrogate the essential obligations which the United States has

assumed with relation to the international 0:)ld market.
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Qajl RLIG Y 0.014.b 20 TRKASURIM 

:ursua -At to the power conferred upon me by subsectiDn (n) of

Section 11 of the Federal eserve as amended by section 3 of the

Act lit) provide relief in the existing national emergency in banking,

and for other purposes*, approved March 9, 1933, and findirw this ac-

tion necessary to protect the currency system of the United. States, I,

W. H. -i4-oodin, Lecreary of Lhe lreasury, do hereby require all in-

dividuals, partnerships, associations and corporatioas owning any

gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates, now held withiLl the

continental limits of the United States, forthwith to pay over and

deliver to the Treasurer of the United States, or to a Federal re-

serve bark as fiscal agent of the United States, all such gold coin,

soli bullion aJic. gold certificates.

Partnerships, individuals, associations and corporations,

SIther than member banks of the Federal Reserve System, shall deliver

such gold coin, gola bu.11 i,n and gold certificates to a member bank,

which shall pa: therefor an equivalent Nnount of coin or currency of

the United States other than gold. The member bank shall thereupon

deliver such gold coin, gold bullion and golo certificates to the

Treasurer of the United States or to the Federal reserve b-nk of its

district and receive credit or payment for the amount of gold coin,

gold bullion and gold certificates so delivered.

Member banks shall deliver all goL coin, gold bullion and

gold certificates ow:_ed by them to the ireasurer of the United States

or to the Federal reserve bank of their resrective districts and re-

ceive credit or payment therefor as above provided.
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The t4crtary of the Treasury shall pay all reasonable

costs of trtas?nrtution of such gold coin, etc. upon production of

satisfactori evideacr of such costs. Y,..rms of vouchers for this pur-

pose will be supplied to all member banks as soot as possible.

Any inilvi,ual, partnership, association or corporation foiling

to costly with these requlrements bet re 3 P.M. Tastorn Standard Time,

April 1. 193;!, shall be subject to a petalty of topics the value of the

sold coin, gold bullioa or gold certificates involved; Zrovided, EPwever.
That a member balk remcliOng gold coin, gold bullion or tole. cortificates

for the acclunt of taother iudividnal, partaership, association or

oorptration shall Wove * -oaeoneble tire, nr,t 'Imre time three days.

after ..receipt thereof, to deliver such gold c in, gold bullion ,r gold

certificates to its Federal reserve bank or to ths Troasuror 4 the United
Statas.

Lay gold clin, goli bullioa or gold certifiootes now in (2 ,urao

ehipmant to any iedividaa1, partnership, association or corporation

is the Waktwi Stateemr wbich may be received by amy individual, partner-

ship, assaeiAtion or cor oration after the date of this orer shall be,

as berets providod, leliverec as soon as rApecticPble. but in no evoat

later than three days afttr receipt thereof, to a Federal reserve bf.nk or to

the Treasurer of the United States.

The provisions of this vsomimmiam Shall not mioly to gold coins

included in a bias fide sasiewtie collection, or to such amount of gold

bullion is say be reasonably roanire,for legitimate and customary use in

trade, pr4ossioa or art, or to gold coins In an amou.t not exceeding T100

heretofore -.nod by any one individual.

W. H. loodin,
Secretary of the Tressuzi.
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Form No. 181

Office Correspontence
To _Xt. Watt

From linAircain,

Dear Hr. Wyatt:

Haw would this dot

FEDERAL RESERVE
BOARD

Subject:

111
Date_ Amril_3, 1933.

The value of gold bullion thus turned in, shall be
ascertained in the manner 2rovided for under United States
Revised Statutes, S-ctions 3521 and 3525, and shall be paid
for in current funds (excent gold and gold cortificates) of
equivalent value of the bullion thus determined.
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EXECUTIVE ORDER

Forbidding the Hoarding of Gold Coin, Gold Bullion

and Gold Certificates.

Ey virtue of the authority vested in me by Section 5(h) of the

Act of October 6, 1917, as amended by Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933,

entitled "An Act to Provide relief in the existing national emergency in

bankin, and for other purposes," in which amendatory Act Congress declared

that a serious emergency exists, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the

United States of America, do declare that said national emergency still con—

tinues to exist and pursuant to said section do hereby prohibit the hoarding

of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates within the continental

United States by indiviivals, partnerships, associations and corporations

and hereby prescribe the following regulrtions for carrying out the purposes

of this order:

Section 1. For the purposes of this re:s-ulation, the term "hoarding"

means the withdrawal and withholding of gold coin, gold bullion or 2,-old

certificates from the recognized and customary channels of trade. The term

IIperson" means any individual, partnership, association or corporation.

Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on or before

May 1, 1933, to a Federal reserve bank or a branch or agency thereof or to

any member bank of the Federal Reserve S7stem all gold coin, gold bullion and

gold certificates now owned by them or coming into their ownership on or be—

fore April 28, 1933, except the following:

(a) Such amount of 7old as may be required for legit—

mate and customary use in industry, profession or art within

a reasonable time, including gold prior to refining and stocks

of gold in reasonable amounts for the usual trade requirements

of owners mining and refining such gold.
‘k61
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(b) Goldein and L;o1, certificates in an0ount not
exceeding in the aggregate $100.00 belonging to any one
person; and gold coins having a recognizea special value
to collectors of rare and unusual coins.

(c) Gold coin and bullion earmarked or held in trust
for a recognized foreign government or foreign central
bank or the Bank for International Settlements.

(d) Gold coin and bullion licensed for other proper
transactions (not involving hoarding) including gold coin
and bullion imported for reexport or held pending action

on applications for export licenses.

Section 3. Until otherwise ordered any person becoming the owner

of any gold, coin, gold bullion, or gold certificates after April 28, 1933,

shall, within three days after receipt thereof, deliver the same in the manner

prescribed in Section 2; unless such gold coin, gold bullion or gold certifi-

cates are held for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c)

of Section 2; or unless such gold coin or gold bullion is held for purposes

specified in paragraph (d) of Section 2 and the person holding it is, with

respect to such gold coin or bullion, a licensee or applicant for license

pending action thereon.

Section 4. Upon receipt of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certifi-

cates delivered to it in accordance with Sections 2 or 3, the Federal reserve

bank or member bank will pay therefor an equivalent amount of any other form

of coin or currency coined or issued under the laws of the United States.

Section 5. Member banks shall deliver all gold coin, gold bullion

and gold certificates owned or received by them (other than as exempted under

the provisions of Section 2) to the Federal reserve banks of their res-Dective

districts and receive credit or payment therefor.

Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum made

available to the President by Section 501 of the Act of March 9, 1933, will

in all proper cases pay the reasonable costs of transportation of gold coin,

gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to a member bank or Federal re-

serve bank in accordance with Sections 2, 3, or 5 hereof, including the cost
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of insurance, protection, and such other incidental costs as may be necessary,

upon production of satisfactory evidence of such costs. Voucher forms for

this purpose may be procured from Federal reserve banks.

Section 7. In cases where the delivery of gold coin, gold bullion

or gold certificates by the owners thereof within the time set forth above

will involve extraordinary hardship or difficulty, the Secretary of the

Treasury may, in his discretion, extend ti te time within which such delivery

must be made. Applications for such extensions must be made in writing under

oath, addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury and filed with a Federal

reserve bank. Each application must state the late to which the extension

is desired, the amount and location of the gold coin, gold bullion and gold

certificates in respect of which such application is made and the facts show—

ing extension to be necessary to avoid extraordinary hardship or difficulty.

Section 8. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and

empowered to issue such further regulations as he may deem necessary to carry

out the purposes of this order and. to issue licenses thereunder, through such

officers or agencies as he may designate, including licenses permitting the

Federal reserve banks and member banks of the Federal Reserve System, in re—

turn for an equivalent amount of other coin, currency or credit, to deliver,

earmark or hold in trust gold coin and. bullion to or for persons showing the

need for the same for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a), (c)

and (1) of Section 2 of these regulations.

Section 9. Whoever willfully violates any provision of this Executive

Order or of these regulations or of any rule, regulation or license issued

thereunder may be fined not more than $10,000, or, if a natural person, may

be imprisoned for not more than ten years, or both; and any officer, director,
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or agent of any corporation who knowingly participates in any such violation.

may be punished by a like fine, imprisonment, or both..

any time.

THE 7HITE HOUSE
April 5, 1933..

This order and these ref;ulations may be modified or revoked at

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
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WHEREAS, the Federal Reserve Board caused to be prepared a draft of

an executive order requiring all persons having gold in their possession

to deliver the same to the Treasurer of the United States or to a Federal

reserve bank or member bank of the Federal Reserve System, and said order

was given preliminary consideration by the Federal Reserve Board on March

12, 1933, and was considered by the officials of the Treasury Department

between that date and March 17, 1933;

WHEREAS, a revised draft of said order was given careful considera-

tion by the Federal Reserve Board on March 17, 1933, and subsequent revisions

of said order were considered carefully by the Federal Reserve Board at meet-

ings held on the mornings and afternoons of each day from March 20 to March

25, 1933, both dates inclusive; and also at certain meetings held at night

during the same week;

WHEREAS, the Federal Reserve Board approved unanimously a final draft

of said order on Friday, March 24, 1933, and approved a revision of said

draft on March 25, 1933;

WHEREAS, during the Board's consideration of this proposed order its

deliberations were delayed and prolonged by numerous different suggestions,

many of a trivial character, submitted to it by representatives of the Fed-

eral Reserve Bank of New York;

WHEREAS, even after the Board had approved unanimously the draft of

March 24, 1933, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York submitted further sug-

gestions, including some which had been considered and rejected by the

Board, and thus delayed for another day the submission of such order to the

President;
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WHEREAS, on March 27, 1933, the Board was informed that the

President desired certain changes made in the order in accordance with

a suggestion which had previcy.,sly been submitted to the Board by the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York and rejected by the Board;

WHEREAS, on March 30, 1933, a compromise draft of the resolution

was substantially agreed upon but the preparation of a final revision was

further delayed by further suggestions submitted on behalf of the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York;

WHEREAS, on March 30, 1933, it came to the attention of the Federal

Reserve Board that certain officers of the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York had expressed a desire to delay any decision upon the attitude of the

American Government toward the use of gold, either domestically or inter-

nationally and toward the entire monetary policy of the United States,

until the attitude of Great Britain toward a return to the gold standard

could be ascertained;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD, That the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York be requested to inform the Board what

negotiations or conversations, if any, have taken place during the past

sixty days between directors, officers, or other representatives of the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York and representatives of the Bank of Eng-

land or of the Government of Great Britain regarding the return of Great

Britain to the gold standard.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chairman of the Board of Dir-

ectors of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York be requested to furnish

the Federal Reserve Board with copies of all letters, cablegrams, memo-

randa of telephone conversations and other documents in the possession

of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York having a bearing upon the return

of Great Britain to the gold standard.
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MIORANDUM ON GOLD CLAUSE.

Three situations involving gold clauses call for immediate decision
and action. Two involve GoNernilent obli,,ations; one, private oblip.ations,

(1) All United States bonds, notes and certificates of indebtedness
are by statute and by their terms payable in gold coin "of the present 
standard of value." (See Note, Page 3)

At the same time the Thomas Amendment authorizes the President to
reduce the present weight of the r7old dollar by not more than 5050.

(2) There is at present no legislative authority for the Treasury
to suspend gold payments of interest and principal on these obligations
unless the power to prdhibit hoarEing can be so construed. No published
Executive Order forbids such payments except by banks.

(3) Except where gold has been deposited since April 5, private 
obligors are not permitted to obtain gold for gold clause payments, even
though failure to nay gold may be held to be a default. Furthermore, the
status of new private security issues is uncertain.

T IR.T.ASURC PROBLEMS.

(1) An offering of at least 800,000,000 of Treasury obligations
must be announced on Juneand issued June 15th.

Existing statutes unless amended constitute a pramise that obligatials
issued now will be -payable in ',ad coin of the present standard of value 
whether or not the instrument contains this phrase.

This will be construed either as an undertaking that the power to
devalue p,:iven on May 12, 1933, will not be exercised, or as a promise
which the Government does not make in good faith. In the light of the
Securities Bill such a promise would be indefensible.

(2) Unless new legislation re arizes the refusal to pay gold on
maturing obligations litigation (such as mandamus suits) may and doubtless
will produce an embarrassing and uncertain situation.

(3) The situation cannot be met by merely enabling new dbligations 
to be payable in legal tender without creating a difference in value
between the old and the new obliEations and impairing or destroying the
I,. rket for new obligations. Investors may even prefer private obligations
with a gold clause to Government obligations payable in currency.

(4) Merely temnorary susnension of gold payments wil t solve

?p#• of the new olligations as stated in (1) above.
VOLUME 242
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(5) The only remaining course is to abrogate and forbid all gold
clauses. This would solve all the difficulties and, under the circum-
stances, would run little danger of being declared unconstitutional. It
would necessitate speedy legislation and might involve charges, particularly
from abroad, of reoudiation. The gold clauses repudiated were improvideat
and probably against sound public policy.

PROBLEM OF PRIVATE OBLIGORS.

The difficulty can only be met by defining clearly the status of
the gold clause. They cannot now be performed. Yet if temporary suspension
were regularized more problems would be created than solved. The solution,
therefore, appears to be permanently to abrogate gold clauses. Such
action would, in any event, appear unavoidable in case of devaluation.

RECCIIMIDATIONS.

We recommend the enactment of the attached draft of bill :which
denounces the gold clauses of public and private obligations because

(1) It regularizes the present de facto situation as to both public
and private debts.

(2) The burden, if any, in denouncing the gold clause has in large
measure been already a5wmed.

(3) It avoids charges of bad faith in the making of future obligations
and should strengthen rather than weaken confidence in the Administration.

(4) It avoids a commitment on the future value of the dollar. If
currency redemption is resumed, the denunciation of the gold clauses has
injured no one. If the dollar is devalued, as to Which no commitment is
made, the essential step of eliminating the gold clauses will already have
been taken. The manner of presenttion is important, however, in order to
safeguard against the interpretation of the legislation as foreshadowing
devaluation.

(5)
hoarding.

It would greatly facilitate administration of the orders against

(6) It would eliminate an existing uncertainty in business.

(7) It places old "gold clause" and new "legal tender" obligations
on the same footing in respect of payment unless the legislation were not
sustained - a contingency considered to be remote.

(8) It would eliminate a practice which is unnecessary When all forns
of currency are maintained at a parity with the gold dollar, and which is
unavoidable when they are not.
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(9) The disadvantages of the alternatives areas great or greater
and the gains not comnarable.

NOTE: "That any bonds and certificates of iniebtedness of
the United States hereafter issued shall be payable,
principal and interest, in United States Eold coin of
the present standard of value; * * *" (The Act of
February 4, 1910 (36 Stat. 192) (Sec. 768, Title 31,
U.S. Code)

"The principal and interest thereof shall be payable
in United States gold coin of the present standard
of value." (Secs. 752, 753, Title 31, U.S.C.)
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JOINT R2SOLUTION

TO ASSURE UNIFORM VALUE TO THE COINS AND
CURRENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES.

Whereas the holding of or dealing in gold affect the public interest,

and are therefore subject to proper regulation and restriction; and

Whereas the existing emergency has disclosed that provisions of

obligations which purport to give the creditor a right to require

payment in gold or a particular kind of coin or currency of the

United States,or in an amount in money of the United States measured

thereby, interfere with the power of the Congress to regulate the

value of the money of the United States, and are inconsistent with

the declared policy of the Congress to maintain at all times the

equal power of every dollar, coined or issued 'by the United States,

in the markets and in the payment of debts. Now, therefore, be it

r States by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Uhited

of America in Congress assembled, that (a) every provision

contained in or made with respect to any obligation which purports

to give the creditor a right to require payment in gold or a

particular kind of coin or currency, or in an amount in money of

the United States measured thereby, is declared to be against public

policy; and no such provision shall be contained in or made with

respect to any obligation hereafter incurred. Every obligation,heretofore or

hereafter incurred whether or not any such provision is contained

11 therein or made with respect thereto, shall be discharged upon

payment, dollar for dollar, in any coin or currency which at the

?) 
time of payment is legal tender for public and private debts.

(b) As used in this resolution, the term "obligation" means
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an obligation (including every obligation of and to the United States,

excepting currency) payable in money of the United States; and the

term "coin or currency" means coin or currency of the United States,

including Federal reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal

reserve banks and national banking associations.

Sec. 2. The last sentence of paragraph (1) of subsection (b)

of Section 43 of the Act entitled "An Act to relieve the existing

national economic emergency by increasing agricultural purchasing

power, to raise revenue for extraordinary expenses incurred by reason

of such emergency, to provide emergency relief with respect to

agricultural indebtedness, to provide for the orderly liquidation of

joint—stock land banks, and for other purposes", apnroved May 12, 1933,

is amended to read as follows:

"All coins and currencies of the United States (including

Federal reLerve notes and circulating notes of Federal reserve

banks and national banking associations) heretofore or here—

after coined or issued, shall be legal tender at the nominal

amount thereof in full satisfaction of all debts, public and

private, public diarges, taxes, duties and dues except that

(1) gold coins, When below the standard weight and limit of

tolerance provided by law for the single piece, shall be legal

tender only at valuation in proportion to their actual weight,

(2) subsidiary silver coins shall be legal tender only in

amounts not exceeding $10 in any one payment, and (3) minor

coins shall be legal tender only in amounts not exceeding

25 cents in any one payment."
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AliDIT INTF;NDED TO BE PROPOSED TO THE BILL H.R. 5240.

Page 18, after line 8 insert the following new sections:

"Sec. 10 (a) Every provision contained in or made with respect

to any obligation which nurports to give the creditor a right to

require payment in gold or a particular kind of coin or currency,

or in an amount in money of the United States measured thereby, is

declared to be against public policy; and no such provision shall

be contained in or made with respect to any obliEation hereafter

incurred. Every obligation, heretofore or hereafter incurred

whether or not any such provision is contained therein or made

with respect thereto, shall be discharged upon payment, dollar for

dollar, in any coin or currency which at the time of payment is

legal tender for public and private debts.

"(b) As used in this section, the term "obligation" means an

obligation (including every obligation of and to the United States,

excepting currency) payable in money of the United States; and the

term "coin or currency" means coin or currency of the United States,

including Federal reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal

reserve banks and national banking associations.

"Sec. 11. The last sentence of paragraph (1) of subsection (b)

of Section 43 of the Act entitled "An Act to relieve the existing

national economic energency by increasing agricultural purchasing

power, to raise revenue for extraordinary expenses incurred by

reason of such anergency, to provide emergency relief with respect

to agricultural indebtedness, to provide for the orderly liquidation

of joint-stock land banks, and for other puxnosee', approved May 12,

1933, is amended to read as follows:
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gAll coins and aarrencies of the United States (including

Federal reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal reserve banks

and national banking associations) heretofore or hereafter coined or

issued, shall be legal tender at the nominal amount thereof in full

satisfaction of all debts, nubile and nrivate, public charges, taxes,

duties and dues except that (1) gold coins, when below the standard

weight and limit of tolerance nrovided by law for the single piece,

shall be legal tender only at valuation in pronortion to their actual

weight, (2) subsidiary silver coins shall be legal tender only in

amounts not exceeding $10 in any one payment, and (3) minor coins shall

be legal tender only in amounts not exceeding 25 cents in any one payment.' II
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f fl Correspontence
To Mr.  Hamlin, __

From itz • McClelland.

FEDERAL RESERVE
BOARD

Subject_

Date Jung 1011, 1933.

2--8405
•110

There is attadhed hereto, for your confidential information, copy oT

a telegrua which as tranamitted yesterday to Honorable W. K. Kellogg,

Battle Creek, Michigan, rerArding the situation whidh exists there.

2restoviedvise3 mar the teleOhens thAt thqf *SU endeavor to

Close the negotiations for the orosailition of Os wisloalk ovur this

usiesend.
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TELIGRAII

MCORSTRUCTICX nrXt\Tr.r.Z

*Lehi neten

June 9, 1933

Non. W. K. Itellogg
Battle Crooke Michigszn

le have just bean inform& itir oar representatives, Messrs. Stoddard
awl Preston, tit you Lave again resumed ladoreltp in the banting situationt at
Battle Creek. We are gratin's& at your statics in &yin assuming: Via leadership
which is se vital to the interests of the ommessity which you home largely lt
and which name so amik to you.

Vlb Sair that mem pour londordmip, you go forward with the
plan heretofore proposed by you, as wore& tir year telephone converst.tion with
Mr. Jones of last Maar which was to the Woe& that a new national bank would be
fano& with 440130,000 ihom sash astpitial. *Mich now Usk would assurie the deposits
in full of the old. ierebents National Nit aad the Olt, Imtional iiank. The
i4constrdetion 7inance Oerporation, nnder this p1aa, woad esisseribe for $1.000,(00
of preferred stook to bear dividends for the first five piers sai thereafter
at eed veal& lend you for three years, at a law rate of inibereeto $1,750.000
iI en* UP IOW that amount of second profaned stock, the remaining $25),000,
rOproseating seams *took, to be eabeeribei ay you or others there.

La arMition to the above, the Yederal liaservs is nrepered to give
the nett bank its usual full credit acetemmehmtions aad the Reconstruction Finance
7,ornoration is prepared, in addition to mak Beederve Bak oiWion, to furnish the
nor bank such support :As it nay need in order to propesig Ilene the people of
Battle Creek and fully protect the Ovositors of the new Usk.

We nor urge that you ammo the full leadership ammemmery and be
the people of Battle Creak meet this emiftwor. You are &great philenthmlist,
and it is dembtful if yen wrier will bore asstbs• op7ortmeity to be es balpful to
your friends eal naighbers of life tine.

The Preelbst Jades in this request eel moil pimo sod tbo people
of Battle Crook ant 11114161gan to know that it is hie riermes and the impose of
s Adardovesies and of the agonies 'bleb we represent, to eta in the 111011Mer

stadia as.., slamilior to shoulder with wen community in the United gtates stsre
dadler amergomeies may develop.

The baeking situation throughout the country is rapidly bessamesell stabilised, are another failure in ilichigan, especially in g. r.lity dim
citizens are able to avert it, soul& be extremely infortemote.

diht. Socretorf of tbs. Tresow
7314.13r. Governor, Istemel Reserve lewd,

JESSE JONES, Chairman, Reconstruction Finance Corporation
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